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SUMMARY

J.C.D. Milton

1.1 Nuclear Physics Research

TASCC Facility Progress

Following the discovery of more cracked column members, bringing the total
to 16, the MP column structure was completely dismantled and shipped to HVEC
1983 November 7. All intact members were then checked for dimensions and
strength by HVEC. Two additional members broke under the pull test. In
early December it was decided to have HVEC completely disassemble and
rebuild all the 16 diagonals plus eight of the horizontals. All components
are expected back at CRNL in April with re-assembly completed by August.

All the initial hardware for the Perkin-Elmer 3230 system is operational; a
CDC 300 MB disc and a Chromatics terminal have been added to the system.
The new ORNL data scanner has been successfully tested on 3 of its 12
channels.

A joint application from McMaster, Unlversite de Montreal and CRNL has been
made to NSERC for the germanium detector half of the 8IT spin spectrometer.
Formerly transverse configurations were found to be more efficient than
axial ones for Compton suppression but now the availability of germanium
detectors with an annular BGO insert has reversed the situation with the
result that an axial configuration is wore efficient than a transverse one.
This greatly simplifies the geometry.

The large vacuum chamber for the interim particle detection facility is
being installed. Prototype parallel plate avalanche counters with two-
dimensional sensitivity have been tested. Better performance is expected
with the new VT110 preamplifiers. The design of a forward angle detector
for light ions is underway. It utilizes close packed regular hexagons in a
phoswich configuration: each hexagon has a thin CaF crystal to give the
dE/dx signal and a long fast plastic scintillator the E signal. One photo-
multiplier suffices for both scintillators.

An on-line mass spectrometer has been designed in conjunction with the
University of Manitoba and a joint application for funding made to NSERC.
It will be a unique instrument operated on-line with ISOL and will provide
an exceptional opportunity for mass measurements of short-lived nuclei. The
system combines high precision with high sensitivity.

Installation of the beam transport line is proceeding with scheduled first
beam to the SCC in 1984 October. The ISOL relocation is expected to be
complete in 1984 April.

Installation of the TASCC safety system began in October and is proceeding
well. The submission to the AECL Accelerator Safety Committee has however
been delayed.
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Research Activities

The data on the cross section of the %e(a,Y) Be reaction have been analyzed
and give a zero-energy cross-section factor of S=0.47±0.039 keV-b. This is
in agreement with previous measurements but in strong disagreement with a
recently reported value of 0.30±0.03 keV-b. A weighted average S of 0.50±
0.05 keV-b is recommended.

Analysis of the data on the precision Q value differences for four pairs of
superallowed (3 decays is now complete: all have precision of 200 eV or
better. These have been combined with a survey of 39 previous precise
measurements and with precise lifetime measurements to yield a new value for
the vector coupling constant G ^ I + A R ) 1 ' 2 = 1.415 ± 0.0003 x 10"**
erg*cm . The result improves the definition of the quark mixing elements in
the Kobayashi-Markawa matrix.

Good progress has been made on the neutrino mass experiment: the IT/2
spectrometer has been renovated, the ND6660 data acquisition and control
system readied for use. the response function of the spectrometer measured
at 18.44 keV with a Yb source, and a Bayesian deconvolution procedure
developed for correcting the tritium spectrum shape for the known
spectrometer response. Calculations have so far been able to eliminate
simultaneously only 2 of the 3 important spectrometer aberrations and effort
is now directed at determining which of the 3 is least objectionable.
Preparation of a tritium source, however, remains a serious problem.
Attempts to tritlate thin Ti foils were unsuccessful, apparently because the
foils become completely oxidized and tritium uptake is negligible. High
vacuum systems are being built in an attempt to decrease the oxidation
rate. Other possibilities such as silicon hydride are being looked at.

A ten week test run in August for the parity violation experiment identified
a number of systematic errors but no fundamental problems. A very precise
self-powered detector for determining the beam position has been made. The
remaining 10 of the 20 BIC (neutron) detectors have subsequently been
completed and effort is now directed at improving the reliability of all
components.

A very successful workshop on Kaluza-Klein theories was held in August.
These theories have aroused much interest in the past two years because they
appear to have the best chance of unifying gravity with the other three
fundamental interactions.

In the soliton model for hadrons, a new approach has been adopted for
solving the coupled equation of quark motion and soliton field, and some
interesting new scaling properties discovered as a result. The
Friedberg-Lee model has been extended to make it chirally invariant when a
pion field is added, and a numerical solution has been found. Attempts to
relate these results with the topological soliton model of Skyrme are in
progress.

A defect in the earlier work (Towner, Khanna, Nucl. Phys. A399(1983)334) on
meson exchange currents has been rectified. The charge and current
operators for short range forces now satisfy the continuity requirements.
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The new data acquisition system for radionuclide metrology is now virtually
complete. Further laboratory tests have been made for the Ba inter-
national comparisons.

1.2 Accelerator and Applied Physics

Research Applications

Heavy-Ion Superconducting Cyclotron

The new Koch 2800 HR liquefier has been commissioned.

The rf power amplifier and its power supply have been installed in the
tandem-cyclotron building and commissioning has started.

The low energy buncher has been redesigned to bring the second harmonic
voltage at the low end of the frequency range up to specification.

The high energy buncher has been operated at moderate power levels (limited
by currently available amplifier) and multipactoring problems overcome.

The development of the extraction channel has switched to using niobium-
titanium windings. After proof tests, the final channel is now being
assembled. Calculations suggest that the niobium-titanium channel should be
adequate for all ions and energies but current density and operating
temperature margins ave less than those for niobium-tin.

Isochronous fields for 17 ion species have now been computed.

Two versions of the accelerator orbit code GOBLIN have now been combined in
a universal SUPERGOBLIN. The display of output from this code can be
handled interactively by a new off-line program.

Coupled-Cavity Structures

Design information has been determined for cw proton linac structures
suitable for the high energy HERA project in Germany and for a pulsed S-band
linac suitable for a free electron laser system.

Nuclear Power Applications

a) High Current Proton Accelerator Development

Experiments on axial and ring cusp geometries for duoPIGatron plasma
generators are leading to improved efficiency and beam quality.

Operation of a simple duoPIGatron has led to an efficient oxygen ion source
that could have applications in the semiconductor industry.

A high power two aperture emittance measuring unit is being designed with
assistance from Mechanical Equipment Development Branch.
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Doppler shifted beam light has been used to investigate transverse beam
velocities on ITE.

Work on a finite element method to study space charge and image charge
forces in RFQ structures has started.

Mechanical design of a cold model of the RFQ structure for RFQ1 was
completed.

Installation of the sparker RFQ was completed and initial measurements have
demonstrated the ability to operate reliably at cw field levels up to twice
the Kilpatrick limit.

The RFQ for the RFQ1 experiment has been redesigned based on information
from the RFQ sparker. Improved performance from a shorter structure
requiring less rf power are the most important features resulting from the
redesign.

b) Electron Test Accelerator

The accelerator provided beam for the parity violation experiment, the beam
cavity interaction experiment and irradiation studies.

A klystron became unserviceable with a serious vacuum leak which is beyond
our present repair capability.

A longitudinal matching section has been designed to improve the energy
resolution and hence the transmission in the 45° and 90° beam lines.

Theoretical studies using the ETRAN code for electron energies of 6 to
12 MeV show that the optimum thickness for bremsstrahlung yield in a
tantalum target is about 50% of the electron range.

Experimental studies using beams from ETA and the NRC linac show gamma dose
measurements in general agreement with ETRAN and EGS code.

Calculations using URMEL to investigate non-symmetrical higher order modes
have been compared with experimental results from the MAINZ cavity and the
PIGMI cavity.

The cw BCI experiment is complete. This experiment yielded measurements of
the shunt impedance and Q values of both structures, the energy loss
parameters and a measurement of the bunch length.

A method of brazing aluminum was developed including the achievement of a
leak tight transition from aluminum to stainless steel.

Cavity temperature studies yielded a scaling law for structure power and web
thickness. This is important in the design of a graded-S on-axis structure.
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1.3 Solid State Physics

The crystal structures of bromine, chlorine, hexafluoroethane and a hydrogen
storage compound CaNi5(Do.77) were investigated by neutron diffraction.
Internal strain measurements on Incoloy 800 Steam Generator tubing and on Zr
2.5 wt% Nb pressure tube material were made by neutron diffraction. Neutron
diffraction measurements were also made of the arrangement and molecular
spacings in several biologically significant molecules. The dynamics of
ammonium tin hexachloride, europium sulphide and methane molecules trapped
in an ice clathrate structure were investigated by inelastic scattering.

Measurements were begun on the magnetic and vibrational scattering of an
ordered alloy of uranium with platinum. The quadrupolar distortions in an
ordered alloy of uranium with palladium were further investigated.
Numerical calculations of the magnetic scattering from chains of spins were
made.

Vacancy formation energy measurements were made by positron annihilation on
an atomically ordered alloy of nickel and aluminum and the frozen-in nature
of the vacancies was discussed.

A user-friendly gaussian peak-fitting program has been set up to aid the
rapid analysis of diffraction results. A program for deconvoluting
intrinsic lineshapes from observed lineshapes broadened by instrumental
resolution has been written.

The usefulness of scaling, particularly y or "Bjorken" scaling, has been

demonstrated theoretically for determining final state interactions by deep

inelastic thermal neutron scattering.

Some progress is being made in solving the problem of ion penetration in an
inhomogeneous medium by transferring attention from density moments to
coefficients in a polynomial expansion. Convergence is however slow.
Attempts are being made to speed up the solution with a computer program
from Harwell.

1.4 Applied Mathematics and Computation

The pipe-stress analysis program NUPIPE-II, developed by Quadrex
Corporation, has been installed on the CDC 6600/CYBER 175 system primarily
for use by CANDU Operations. NUPIPE-II contains some features, notably
multiple-support excitation analysis, not provided by the main pipe analysis
programs used in the past. A new release of MARC has been installed and
tested, and will replace the current version early in 1984. Major
enhancements have been made in this version of MARC, both in technical
capabilities and in the user interface. MARC has been used in a preliminary
analysis of some aspects of the CANDU reactor garter spring problem. A new
version of STARDYNE was released in December, and a preprocessor to handle
free format input for TPIPE was designed and implemented.
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The Heat Transfer and Fluid Flow Service library on the CYBER 175/CDC 6600
system now includes sixteen programs. A CYBER Control Language procedure
for executing a selected program has been installed, and a bulletin
containing up-to-date information on the HTFS codes prepared. A document
describing use of the CRNL Computing Centre has been prepared for HTFS
users.

The heat transfer code TRUMP was used to model temperature distributions and
heat fluxes in a new UO2 target assembly for Mo-99 production in order to
assess the suitability of aluminum rather than Zircaloy cladding.

Monte Carlo calculations, using MORSE, were carried out to assess the
shielding design for the access tunnel to the proposed High Level Waste
Treatment Facility.

Progress has been made in setting up a numerical model for analyzing
ultrasonic testing of metals. Some simple configurations have been modelled
successfully, and work is continuing with more complex situations.

Miscellaneous programs and subroutines developed or modified during the
period include:

- a modification to GRAAS, a gamma-ray spectra processing code to improve
identification of very close peaks,

- generalization of the X2 loop data file maintenance programs to provide
for handling of more input data formats,

two new subsystems for CPRS for Human Resource Forecasting and training

program recording,

- programs for data entry and subsequent analysis of the CRNL Bus Survey,

- programs to assist Plant Design in manpower scheduling and project
reporting,

- establishment of a database to be used for mortality statistics.

An extensive revision of the AELIB Users' Manual was completed and issued.
New routines added to AELIB include a set of routines for the calculation of
the thermodynamic properties of light water. The SLATEC library was tested
and installed; the routines in this library complement AELIB and IMSL in the
area of special functions and linear algebra.

Developments in communications subsystems include the implementation of a
microprocessor-based interface between a data collection system and the
CYBER 170/720, and the acquisition and testing of Gandalf Data PIN 9101
packet assemblers/disassemblers to be used as local multiplexors and as
interfaces to DATAPAC. The feasibility of using the HASP remote job entry
protocol for file transfer between the CRNL Computing Centre and the CIS IBM
4341 has been demonstrated.
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Operation System modifications and enhancements included the development of
a usage monitoring system for selected applications programs, an improved
permanent file and magnetic tape auditing utility for the CDC 6600/CYBER 175
computers, and installation of a file management package, FILESET, for the
CYBER 720 interactive computer.

Utilization of the Computing Centre during the second half of 1983 was as
follows:

Corporate Head Office
Radiochemical Company
Chemical Company
Engineering Company
WNRE
CPRS

CRNL:
Computing Centre
Contracts
Information Services
Health Sciences
Chemistry & Materials
Physics
Electronics, Instrumentation
& Control
Advanced Projects
& Reactor Physics
Fuels & Materials
Administration
Finance
Operations
Maintenance & Construction
General Services
Plant Design
Special Projects
Environmental Authority
Commercial Operations
Others

Percentage of
Number of Jobs

1.43
0.33
0.10
13.16
3.54
0.11

21.61
0.96
0.75
5.41
2.14
7.61

0.77

19.11
12.07
0.92
2.50
2.57
0

0.26
0.89
3.03
0.37
0.31
0.03

Percentage of
Total Utilization

1.15
0.10
0.05
10.77
4.04
0.03

11.41
1.12
0.61
4.76
2.64
12.05

11.82

24.92
6.36
0.31
1.41
2.70
0
0.18
0.54
2.80
0.04
0.13
0.03
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NUCLEAR PHYSICS BRANCH

(Report edited by T,K. Alexander)

2.1 Staff

2.2 Measurement of the Absolute Cross Section of the He( He,Y) Be Reaction

2.3 The i3C(p,Y) Resonances at Ep = 1.745 and 3.10 MeV and Analogue E2
Transitions in N

2.4 Precision Q-Value Measurements, I

2.5 Precision Q-value Measurments, II

. I ft

2.6 Parity Mixing of 0~ States in F

2.7 Superallowed g-decay as a Probe of Weak Interactions

32
2.8 Investigation of a Possible Shape Isomer in S

2.9 Gamow-Teller Strength Distribution in the B-Decay of Exotic Nuclei

2.10 Neutron and Proton Polarization Charges from E2 Mirror Transitions

2.11 Response Function for the Neutrino-Mass Experiment

2.12 Source Preparation for the Neutrino-Mass Experiment

2.13 Renovation of the ffV2 Iron-Free 3 Spectrometer

2.14 Spin Precession of Unresolved High-Spin States in 153-156DV

2.15 Target Preparation Laboratory

2.16 Position Sensitive Ionization Chamber

2.17 1.75 m Vacuum Chamber

2.18 Position Sensitive Parallel Plate Avalanche Counters

2.19 Design of a Forward Angle Detector Array for Light Ions

2.20 Monte-Carlo Simulations of the Performance of Compton Suppressors

2.21 Design Studies of an On-Line Mass Spectrometer

2.22 Data Acquisition

2.23 TASCC, Phase I

2.24 Beam Transport Magnets and Power Supplies for TASCC

2.25 Precision Calibration of Quadrupoles for TASCC
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2.26 Diagnostic Procedures for the TASCC Injection System

2.27 Progress of the BTS Vacuum and Support System for TASCC

2.28 TASCC Control System Computers

2.29 CAMAC Serial Highway for TASCC

2.30 CAMAC Hardware for TASCC

2.31 Documentation and Liaison for TASCC Control System Hardware

2.32 System Variables for TASCC Control System

2.33 Progress in the Safety Interlock System for TASCC

2.34 Ion-Source Power Supplies

2.35 Extensions of Building 114

2.36 Backstreaming in Vacuum Systems Pumped by Diffusion Pumps

2.37 Isotope Separator Relocation

2.38 Data Acquisition System for the Neutrino-Mass Experiment

2.39 An Iterative Procedure to Achieve Spectral Deconvolution

2.40 Parity Violation in the Photodisintegrafion of Deuterium

2.41 A Y-Ray Self-Powered Detector Array

2.42 Optimization of Irradiation Period used in Production of High Specific
Activity Yb for the Neutrino-Mass Experiment

2.43 Bragg-Curve Spectrometer

2.44 Stretched Polypropylene Foils

2.45 First Results with the New Variable Angle Time-of-Flight Spectrometer

2.46 Fabrication of SI Crystals for Use in Channeling Experiments at GeV

Energies

2.47 Fabrication of Ge Crystals for use in Fermilab Channeling Experiments

2.48 Measurement of the Absolute Cross Section of the 3He(4He,Y) Be Reaction

2.49 Publications and Reports
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(1) Post Doctoral Fellow

(2) Post Doctoral Fellow

(3) Terminated 1983 Sept. 1

(4) Summer Professor, 83, Aug.

(5) Attached (part time) from the Universite de Montreal.

(6) Attached from Digital Equipment of Canada 'Limited; terminated 83 Nov. 18.

(7) Local Summer Student from Loyalist College; terminated 83 Aug. 30.

(8) Local Summer Student from University of Ottawa; terminated 83 Aug. 26.

(9) National Summer Student from Universite de Montreal; terminated 83 Aug. 26,

(10) National Summer Student from Queen's University; terminated 83 Aug. 31.

(11) Attached from CEGEP de la Pocatiere student; terminated 83 July 29.

(12) Attached from the University of Toronto; terminated 83 Sept. 30.

(13) National Summer Student from McGill University; terminated 83 Aug. 26.

(14) Waterloo CO-OP Student; terminated 83 Sept. 2.

(15) Temporary Stenographer; reported 83 Sept. 16 and terminated 83 Nov. 15.

a'Also has responsibilities in Section I.
b'Also has responsibilities in Nuclear Detectors and Metrology Section of
the Neutron & Solid State Physics Branch.
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3 4 7
2.2 Measurement of the Absolute Cross Section of the He( He,Y> Be Reaction

T.K. Alexander, G.C. Ball with W.N. Lennard and H. Geissel (Solid State
Science Branch) and H.-B. Mak (Queen's University)

The experiments carried out to determine the absolute cross section for the

He('*HeJY) reaction have been described in PR-P-136: 2.4; AECL-7982 and
PR-P-137: 2.2; AECL-8106. The cross section has been measured at E_ = 525 keV
by detecting prompt capture gamma rays. The targets were He-implanted Nb foils
that allowed us to circumvent the inherent experimental difficulties when using
extended gas cells for absolute measurements. The data have been analyzed and
give an inferred zero-energy cross-section factor of S3i+(0) =0.47 - 0.039 keV-b.

The present value is in agreement with the values 0.47 - 0.5 (P.D. Parker and
R.W. Kavanagh, Phys. Rev. 131 (1963) 2578), 0.58 ± 0.07 (K. Nagatani,
M.R. Dwarakanath and D. Ashery, Nucl. Phys. A128 (1969) 325) and 0.52 ± 0.03
(J.L. Osborne et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. ̂ 8_ (1982) 1664), but in disagreement with
the value 0.30 ± 0.03 keV-b quoted by Krawinkel et al. (Z. Phys. A304 (1982)
307). The weighted average, excluding the value 0.30, is 0.50 + 0.02 keV-b. It
is noted that the average value of S3ij(0) = 0.57 - 0.02 from Be-activation-type
measurements [0.55 ± 0.05, 0.52 ± 0.05 (J.L. Osborne et al., loc. cit.) 0.63 ±
0.04 (R.G.H. Robertson et al., Phys. Rev. CT[_ (1983) 11) and 0.56 ± 0.04 (H.
Volk et al., Z. Phys. A310 (1983) 91)] is larger than the average of the prompt
capture gamma-ray measurements. Since the capture gamma-ray yield method
results in values requiring the smallest extrapolation to solar energies
(-15 keV) we recommend a value of 0.50 ± 0.05 keV-b, where the uncertainty has
been increased to account for the extrapolation uncertainties. This value is
slightly below the value 0.52 keV-b chosen by Bahcall et al. (Rev, Mod. Phys. _54_
(1982) 767) to calculate the expected solar neutrino event rate but does not
alleviate the solar neutrino problem.

2.3 The i3C(p,Y) Resonances at E p = 1.745 and 3.10 MeV and Analogue E2

14
Transitions in N

H.C. Evans, J.R. Leslie, W. McLatchie, H.-B. Mak and M.B. Zeller (Queen's

University) with T.K. Alexander

The first 2 + levels in k C at 7.01 and 8.32 MeV have been studied with pion
inelastic scattering recently (D.B. Holtkamp et al. Phya. Rev. Lett. _47_ (1981)
216) and the ratio of a(Tt+) to a(n") R = o(TT+)/a(ir-), is 1.12 ± 0.07 and >26 for
the 7.01 and 8.32 MeV level respectively. While the value of R for the 7.01 MeV
level is within the range expected, the value for the 8.32 MeV level is much
larger than the free UN value and is interpreted as arising from strong cancel-
lation of the neutron and proton components of the matrix elements. These
matrix elements can also be deduced from analogue E2 transitions in C, N and

0 and could be used to verify such cancellations. Experiments have begun on
the analogue transitions in i N and were described in PR-P-137: 2.4; AECL-8106.
These investigations have continued and the width of the E2 transition from the
9.171 MeV level to the 2.313 MeV level has been determined from our measurement
of u>VyTp/r with the value of T = (77 ± 12)eV reported by Hanna and Meyer-
Schutzmeister (Phys. Rev. 115 (1959) 986). With the exception of some weak
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transitions, our results are in agreement with published values. The weighted
average of the width of the analogue E2 transition is I\ (9.17 + 2.31) =
(0.075 ±, 0.005)eV, corresponding to an E2 matrix element of M(' N) = (5.57 ±
0.19)efm . From the published E2 matrix of l C.(F. Ajzenberg-Selove, Nucl.
Phys. A360 (1981) 1), M( C) = (4.32 ±.0.33)efm , the E2 matrix element of 0
is extrapolated to be (6.82 ± 0.63)efm . The ratio M( 0)/M(X C) is estimated
to be 1.58 ± 0.19 which is substantially different from the value of 0.89 ± 0.06
deduced from pion inelastic scattering data (Holtkamp et al. loc. cit.). We are
planning to measure Tp of the 9.171 MeV level of ' N and to investigate the
analogue level in C. The measurement of the E2 analogue transition from the
second 2+, T=l level at 10.434 MeV in 14N is continuing.

2.4 Precision Q-Value Measurements, I

V.T. Koslowsky (GSl), J.C. Hardy, E. Hagberg, and H. Schmeing

Analysis is now complete of all data, taken before the MP tandem accelerator
shutdown, relating to the precise Q-value determinations of superallowed
0+-»-0+ (T=l) B-decays. In all, end-point energy differences between four .
pairs of superallowed transitions were determined by the measurement of ( He,t)
Q-value differences with a specially developed technique involving the Q3D
spectrometer and high voltage target (see, for example, PR-P-123: 2.19;
AECL-6680).

Our final results for the reaction Q-value differences are given in Table 2.4.1,
and the corresponding end-point energy differences appear in Table 2.4.2. This
work forms the basis for V. Koslowsky's PhD thesis, submitted to the University
of Toronto.

Table 2.4.1

Results of Q Value Difference Measurements

Reactions Q-Value Differences
(keV)

2 6 ¥ 2 g
and ^faMg( He.tKbA£*( 1057 keV) 81.74 ± 0 .15

TJ^'^TO00 (gs)

and bUCr( He,t) UMn*(651.5 keV) 40.91 ± 0.14
Mg(^He,t)^A^*(228 keV)

and 't2Ca( He.t) Sc (gs) 2193.5 ± 0.2

"ZCa(*He,t)J2Sc (gs)
and 54Fe( He,t)5ltCo (gs) 1817.2 ± 0.2
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Table 2.4.2

Results Expressed as End-point Energy Differences

Superallowed 3-emitters End-Point Energy Differences

(keV)

2 6 lV, 14o
54

42

54

Co,

Sc,

Co,

50MMn

26m. „

42
Sc

1401.63 ± 0.15

610.6 ± 0.5

2193.5 ± 0.2

1817.2 ± 0.2

2.5 Precision Q-value Measurements, II

V.T. Koslowsky (GSl), E. Hagberg, J.C. Hardy and H. Schmeing
R.E. Azuma (University of Toronto)

with

In order to obtain the best level of confidence in the theoretical treatment of
charge-dependent corrections in 0 + •*• 0 + superallowed 3-decays and to deduce the
most precise value of the Cabibbo angle, the Q-value results described in the
previous report should be averaged with other precise absolute Q-value measure-
ments. However, many of the energy standards, calibration reaction Q values and
masses used in the previous absolute measurements have been improved or changed
since the measurements were reported. Consequently, these Q values have to be
corrected for changes in the quantities used for the instrument calibration.

The published reports on 39 relevant precise Q-value measurements have been
surveyed and the reported values have been corrected for up-to-date calibration
reactions and energy standards. The corrected absolute values have been
averaged with our relative values through a coupled least-squares fit. The
assembled results are being written up for publication.

2.6 + IB
Parity Mixing of 0~ States in F

The Nuclear Physics Group (Queen's University), A.B. McDonald (Princeton
University), C.A. Barnes (California Institute of Technology) and
S.A. Page (Queen's University) with E.T.H. Clifford and T.K. Alexander

The first 800 hours of beam time on the experiment to measure the parity mixing

of the 0 + and 0~ levels in F have been completed. The F states were popula-

ted by the O( He,pY) F reaction with a circulating water-target and a 4 MeV
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beam from the KN Van de Graaff accelerator at Queen's University. The window
for the target consisted of 0.8 - 1.0 mg/cm Ti foil and was renewed every two
or three days. Four n-type Ge detectors viewed the 1.08 MeV gamma rays through
magnetic polarimeters whose estimated sensitivity was 1.7%. The magnetic fields
were reversed every 10 seconds. With a count rate in each detector of 6 x 10 /s
the energy resolution of the 1081 keV peak was better than 3.5 keV. A multi-
plexer system was used to allow three analogue-to-digital converters to be
shared amongst the four gamma-ray detectors. With this system the effective
dead time was "3%; when a fourth ADC is added to the system the dead time will
be less than 1%. A total of -4.4 x 10 counts of the 1081-keV photon has been
accumulated. This corresponds to a statistical' uncertainty in the determination
of the circular polarization of APy = 1.15 x 10" . The projected uncertainty
for 3000 hours of beam time is Ap^ = 4 x 10

x

2.7 Superallowed g-decay as a Probe of Weak Interactions

J.C. Hardy, E. Hagberg and H. Schmeing

Recent results, mostly from Chalk River experiments, have been summarized for
superallowed 3-decay. These include precision Q-value and lifetime data for
0 + + 0 + transitions, and 3-v angular correlations for the 2 + ->• 2 + superallowed
decay of Na. The results confirm calculations of charge-dependent mixing,
<SC, and yield a new value for the effective vector coupling constant in nuc-
lei: Gv (1 + AR)l/2 = (1.4150 ± 0.0003) x 10 erg-cm". The result
improves the definition of quark mixing elements in the Kobayashi-Maskawa
matrix. In particular, jvud| = 0.9755 ± 0.0003,|vub < 0.07 and V t d <
0.07 all have values newly set by our measurements.

2.8 Investigation of a Possible Shape Isomer in S

S.-S. Wang, J.D. MacArthur, H.-B. Mak, W. McLatchie and S.A. Page

(Queen's University) with T.K. Alexander

That shape isomers exist in light nuclei seems to be well established on theore-
tical grounds. In fact, Schultheis and Schultheis (Phys. Rev. C25 (1982) 2116),
and Langanke (Phys. Rev. C28 (1983) 1574) have extended the calculations to
obtain the states within the bands of these shape isomers and to predict the E2
transition rates within the bands. Schultheis and Schultheis indicate that the
states in S at 8.507, 9.065 and 10.276 MeV are ideal candidates for a band
based on a shape isomer because the energy of the band head and the moment of
inertia parameter are very close to the predicted values.

The existence of the 8.507 and 10.276 MeV states has only been observed in the
S(p,t) S reaction (H. Nann and B.H. Wildenthal, Phys. Rev. O_3 (1976) 1009)

where the angular distribution of the tritons was used to assign the spin values
of J=0+ and 4 + respectively. Furthermore the spin of the 9.065 MeV state has
only been determined as 2 +, 3~ or 4 +.

Q 9

The present search for a 0 + resonance at 8.507 MeV in S that is distinct from
the 1~ state at 8.494 MeV using the Si(a,y) S reaction has not been success-
ful. However, the directional correlations for all the transitions from the
resonant 9.065 MeV state (Ea = 2.420 MeV) have been measured. The results for
the two strongest branches clearly establish the spin and parity of the level as
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Table 2.8.1 shows the branching and mixing ratios for the decay of the 9.065 MeV
level. When allowance is made for the measured directional correlation, the
branching ratios are the same as those of Rogers et al. (Nucl. Phys. A281 (1977)
345), who measured the ratios at 55° only. Thus the level chosen by Schultheis
and Schultheis as the 2 + member of the band of shape isomers has been shown to
have J" = 4 + and cannot possibly be a member of the proposed band.

Table 2.8.1

Elec t romagne t i c Decays of the 9.065 MeV Level

Ej(MeV) Ef(MeV) Jfit br(%)

9.065 4+ 4.282
4.459
5.413

2+

4+

3+

12
30
59

± 1
+ 3

± 4

0
-10
4
.8
.1

2.9 Gamow-Teller Strength Distribution in the 3-Decay of Exotic Nuclei

J.C. Hardy and I.S. Towner (Theoretical Physics Branch)

We have surveyed experimental results on the Gamow-Teller strength distribution
as obtained from the B-decay of exotic nuclei. In general, B-decay only samples
a restricted energy-region of the strength distribution, but by selecting nuclei
far from stability we focus on cases where the energy window is rather large.
Furthermore, when neutron-deficient light nuclei are considered, the familiar
sum rule can be restated as :

Tg+ >_ 3(Z-N)

n

where Tg+ is the total <o> observed in the (3+-decay of a given nucleus and

N,Z are the total numbers of neutrons, protons in the decaying nucleus.

18.. 38,
Ti.We have considered in detail the closed-shel1-2 nuclei *^O, ilJNe, "uCa and

correcting experimental results for unobserved transitions according to
shell-model calculations. We find that the average fraction of the sum rule
(=6) exhausted is 0.61 ± 0.04, a result that agrees reasonably well with
level-by-level shell-model comparisons in the same mass region, but is somewhat
higher than that obtained from (p,n) data.

For heavier nuclei, only the tail of the Gamow-Teller resonance participates in
B+-decay as is indicated by the weakness of the observed strength function ("1%
of the sum rule). Its shape is also consistent with this conclusion although
features from local nuclear structure are likely superimposed.

This work was prepared for an invited talk to the HESANS 83 conference, Orsay,
France, 1983 September 5-9, and will appear in the conference proceedings.
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2.10 Neutron and Proton Polarization Charges from E2 Mirror Transitions

T.K. Alexander with B. Castel (Queen's University) and L. Zamick (Rutgers
University)

Isoscalar and isovector E2 effective charges consistent with the systeraatics of
E2 transitions in the s-d shell are deduced in a new way from mirror
transit ions.

A recent effective charge interpretation (B.A. Brown et al. Phys. Rev. C26
(1982) 2247) is based on the transitions between the (T,TZ) = (1,0) states in
nuclei having a strong component of isoscalar character and the (T,TZ) =
(1,±1) mirror analogue transitions having equal, but oppositely sign, isovector
components. However it is noted that a plot of experimental B(E2: 2 + •*• 0) =
(2J[ + 1)~ M versus mass number indicates a smooth variation for the
(T,TZ) = (0,0) and (T,TZ) = (1,-1) nuclei (the former are pure isoscalar).
This suggests that B(E2) values between the (T,TZ) = (1,-1) states have an
isoscalar character. This is investigated further for both T=l and T=l/2 nuclei
by plotting the points (A(-)/M(-), A(+)/M(-)) and (A(+)/M(+), A(-)/M(+)) where
(±) denotes Tz = -T and the M and A stand for the experimental and theoretical
(B.A. Brown et al. loc. cit.) E2 matrix elements. It is found that the loci are
linear, but that the locus of the Tz = +T branch is very different from that
of the Tz = -T branch. A general theory (V.R. Brown and V.A. Madsen, Phys.
Rev. Cll (1975) 1298) for polarization charges would allow this, but the four
values deduced completely disagree with theoretical expectations. In the
conventional interpretation, the loci should be linear and identical (except for
Coulomb effects). However in the analysis of Brown et al., differences between
mirror pairs were taken to study only the isovector component of the effective
charge.

The isoscalar character of the M(-) branch is corroborated since we have found
the locus can be represented by

\MI ^ i / « T ; + A(-).M(-) = ko( j )

and we take ko = e o - 1 + e p + en to be the isoscalar effective charge
and fix it at 1.65 to be consistent with data from T=0 nuclei. The effective
charge for a valence proton is ep = 1 + £p and that for a valence neutron
en = en-

Charge symmetry requires the M(+) branch to differ from the M(-) branch by an
isovector component, i.e.

M(+) = M(-) + ej(A(+) - A(-))

where ê  is the isovector effective charge i.e. ej = 1 + ep - en. It is
found that the locus of the M(+) branch is represented by this equation with e
= 0.63, i.e., the data are consistent with a polarization charge ratio en/ep

» 3.5.
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This value can be obtained in a simple calculation of nuclear polarization
charge if a delta force is used with a realistic value for the spin exchange
term (i.S. Towner, B. Castel and L. Zamick, Nucl. Phys. A365 (1981) 189). Even
with no spin dependence en/£p = 2. In the Tamm Dancoff approximation, En

will be closer to e because the isoscalar giant quadrupole resonance is lower
in energy than the isovector giant resonance. If one picks the strength to give
the experimental position (." 1.5 h u) for the isocalar resonance, then en/ep

= 2.15.

2.11 Response Function for the Neutrino-Mass Experiment

R.L. Graham, P. Dmytrenko and J.S. Geiger with M.A. Lone and R.H. Martin
(Neutron & Solid State Physics Branch)

As noted previously (PR-P-137: 2.10; AECL-8106) the Mj internal conversion
electron line of the 20.75 keV transition in Tm will be used to establish the
response of the iron-free B spectrometer to mono-energetic 0 rays of ~ 18.4 keV;
i.e. close to the endpoint energy of the tritium B spectrum.

Sources of Yb (tj/2 = 32.0 days) were prepared on three separate occasions
by irradiating small quantities of YbCX.3 powder enriched to 18.6 and/or 25.9%

Yb, in NRU neutron fluxes of 2.7 x 10 n/cm /sec for periods of about 10
days (see PR-P-138: 3.37; AECL-8267). Following purification in a small Dowex 1
ion-exchange column small quantities of solution (typically 20 M#) were dried on
a 2 mm wide tantalum boat. Sources of Yb were prepared by subliming this
material from the tantalum boat in vacuo onto backings of kl using a copper mask
with a 1 mm wide slit to define the source area. A series of experiments was
carried out to determine the optimum conditions for making thin sources of
acceptable strength. Except for the strongest sources, the sublimed deposit is
not visible to the eye.

Shapes of several conversion lines were measured with different sources (all
1 mm wide) using a counter slit width of 1 mm and a nominal baffle aperture
setting of Ap/p = 0.05%. The line widths at half maximum are summarized in
Table 2.11.1.

Line

L^O.75

M^O.75

K 93.61

K 109.78

LX63.12

LT109.78

Measurements of

E
(keV)

10.63

18.44

34.22

50.39

53.03

99.66

Source

A

A
B
C

A

A

A

A

Table 2.,11.1
1 r Q

Yb Internal Conversion Lines

FWHM
Ap/P

0.070%

0.077%
0.084%
0.093%

0.091%

0.076%

0.057%

0.056%

FWHM
(eV)

14.7

28.0
30.4
33.7

60.1

73.2

57.6

102.5

Natural
Width(eV)

5

14
14
14

33

33

5

5

Reduced
Ap/p

0.055%

0.050%
0.057%
0.067%

0.058%

0.053%

0.055%

0.055%
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The full-width at half maximum in momentum, FWHM(Ap/p), increases with
decreasing energy, partly because of source thickness, but mainly because of
broadening due to the natural width of the final excited atomic-vacancy state.
As a rough test we have deduced the FWHM in the absence of natural-width
broadening using the power law expression given by Graham and Ewan [Alpha-,Beta-
and Gamma-Ray Spectroscopy, North Holland Publishing Co., 1965, p.951]

wn = wn
 + w

n

tot nat inst

Using the natural-width values shown in column 6 and a power index of n=1.25 we
deduce the reduced FWHM (Wjnst) shown in column 7. For data from source A we
find that the mean FWHM value is Ap/p = 0.054%. The slightly larger width of
the Mi20.75 line for sources B and C is attributed to energy losses in the
source material. The material on source C is visible to the eye. Ultimately we
plan to use a deconvolution program to establish the line shape in the absence
of natural width (PR-P-138: 3.25; AECL-8267).

The observed shape of the Mj20.75 line from source A is slightly narrower but
otherwise similar to that shown in the most recent Russian report. The reduced
width corresponds to a FWHM of » 19 eV i.e. that anticipated for a meaningful
analysis of the shape of the tritium beta spectrum (AECL-7904).

Since we must ultimately determine the response function for monoenergetic
electrons emerging from a tritium source of finite thickness, source A was
covered with a nominal 2.3 ug/cm layer of '±i and the Mj20.75 line was scanned
again. Taking the average of this shape and the uncovered shape as a first
estimate of what one might expect in practice we obtain an observed FWHM = 35 eV
and a corresponding reduced FWHM = 26 eV. Measurements by Andrews et al
(PR-P7138: 2.12; AECL-8267) indicate that this covering consisted of ~ 2.1
ug/cm of Ti and about 1.15 Pg/cm of oxygen. These results show that, to
achieve a response function for the final tritium source having a FWHM < 20eV,
one will require some small improvements in geometry and a source layer having a
surface density of K 1 ug/cm .

2.12 Source Preparation for the Neutrino-Mass Experiment

H.R. Andrews, J.L. Gallant and P. Dmytrenko with H.H. Plattner (Solid

State Science Branch)

Two new sets of measurements have been carried out to characterize the role of
oxygen in the preparation of deuterated (or tritiated) Ti sources of about
1 pg cm" thickness.

Five Ti samples of nominal thickness 1-20 ug cm" were prepared by concurrent
evaporation on SiO2 and Au substrates. The actual Ti thicknesses were deter-
mined by Rutherford scattering experiments with He at 1.5 MeV using a Bi
standard. The oxygen content was determined in the samples on Au backings by
the J O(d,p) reaction yield at 990 keV against a Ta20s standard prepared by
anodic oxidation. In addition, measurements were made on samples of two Ti

165
layers that had been evaporated on thin Yb calibration sources for studies of
source-thickness effects. Results are given in Table 2.12.1. They may be



summarized by saying that the oxygen content was a linear function of Ti
thickness with an intercept for zero Ti at about 0.4 pg cm" 0 and a slop
0.18 pg 0 per Ug Ti which corresponds to an O/Ti ratio of 0.54.

These same sources were returned to the vacuum system and an attempt was made to
deuterate them at a substrate temperature of 300°C. The samples were again
analyzed for oxygen and deuterium as described previously (PR-P-136: 2.17;
AECL-7982) and the results are also given in Table 2.12.1. After this treatment
the samples contained much more oxygen, the level increasing linearly without
intercept with a slope close to that of T12O3 a known oxide form. The deuterium
uptake was essentially zero.

In view of these problems when operating at a vacuum around 1.4 x 10" Pa (10~
Torr)we are currently developing a better vacuum system with metal seals that
will be bakeable. It should operate in the 10" - 10" Pa range where it is
hoped that the films evaporated and then deuterated will contain less oxygen and
be less prone to oxidation upon exposure to air. In case these do not give us a
good tritium loading at the required thickness of 1 ]ig cm" Ti, other options,
such as surface hydrides of silicon, are being evaluated.

Table 2.12.1

Results of Ti, 0 and D Determination on Evaporated Thin Ti Layers

U) (b) (c)
Nominal Ti Actual Ti First Second
Thickness Thickness Oxygen Oxygen Deuterium
(pg cm" ) (\ig cm" ) (vg cm" ) (|Jg cm" ) (ng cm" )

1.04
2.03
5.0

10.0
20.0
*2.3
*5.2

0.98
1.8
4 . 3
8.5

16.5
2.1
6.0

0.61
0.77
1.59
2.15
3.31
1.15
1.35

0.54
1.07
2.29
4.31
6.97
1.22
3.25

1.4
2.0
0
0
0 .7
0.9
0.7

* Samples co-prepared with those tested in TT/2 spectrometer.
(a) Oxygen content after Ti evaporation and exposure to air.
(b) Oxygen content after attempted deuteration and second exposure to air.
(c) The minimum thickness of hydrogen isotope required is about 10

ng cm" .



2.13 Renovation of the TT/2 Iron-Free B Spectrometer

L.V. Smith, J.S. Geiger and R.L. Graham

Due to component obsolescence, a new mixer amplifier for the current control

system has been designed, built and installed.

During an unattended power shutdown of several hours, oil from the aging (1957)
Kinney pump was drawn up into the diffusion pump necessitating its removal and
cleaning. To prevent reoccurrence, a solenoid-controlled air-actuated valve has
been installed to isolate the Kinn->y pump from the rest of the system if the
power fails.

The quality of the water in the closed-circuit cooling system has deteriorated
over the years. The purification system is being reactivated to reduce the
conductivity and oxygen content of the water. This will help to minimize
corrosion of the aluminum cooling channels in the spectrometer coils.

2.14 Spin Precession of Unresolved High-Spin States in 153-156py

H.R. Andrews, D. Ward with 0. Hausser (Simon Fraser University), P. Taras
(Universite de Montreal), R.M. Diamond, M.A. Deleplanque-Stephens,
A.O. Macchiavelli and F.S. Stephens (Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory)

xr> our November 1982 experiment (PR-P-137: 2.5; AECL-8106) we reported, amongst

JLher things, spin—precession measurements of unresolved high—spin states in
Dy. These were obtained in the reaction Mg ( Xe,4n) Dy at 610 MeV by

measurement of the spin-precession effects for discrete transitions at the bot-
tom of the ground-state rotational band in Dy. The ferromagnetic layer was
cooj_ed gadolinium. Using our previously determined calibration we found the
rt-slllt g = 0.21 ± 0.03 for staTes I ~ 23 h. This result is in direct contradic-
tion to our earlier published results for the same system recoiling in an iron
layer namely, g" = 0.46 ± 0.04 for 7 ~ 20 h. [Rud et al. Phys. Lett. 101B (1981)
35J .

In an attempt to understand the discrepancy we have in our latest experiment
made a direct comparison of precessions for Dy measured in the new apparatus
with both iron and gadolinium backings. The precession results are in the ratio
we would expect for iron and_ gadolinium from our field calibrations, and a
preliminary analysis gives g = 0.20 - 0.04 in excellent agreement with the
November 1982 experiment.

The present apparatus differs in several respects from that used in the earlier
published Berkeley experiment and our field calibrations. It is designed to
slide inside the confined space of a total energy y—ray sum spectrometer and it
uses permanent SmCo magnets that are mechanically reversed to reverse the
polarizing field. The original apparatus used an electromagnet to polarize the
target foils. The present field is somewhat stronger than that used previously
for iron foils but somewhat weaker than tha,. used for Gd foils. The magneto-
meter results from McMaster were used to make the small corrections required
with the lower magnetizing field. The other major difference is that the recent
data were taken in coincidence with the sum spectrometer while the previous were
in coincidence with neutrons. In neither case do we expect significant effects
on the angular distributions.



Given that the recent results are in agreement with the November 1982 data ami
that the recent results in iron are consistent with those in gadoliniunij we feel
that the early published results are most likely incorrect although, at this
time, we have no explanation for the error.

2.15 Target Preparation Laboratory

J.L. Gallant and P. Dmytrenko

Several gadolinium, iron and magnesium sandwich targets were prepared for a
CRNL collaborative nuclear physics experiment carried out at Berkeley. Silicon
detectors were coated with aluminum and gold for J.S. Forster to use on fleV
particle channeling experiments at Fermi laboratory. Titanium target windows
were rolled for H. Mak and T. Alexander for a joint AECL, Queen's University
experiment. Silicon targets on gold backings were also prepared for a Queen's
experiment. Several stretched polypropylene foils were coated with chromium and
gold for making electrically conductive surfaces for parallel-plate avalanche
counters.

Several, much improved, Ytterbium 169 sources were prepared using the new vacuum
system built to prepare calibration sources for the neutrino-mass experiment.

Carbon, aluminum and gold foils were prepared for the Solid State Branch.
Oxygen-18 targets were fabricated for A.fi. McDonald, Princeton University.
Mirrors were chromium coated for camera systems used in the waste-management
seal program. This work was done for the electronics branch.

Several species of carbon films were prepared for sale to other laboratories and
universities. Carbon-14 targets were prepared for sale to Lawrence Livermore,
Brookhaven National Laboratory and Michigan State University. Gold foils were
prepared for sale to Yale University. Thick calcium targets were fabricated for
the University of Toronto. These targets will be used at TRIUMF. An ultra-
high-vacuum chamber has been built to prepare commercial radiographic sources.
A smaller high vacuum (bakeable) system has also been built to prepare routine
tritium sources and also sources for anti-static studies.

2.16 Position Sensitive Ionization Chamber

D. Horn and M.G. Steer

Construction of the large-area, position-sensitive ionization chamber described
previously (PR-P-136: 2.23; AECL-7982 and references therein) is essentially
complete. The detector box and entrance window have been pressure tested with
-200 kPa (nearly two atmospheres) of nitrogen gas. For isobutane this would



correspond approximately to the vapor pressure at room temperatm;, and the
amount of gas would be sufficient to stop 3C KeV/A carbon ions. Previous window
ruptures had apparently been caused by breakage of the window support grid. The
present results were obtained with a window of 38 Um mylar on a support grid of
stainless steel wire, 250 Um in diameter snd spaced at 6.4 mm intervals. The
Frisch grid (200 gold-plated tungsten wires, 50 Um diameter, 2 mm searation)
and the angle grid (120 gold-plated tungsten radial wires, 50 um diameter,
1/2-degree spacing) have been strung by hand with 20 g tension per wire while
clamped in a rigid mounting jig. When finally mounted in the detector, the
Frisch grid remained taut, while the angle grid, though serviceable for initial
testing sagged noticeably. Future angle grids will be strung with increased
wire tension. A network of field shaping wires connected by a voltage-dividing
chain of 19 precision 1/4-watt resistors enclosed the ionization volume of the
detector. Provision has been made in the detector box for teeding through
signals, high voltage, preamplifier power and gas. Fast preamplifiers for
delay-line position determination have been designed to fit inside the counter.
Slow signals will be amplified externally.

2.17 1.75 m Vacuum Chamber

D. Horn and M.G. Steer

The 1.75 m vacuum chamber (PR-P-137: 2.17; AECL-8106) is nearly complete. The
side ports have been mounted and the complex base plate machined. The concen-
tric grooves to serve as tracks are receiving a final polishing. The stand for
the chamber has been positioned in the interim target area, and the chamber
itself should be delivered to Bldg. 137 within the next two weeks.

2.18 Position-Sensitive Parallel-Plate Avalanche Counters

D. Horn, R. Bougault, M.G. Steer and A. Moreau

The prototype parallel-plate avalanche counters with position sensitivity in two
dimensions, described in PR-P-137:2.15; AECL-8106, have been tested with 5.5-MeV
ot particles from a Am source. Despite the low ionization of the ct particles
relative to the heavy ions for which the counters were designed, the differen-
tial position resolution obtained was about 1 mm and the integral non-linearity
2 mm across the 120 mm x 120 mm face of the counter. A quadratic calibration
allowed absolute position determination to about 1 mm. The time resolution
extracted by timing the x detector against the y detector (fwhm//2) is about 700
ps. An efficiency ;,roblem observed with the detsctors in two-dimensional mode
apparently originated in the central portion of the active area. Elimination of
flow-induced gas pressure differences corrected the problem. Based on experi-
ence gained from the prototype, a more compact detector retaining the same
active area was built by shrinking the gas box encompassing the parallel
plates. This version has also been tested, with results similar to that of the
previous model. It is expected that a better signal-to-noise ratio will be
possible with heavy ions and with the new EG&G VT110 preamplifier. It should
further improve the position determination, time resolution, and efficiency.
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2.19 Design of a Forward Angle Detector Array for Light Ions

R. Bougault and D, Horn

Since the multiplicity of charged particles produced in a heavy-ion collision
increases with the kinetic energy of the projectile, experiments at TASCC ener-
gies may be expected to yield a large number of light ions. It then becomes
desirable to detect as many of these light ions as possible in order to deter-
mine the nature of the reaction, A light-ion detector array is therefore being
designed to detect (inclusively or in coincidence with heavy products) protons,
deuterons, tritons, He, and alpha particles and to be capable of:

- charge and mass identification of light ions

- energy measurement with 10-150 MeV/A dynamic range
- approximate angle determination
- multiplicity measurement
- coverage of forward angle cone ±15°
- reassembly into various additional geometries

To satisfy these considerations we propose "32 "Phoswich" AE-E detector modules,
each consisting of two scintillators having different time constants. The AE
portion would be a thin, 1 mm wafer of CaF2 with a long (Kl Ps) decay time and
the E segment would be a fast plastic scintillator, about 20 cm long, so that
the output of a single photomultiplier viewing both segments could be digitized
over two different time intervals giving both AE and E signals for one module.
A good geometry for such an array should incorporate the following features:

- close packing, minimum dead space between modules
- equal target-module distances for time of flight (achieved by locating front

of array on surface of sphere)
- equal solid angle for each module
- tapered modules so each particle intercepts only one detector
- identical shapes for economy of manufacture and for interchangeability.

Accordingly, we have chosen a frustum of regular hexagonal section as our basic
module shape. Since regular hexagons of equal area can be close-packed in a
plane, the deviations from close packing introduced by placing them on so small
a portion of a spherical surface (-15°) contribute only a few percent of dead
area. A three-dimensional cardboard model of such an array with 36 modules has
been built. Construction details are being investigated.

2.20 Monte-Carlo Simulations of the Performance of Compton Suppressors

E. Hagberg

Previous simulations of the performance of various Compton suppressors
(PR-P-135: 2.14; AECL-7907) have shown that the transverse-suppressor arrange-
ment is superior to the axial one because of the latter's small probability of
rejecting forward scattered Y rays. However, the recent availability of germa-
nium detectors with an annular BGO insert, mounted behind the Ge crystal inside
the snout of the detector, has changed the situation. If such a combined
detector is used together with an axial suppressor, then the BGO insert in the
detector snout effectively blocks the paths of forward scattered Y rays from the
Ge crystal. With the emergence of the combined Ge-BGO detector a major drawback



of the axial-suppressor arrangement has thus been removed and such suppressors

now seem more advantageous because their machining and mounting is much simpler.

Monte Carlo simulations of axial suppressor designs of various degrees of
refinement have been made. The results for the following arrangements are given
in Table 2.20.1:

1. a hyperpure Ge detector without any suppressor
2. the same Ge detector suppressed by a basic axial suppressor

3. a hyperpure Ge detector with a BGO insert and the basic suppressor
4. as in 3 but with a Nal(T^) annulus added that reduces the entrance

opening of the basic suppressor

An Al cooling rod and an Al mounting disc for the Ge crystal were incorporated
in all the simulations. There are other intrinsic deficiencies in a Ge detector
(dead layers, contacts, etc) that are not included in the simulations. They
«iere estimated from a comparison between the calculated and the measured number
of photopeak and tail events for the bare Ge detector. The numbers given in
brackets in Table 2.20.1 correspond to the results of the simulations, corrected
for these other estimated intrinsic deficiencies.

Table 2.20.

Suppressor Monte-Carlo Results for

Bare Ge
detector

Photopeak 23 581
Tail 54 271

Photopeak/Total 0.30(0.25]

Suppression Failure (%)

Penetrated basic cylinder

Penetrated insert
Penetrated Nal(Tl)
Absorbed in cool ing rod
and mounting plate

Kxit through cryostat opening
Back scattered out

Below BGO threshold (100 keV)

Basic BGO

cylinder

23 581
13 360

0.64[0.50]

9.1

0.2
45.0
41.4

4.4

1

10 Incident

Basic + BGO
insert

23 581
8 700

0.73[0.57]

15.7

0.8

0.3
1.3

73.6
8.3

1-MeV Y rays

Basic + insert
+ Nal(Tl) cap

23 581
4 075

0.85[0.66]

30.5

1.6
26.3

0.5
2.6

22.5
16.1
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2.21 Design Studies of an On-line Mass Spectrometer

H. Schmeing, E. Hagberg, J.C. Hardy with K.S. Sharma, R,C. Barber and

H.E. Duckworth (University of Manitoba)

The TASCC-facility will provide a new and exceptional opportunity for the study
of unstable nuclei. We have proposed that n precision mass spectrometer be
built, to be operated on-line with the existing ISOL, which would utilize this
opportunity and put the laboratory into a unique position.

The combined instrument system would, for the first time, make numerous short-
lived nuclei accessible for direct mass measurement. The design has been care-
fully optimized for high sensitivity as well as high resolution (up to R = 10
at base). For example, nuclei produced with a cross section as low as tens of
microbarnr could be measured to a precision of 100 keV.

Our proposed spectrometer resembles a conventional double-focusing instrument.
The incoming beam of ions, accepted directly from a beam transport line of the
isotope separator, is first analyzed by an 85° cylindrical, electrostatic
deflector with a mean radius of 1272 mm. A vertically-focusing quadrupole sing-
let follows the electrostatic sector. The third and final element is a 72.5°
homogeneous magnet with a mean radius of 1000 mm. The entire spectrometer can
be accommodated in the experimental area presently allocated to the measuring
stations of the isotope separator.

The mass spectrometer would be built at the University of Manitoba. After com-
pletion and initial off-line tests, it would be transferred to Chalk River and
operated on-line with the isotope separator at the TASCC accelerator complex.
The project would thus combine the complementary expertise of two established
research teams, one university based and one from a government laboratory, to
achieve a powerful experimental facility.

The proposal was submitted to NSERC in October, 1983, under the category of col-

laborative projects. An essentially identical description of the instrument,

containing detailed design specifications, will be available as an AECL report.

2.22 Data Acquisition

G.C. Rail, E. Hagberg, J.S. Forster (Solid State Science Branch)

F.J. Sharp and R. Roiha and M. Shaarani (Mathematics and Computation

Branch)

All essential CAMAC hardware for the new Perkin Elmer 3230 data acquisition sys-
tem has been received and installed. In addition, a Chromatics colourgraphics
terminal, a Trilog printer/plotter and a CDC 300 MB removable disk have been
added to the system.

In December, B. Atkins, software specialist at ORNL, visited us and assisted
with the installation of the Holifield data acquisition software and the commis-
sioning of the Jorway CAMAC branch drivers.
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The new CRNL data scanner was modified to be compatible with CAMAC and has been
successfully tested for three channels operating in both singles and coincidence
mode. A special auxiliary crate controller has been built to read singles data
from a LeCroy 3588 histogramming memory module and display the results on a
local CRT.

Modifications of the ORNL software required to operate the new data scanner are
in progress.

2.23 TASCC, Phase I

J.C. Hardy and J.S. Geiger

A request for authorization (RCO-017,AF2) has been written, submitted and
approved for sufficient funds to complete the construction and installation of
facilities for the Tandem Superconducting Cyclotron (TASCC) project, Phase I.
The total amount represents a 16% increase over the amount previously approved,
and resulted from a detailed analysis of the work, still to be done.

2.24 Beam Transport Magnets and Power Supplies for TASCC

W.G. Davies, H.R. Andrews, R.L. Brown, A.S.C. Hyde and K.J. Brown (Design

and Technical Services Branch)

All dipoles are aligned and assembled. Water and power services are complete up

to and including BI4.

Acceptance and commissioning tests are complete for BI1 and BI2, including com-
puter control. BI3 has been tested and it appears that there is a long term
stability problem that requires further investigation. Unfortunately problems
with the cooling water system have seriously hampered our efforts to understand
the problem.

All bypass beam-line quadrupoles are completely installed. Installation and

alignment of the quadrupoles is complete up to and including Q U O . Water and

electrical services are complete up to the end of QI8.

All quadrupoles and their power supplies have been tested up to QI5, but final
stability tests are only complete up to QI2A. Problems with the temperature
control of the chilled water have made it unproductive to attempt long term
stability tests recently.

Installation of electrical and cooling water services is complete for BE1.
Testing of this system can begin as soon as the interlock connections to the
d.c. switch gear are complete (early January). Electrical and water services
are complete to the power supplies for QE1 and QE2. The magnetic elements are,
however, not yet installed.

All modified "logic boards" (PR-P-137: 2.23; AECL-8106) have been received and
tested. The control units for all power suppies have been tested for correct
functioning of the interlock logic.

The d.c. switch gear has undergone preliminary testing. Extensive modifications
(made by the manufacturer) were required to the interlock logic. Some problems
still remain in the automatic polarity-reversing circuits for QI8. The
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multiplexing NMR Teslameter and two of the 16 probe units have been received.
The system functions satisfactorily, but one of the two probes is unacceptably
noisy and will be returned to the manufacturer for repairs.

Analysis of the magnetic-field data showed that the excitation (B vs. I calibra-
tion) data were not as accurate as required for certain critical quadrupoles.
Special apparatus has been built (see following report) to calibrate these
elements.

2.25 Precision Calibration of Quadrupoles for TASCC

W.G. Davies, J.J. Hill and N.C. Bray

Because of the problems in matching the dispersion and the 6-dimensional phase
space of the beam to the requirements of the cyclotron, it is necessary to know
the focusing power P (field gradient times effective length) to the order of
0.1%, for certain critical matching quadrupoles.

To achieve this requirement, a precision differential coil has been made which
measures P directly. The coil has dimensions 50 cm by 1 cm with 19 turns of
wire in a single layer 5 mm wide. The output of the coil, as it moves through a
precisely measured distance, is integrated by a precision integrator.

The calibration of the integrator and its associated electronics is achieved by
integration of the output of a precision voltage-reference source. The source
voltage is measured with a precision differential voltmeter. The voltmeter was
recently calibrated by the electrical standards group at NRC Ottawa. The
accuracy of the results depends upon:

a) precise knowledge of the dimensions of the coil,
b) accuracy of the distance travelled by the coil,
c) calibration of the integrator and associated electronics,
d) measurement and correction of any offset voltages in the electronics.

Procedures have been developed that minimize the calibration errors and the
effects of offset currents. At least 10 measurements at each excitation current
are made and the results are analyzed such that the errors are measured and
controlled.

The calibration data for QI9A and B, Q U O and QI11 have been analyzed. The
statistical error for the individual gradient measurements is on the average a
little better than 0.1%. This includes the combined errors of all the para-
meters involved in the measurements, but not any systematic errors inherent in
the precision micrometer or in the NRC calibration procedures. Long term stabi-
stability of the apparatus appears to be excellent, but a small drift in the
calibration of the electronics is possible, even though the constancy of the
calibrations made from day to day are monitored.

A parameterized "magnetic circuit" function that incorporates saturation effects
has been found that describes all of the data quite well with six free para-
meters. (There are between 13 and 17 data points per calculation.) Normalized
X values between 3 and 5 per degree of freedom were obtained. Hence the
average normalized error in predicting the focusing power as a function of
excitation current is about 0.10% for the four cases analyzed.
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2,26 Diagnostic Procedures for the TASCC Injection System

W.G. Davies

A detailed mathematical model for the beam diagnostics has been developed for
the important beam matching point in the vicinity of the tandem voltage-control
slits (SI2) and at the high-energy buncher. The procedures make use of the
information provided by the slits (SI2) and two beam-profile monitors (BPM's)
located before and after the slits. A pulsed beam detector (PBD) is used for
measurements of the longitudinal phase space.

Analysis of the data provided by the slits and BPMs will allow a determination
and adjustment of the position of the waist at SI2 and at the object slits SI1.
These measurements will also be used to adjust the beam steerers to assure
"on-axis" transport of the beam through the analyzing system and to prepare
correctly the beam for the next stage in the emittance matching process.

A set of 11 measurements with the PBD of the bunch length as a function of the
low energy buncher RF amplitude and the stripper gas pressure leads to a rather
accurate determination of the longitudinal phase space at both the low-energy
buncher and the high-energy buncher (the phase space is not the same), the
position of the time focus (which must be at the tandem stripper), the stripper
straggling and the effective length of the low-energy column. A "prediction
analysis" shows that the accuracy of the measurements needed to assure
meaningful results can be achieved. Programs for the analysis of the data have
also been written. A similar analysis of the cyclotron matching diagnostics is
underway.

2.27 Progress of the BTS Vacuum and Support System for TASCC

H.R. Andrews, W.G. Davies, A.S.C. Hyde, P.J. Jones, J.J. Hill, F.J. Sharp
and K.J. Brown (Design & Technical Services Branch)

All Phase I drafting has been completed with all jobs submitted to the shops for
fabrication. All hardware required for completion of the beam line to the
cyclotron has been completed. All support cabinets as far as the cyclotron have
been installed and electrical services and plumbing are near completion between
BI6 and the cyclotron.

The vacuum system is complete and under vacuum from the tandem along the by-pass
line to BE1 and towards the cyclotron past QI8. Leak testing is complete
everywhere except in the vicinity of BI4.

Control cables have been completed for all the installed vacuum sections except
that around BI4. The first three sections following the tandem are under auto-
matic control and the third section is being used as a test bed for our
inventory of control modules.

System variables have been defined and installed for the first section following
the tandem but commissioning under computer control has been delayed in favour
of more urgent tasks.
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2.28 TASCC Control System Computers

B.F. Greiner*, W.F. Slater, T. Astarlioglu* and R.L. Graham (*NRX Reactor
Branch)

The PDP 11/44 computers are being used in their final configuration, with one
dedicated to servicing the new control console and the other for system
development. Development at present consists of building up data-bases for the
control-console touch panels and for the accelerator devices ("system
variables"), as well as absolutely essential software changes. The Hahn-Meitner
Institute, VICKSI software, modified as required for CRNL, is in service.

Touch panel displays are operational for the ion source, beam diagnostic
multiplexer, beam line magnets and the cyclotron probe subsystem. A simple
design has been adopted for touch-panel page logical interconnections in order
to minimize development effort at present.

Detailed design and operating features of the software for control, read-back
and status of several types of system variables have been studied, and some
variables have now been "commissioned", i.e. fully calibrated and checked out
from the new control desk. Preliminary study of software to handle signals from
logarithmic amplifiers has begun, to allow monitoring of beam currents and
vacuum readings.

The PDP 11/34 is also installed in the new computer room, but all customers in
the cyclotron development group have been transferred to one of the PDP 11/44
computers. The 11/34 will be operated at least until the end of the present
service contract in support of the CAMAC hardware tests.

2.29 CAMAC Serial Highway for TASCC

R.B. Walker

The CAMAC serial highway has been extended to Room 209, the cyclotron equipment
room, and is now operational in that area. Two crates have been put on-line in
Room 209 with their required complement of CAMAC modules and have been tested
using a computer-run test routine. This brings the total number of crates on
the serial highway to 13.

2.30 CAMAC Hardware for TASCC

R.B. Walker

All six Fibre-Optic U-Port Adaptor and four fibre-optic cables have been
returned to the manufacturer for a final attempt to produce a working system.
When the units and cables are returned we have agreed to test and report on the
status of the units within six weeks. We shall either accept the units or
return them for credit at that time.

The maintenance of CAMAC modules that have failed during commissioning is
ongoing. Some problems have been encountered with CAMAC modules that our test
modules were unable to detect. These problems generally are related to shorting
of CAMAC dataway data lines in either of the logic states. We have decided to
place an IGOR in every crate as a diagnostic unit since this module allows a
simple computer test to verify both the read and write lines of the CAMAC
dataway.
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2.31 Documentation and Liason for TASCC Control System Hardware

R.B. Walker, R.L. Graham and W.F. Slater

Documentation of quality control test modules and other CAMAC hardware is

continuing; four TASCC reports are in preparation.

Assistance has been provided to several commissioning groups in interfacing
devices to the computer.

2.32 System Variables for TASCC Control System

W.F. Slater and R.B. Walker

The ion cage has been successfully operated from the new control console,
accessed it by the touch panel. The operation group was then able to extract a
beam from the ion source in late December using the control console. This
involved the use of 23 system variables. System variables for two dipoles and
two quadrupoles were entered into the data base (four system variables for each
device). The dipoles and quadrupoles were then operated from the control
console via the touch panel.

System variables for operating the multiplexer, for reading of the Faraday cup
currents, slit currents and the Beam Profile Monitor were entered, and the
multiplexer controlled from the control console.

Data for sixty system variables have been entered for the SCC probe. Full
commissioning of these variables is expected to begin in 1984 March when the
hardware is installed and electrical connections are complete.

2.33 Progress in the Safety Interlock System for TASCC

G.C. Ball, N. Burn (NRX Reactor Branch), J. Barsczewski and C. Langlais
(Design and Technical Services Branch), J.P.D. O'Dacre, J.S. Wills and
R. Roiha (Mathematics and Computation Branch)

The installation of the Safety Interlock System (SIS) and the Radiation Monitor
System (RMS) began in October. All six remote stations have now been installed
and provided with AC power; cables required to provide communications between
the stations are also in place. Commissioning of the serial communications
highway should commence early in January.

The fabrication of the SIS and RMS hardware is proceeding on schedule. Three
facility displays have been completed and are ready for installation. The
fabrication and installation of the barriers required for SIS are nearing
completion.

The design and testing of the prototype logarithmic amplifier for the radiation
monitors have been completed. Preliminary measurements of the neutron response
function of the radiation detectors have been carried out with 3 and 14 MeV.

Approximately half of the first draft submissions to the TASCC Safety Manual

have been received and typed.
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2.34 Ion-Source Power Supplies

J.P.D. O'Dacre, A. Jarvis, M. Shea and R.E. Howard

All power supplies necessary for operation of the sputter source in the TASCC
ion injector have been installed and commissioned with the exception of the
inflection magnet unit. The latter can be operated manually but we are awaiting
the arrival of some commercially-fabricated interface circuit boards before it
can be made operational through the computer. This has not prevented operation
of the sputter source, and the project should be completed early in 1984.

One E.S.A.G. lens supply for steering/focusing the ion beam between the injector
and the tandem has been installed and commissioned. The second is complete and
ready for installation.

Additional power supplies for other sources in the injector have also been
installed and commissioned in the injector.

A simple, compact, 32-bit serial fibre-optic-coupled data link has been
developed and tested for use in the injector. This unit will permit operation
of power supplies with 16-bit resolution (plus 16-bit control) where required;
it is also CAMAC compatible through the Universal IGOR Interface (see
TASCC-01-11).

2.35 Extensions of Building 114

E. Hagberg

As the TASCC project proceeds, personnel associated with the operation of the
new facility have begun to move into Bldg. 114. This influx of new personnel
has resulted in a shortage of both office and laboratory areas in this
building. In order to create more space, various possibilities of extending
Bldg. 114 have been looked into. One possible extension is a 400 m second
story on top of the new and old control rooms in Bldg. 137. Seven new offices
and five new laboratory areas would be generated by such an addition. Access to
the new area would be from the second story of Bldg. 114. Plans for such a
building extension are now being pursued in greater detail by Plant Design.
Other smaller additions to Bldg. 114 intended to alleviate some of our present
technical problems have also been investigated.

2.36 Backstreaming in Vacuum Systems Pumped by Diffusion Pumps

D. Standish and H. Schmeing

Backstreaming of pumping fluid and its fractions from a diffusion pump through
baffles into a vacuum system is often perceived to be limiting the ultimately
achievable pressure and the cleanliness in a pumped vessel. We ourselves have
occasionally found easily visible amounts of pump fluid above the cryotraps in
the ISOL system, which we attributed to steady-state backstreaming. This
observation led us to conduct an extensive literature study of backstreaming in
general, and the usefulness of LN-cooled cryotraps in particular. A report on
this study, containing about forty references to original publications and
reviews, is being prepared.
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The results of the study can be summarized as follows:

V H

(1) At steady state within our typical operating range (10~ to 10" Torr)
backstreaming is totally insignificant.

(2) This is almost entirely independent of the baffle temperature in the
temperature range -196°C to +15°C.

(3) Nevertheless, cryobaffles are very effective pumps for water vapour. In
systems requiring frequent pump down after opening up, cryotraps or
separate cryopanels are essential, but only for this specific purpose.

(4) Operating cryobaffles above -130°C, e.g. with closed refrigeration
systems, does not provide sufficient pumping speed for water vapour, and
in addition, does not provide an economically feasible alternative to LN
traps or equivalent cryogenic systems.

(5) The observed backstreaming at the ISOL can be explained by prolonged
operation of the system at non-steady-state pressure (premature valve
opening) and operation at excessive throughput generated by higher-than-
intended helium leakage from the He-jet source.

Although conditions change with each individual vacuum system, enough experimen-
tal evidence is available in the literature on diffusion pumps with modern jet
design and using state-of-the-art diffusion pump fluids (like DC 705 and
Santovac 5) to demonstrate that backstreaming is well understood by now. An
initially planned experimental investigation was therefore cancelled. To
characterize the state of the art, late model pumps can achieve an ultimate
pressure of 7 x 10" Torr with only water-cooled baffles. The spectrum of the
residual gas is virtually indistinguishable from that in systems pumped by
turbomolecular pomps.

2.37 Isotope Separator Relocation

H. Schmeing, J.C. Hardy, E. Hagberg, W.L. Perry and J.S. Wills

The isotope separator relocation is'still in progress. The previously anticipa-
ted completion date (PR-P-137: 2.36; AECL-8106) of December 1983 could not be
met because of various unforeseen delays, primarily on the electrical installa-
tion side. We are now aiming towards completion by April. All machining jobs
are finished, all electrical cabinet modifications are complete, and the magnet
is in position. What remains to be done is the reassembly of the vacuum system
and a major part of the cabling.

Among the numerous improvements and modifications incorporated into the new
system is the redesign of the support of the experimental chamber and the
shortening of the 20°-beam transport line by about 1 m. Extensive beam optics
calculations with the TRANSPORT code have been made in order to ensure that such
a change still allows us to produce an acceptable focal point inside the experi-
mental chamber. Solutions have been found that allow us to use the old
quadrupole lenses with different voltage settings.



2.38 Data Acquisition System for the Neutrino Mass-Experiment

J.S. Geiger et al.

See PR-P-138: 3.23

2.39 An Iterative Procedure to Achieve Spectral Deconvolution

R.L. Graham et al.

See PR-P-138: 3.25

2.40 Parity Violation in the Photodisintegration of Deuterium

E.T.H. Clifford et al.

See PR-P-138; 3.27

2.41 A Y~Ray Self-Powered Detector Array

E.T.H. Clifford et a l .

See PR-P-138: 3.28

2.42 Optimization of Irradiation Period used in Production of High Specific

Act ivity Yb for the Neutrino-Mass Experiment

R.L. Graham et al.

See PR-P-138: 3.37

2.43 Bragg-Curve Spectrometer

D. Horn et al.

See PR-P-138: 3.32

2.44 Stretched Polypropylene Foils

R.L. Graham et al.

See PR-P-138: 3.24

2.45 First Results with the New Variable Angle Time-of-Flight Spectrometer

H.R. Andrews et al.

See PR-CMa-65: 1.2.4; AECL-8269

2.46 Fabrication of SI Crystals for use in Channeling Experiments at GeV
Energies

P. Dmytrenko et al.

See PR-CMa-65: 1.5.4; AECL-8269
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2.47 Fabrication of Ge Crystals for Use in Fermilab Channeling Experiments

P. Dmytrenko et al.

See PR-CMa-65: 1.2.4; AECL-8269

2.48 Measurement of the Absolute Cross Section of the He( He,y) Be Reaction

T.K. Alexander et al.

See PR-CMa-65: 1.2.4; AECL-8269

2.49 Publications and Reports

a) Publications

THE PROMPT RESPONSE OF BISMUTH GERMANATE AND Nal(TJl) SCINTILLATION DETECTORS TO

FAST NEUTRONS
0. Hausser, M.A. Lone, T.K. Alexander, S.A. Kushneriuk and J. Gascon
Nuclear Instruments and Methods 213 (1983) 301

A 4ir BISMUTH GERMANATE (BGO) DETECTOR ARRAY FOR HEAVY ION PHYSICS AND THE PROMPT
RESPONSE OF BGO TO FAST NEUTRONS
M.A. Lone, 0. Hausser, T.K. Alexander, .1. Gascon, and E. Hagberg
International Workshop on Bismuth Germanate, held at Princeton University,
November 10-13, 1982, pg. 327.

LIFETIMES OF LOW-LYING LEVELS IN i8F
G.C. Ball, T.K. Alexander, W.G. Davies, J.S. Forster, I.V. Mitchell, J. Keinonen
and H.B. Mak
Nuclear Physics A386 (1982) 333.

LIFETIMES OF LEVELS IN 25Na and 26>2?Mg EXCITED VIA THE 26Mg BOMBARDMENT OF
H

R.L. Kozub, D.J. Fields, C.B. Chitwood, Jr., T.K. Alexander, G.C. Ball and J.S.
Forster
Nuclear Physics A403 (1983) 155-165

FAR-INFRARED LASER MAGNETIC RESONANCE SPECTRUM OF NHD
A. Carrington, J.S. Geiger, D.R. Smith, J.D. Bonnett and C. Brown
Chemical Physics Letters j|0_ (1982) 6

THE HALF-LIVES OF 26mAJl, 3I*C£, 38mK: PRECISION MEASUREMENTS WITH
ISOTOPE-SEPARATED SAMPLES
V.T. Koslowsky, E. Hagberg, J.C. Hardy, R.E. Azuma, E.T.H. Clifford, H.C. Evans,
H. Schmeing, U.J. Schrewe and K.S. Sharma
Nuclear Physics A405 (1983) 29-39

THE EFFECTIVE WEAK VECTOR COUPLING CONSTANT
V.T. Koslowsky, E. Hagberg, J.C. Hardy, H. Schmeing, I.S. Towner, R.E. Azuma,
S. Raman
Proceedings of the International Conference on Nuclear Physics, Florence, Italy
1983 August 29-September 3
Volume 1, page 712.
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ISOL STUDIES OF EXOTIC NUCLEI: DO HEAVY ION BEAMS HELP?
J.C. Hardy
Proceedings of the MARIA DESIGN SYMPOSIUM, Volume V, Relativistic Heavy Ion
Winter School, February, 1982, Banff, Alberta, pg. 107.

HIGH-SPIN STATES IN 201,203At AND T H E SYSTEMATIC BEHAVIOR OF Z=85 ISOTOPES
K. Dybdal, T. Chapuran, D.B. Fossan, W.F. Piel, Jr., D. Horn, and E.K. Warburton
Physical Review C28 (1983) 1171

LARGE TRANSIENT MAGNETIC FIELDS FOR RARE-EARTH IONS RECOILING IN GADOLINIUM AND
g-FACTORS OF HIGH-SPIN STATES IN ' ' Gd
0. Hausser, H.R. Andrews, D. Ward, N. Rud, P. Taras, R. Nicole, J. Keinonen, P.
Skensved, and C.V. Stager
Nuclear Physics A406 (1983) 339

MEASUREMENT OF PRE-FISSION NEUTRONS FROM 200Pb; FURTHER LIMITS TO THE
STATISTICAL FISSION PARAMETERS
D. Ward, R.J. Charity, D.J. Hinde, J.R. Leigh and J.O. Newton
Nuclear Physics A403_ (1983) 189

THE GROUND-STATE ROTATIONAL BAND IN l59Tb
R. Chapman, J.R. Leslie, M. Maynard, P. Skensved, D. Ward and
J.F. Sharpey-Schafer
Nuclear Physics A397 (1983) 296-312

HIGH SPIN STATES IN 222Th
D. Ward, G.D. Dracoulis, J.R. Leigh, R.J. Charity, D.J. Hinde and J.O. Newton
Nuclear Physics A406 (1983) 591

THE NEW CHALK RIVER HEAVY ION FACILITY: A TASCC FOR THE 80's
G.C. Ball
Proceedings of the MARIA DESIGN SYMPOSIUM, Volume V, Relativistic Heavy Ion
Winter School, February, 1982, Banff, Alberta, pg. 67.

b) Reports

SUPERALLOWED 0-DECAY AS A PROBE OF WEAK INTERACTIONS
J.C. Hardy
AECL-8258

NOTES ON THE FIFTH TOPICAL MEETING ON THE TECHNOLOGY OF FUSION ENERGY WHICH WAS
HELD IN KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE
J.S. Geiger
PASS-14-11-TR

PROCEEDINGS OF THE WORKSHOP ON "PHYSICS WITH URGE GAMMA DETECTOR ARRAYS",
McMaster University Campus, 1983 April 9-10, Edited by D. Ward
AECL-MISC-251
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3.2 Crystal Structures of Solid Bromine and Solid Chlorine

B.M. Powell with K.M. Heal and B.H. Torrie (University of Waterloo)

Analysis of the neutron powder profile data for solid bromine (PR-P-137: 3.3;
AECL-8106) has been completed. The anisotropic thermal parameters were deter-
mined at temperatures of 80 K, 170 K and 250 K but at 5 K, where the values
become very small, the analysis produced physically unrealistic values. No
preferred orientation (PR-P-137: 3.2; AECL-8106) was observed in the powder
sample. At 5 K the lattice parameters were a = 6.5673(3)A, b = 4.4678(2)A, c
= 8.6936(4)A. The Br-Br intramolecular bond length was found to be 2.300(2)A.

The structure of isomorphous solid chlorine has been determined by the same
neutron powder profile technique. The sample was prepared in a manner analo-
gous to that used for bromine. Profiles were measured at 20 K, 55 K, 100 K
and 160 K (the melting temperature is 172 K) with a neutron wavelength of
1.9889 A. The structure is orthorhomblc (space group Cmca) and at 20 K the
preliminary analysis has yielded the lattice parameters a = 6.1453(2)A, b =
4.3954(1)A, c = 8.1536(2)A. The intramolecular Cft-CAbond is 1.944(2)A long
and is inclined at about 57° to the b-axis in the be plane. The isotropic
temperature factor is 0.83A at 20 K and increases to 2.43A at 160 K. More
detailed analysis to determine anisotropic temperature factors is in progress.

3.3 The Crystal Structure of CaNis(Dp.77)

B.M. Powell and G. Dolling with L.D. Calvert and J.J. Murray (National
Research Council)

Several intermetallic compounds of the form XM.5 have the ability to take up
hydrogen, but the resulting crystal structures depend on the concentration of
absorbed hydrogen. We have made neutron powder profile measurements on

Q7y) in an attempt to determine which sites of the host compound
5 are occupied by deuterium. The measurements were made on the L3

spectrometer with a wavelength of 1.9885 A from a Ge(331) monochromator.

An initial Rietveld analysis of the data was made assuming the structure to
have the orthorhombic space group Pm2m and ignoring the presence of deuterium.
All observed Debye-Scherrer peaks could be indexed in terms of this space
group and the lattice parameters were found to be a = 8.6032(12)A, b =
5.0805(8)A, c = 7.8555(14)A. Since there are many possible sites in this unit
cell which may be occupied by deuterium, rather than use large amounts of com-
puter time in carrying out a complete Rietveld analysis to investigate each
possible site, a preliminary analysis is being made employing a "difference"
technique. The integrated intensities derived from each reflection from the
initial Rietveld analysis are fitted with the structure factor program at NRC
to determine the optimum metal positions and thermal parameters. The trial
positions for deuterium are then included and the difference between the
observed and calculated integrated intensities calculated. Only the few trial
deuterium positions which give the lowest differences will then be used in a
full scale Rietveld analysis. The difference analysis is in progress.



3.4 Orientational Disorder and the Phase Transition in Hexafluoroethene

B.M. Powell and G. Dolling with W. Press (Institut fur
Festkorperforschung)

Hexafluoroethane (C2F6) has been reported (A. Lewis and E.L. Pace, J. Chem.
Phys. _58_, (1973) 3661) to undergo a phase transition at 104 K to a monoclinic
structure with statistical disorder. We have investigated the crystal struc-
ture of C2F6 in its high temperature phase (I) by neutron diffraction from
polycrystalline samples. At 110 K the crystal is bcc with a lattice parameter
of 6.141(1)A.

Nine Debye-Scherrer peaks were measured, and in addition significant diffuse
scattering was observed beneath the intense (110) peak and as an oscillation
in the featureless background at higher scattering angles. The intensities
of the peaks were analyzed in terms of symmetry adapted harmonics and only
the fourth and sixth order harmonics for the fluorine shell were found to be
significant. The root mean square translational displacement, <u > ' , is
0.53 A. Measurements at 95 K showed no evidence for the reported phase
transition at 104 K. The crystal structure at 95 K is essentially the same as
that at 110 K although the values of the harmonic coefficients suggest the
fluorines are more randomly oriented. The diffuse scattering calculated from
these values does not agree well with observation at either of these tempera-
tures. A transition to a low symmetry structure was found to occur between »
80 K and * 50 K, with both high and low temperature phases coexisting in the
transition range. The structure of the low temperature phase (II) has not yet
been determined.

3.5 Internal Strain Measurements in Incoloy 800 Steam Generator Tubes

B.M. Powell, T.M. Holden and G. Dolling

The precision of the internal strain measurements on Incoloy 800 Steam Genera-
tor Tubing previously described (PR-P-137: 3.4; AECL-3106) has been improved
by the addition of a sample centering device and a rigid slit system for
defining the spatial extent of the scattering volume. The undeformed lattice
parameter was obtained from a piece of the same tube well away from the bend
region. The preliminary result, previously mentioned (PR-P-137: 3.4; AECL-
8106) that the longitudinal strains measured in (111) and (002) grains gave
very different results was conclusively established. There are roughly five
times more (111) grains than (002) grains oriented longitudinally, so that the
former result is more characteristic of the macroscopic sample. The longitu-
dinal strain in a (111) grain is in compression at the convex top of the tube
and rises to a maximum in tension 10° above the neutral axis. The situation
is reversed at the concave bottom of the tube. However, (002) grains are
always in tension above the neutral axis* The maximum observed strains in the
[002] and [111] directions are 1.5 x 10" and 0.7 x 10" . Part of the dif-
ference between the two results comes from the different elastic moduli (0.28
and 0.18 TPa) for the [111] and [002] directions. If the stress is assumed to
be uniaxial then the maximum stresses in the [002] and [111] directions are
found to be 280 + 30 MPa and 210 ± 20 MPa. The remaining difference probably
originates in the threshold stress for plastic flow in the two directions.
The intrinsic linewidths of the (111) and (002) reflections superpose when



plotted as AQ/Q suggesting that lattice strain is the principal component of
line broadening. The linewidths fall at least by a factor of two between the
top or bottom of the tube and the neutral axis.

3.6 Neutron Diffraction Measurements of the Strain Tensor in Zr 2.5 wt% Nb
Pressure Tube Material

T.M. Holden, B.M. Powell and G. Dolling with S. MacEwen (Materials
Science Branch)

Neutron diffraction measurements previously described (PR-P-137: 3.5; AECL-
8106) have been continued. The precision of the d-spacing measurements has
been improved by the addition of a device to centre the coupon to better than
0.5 mm in the beam. It is now possible to remove the sample and replace it in
a different orientation and obtain agreement in d-spacing to an accuracy of
< 0.02 %.

With this measure of confidence in the precision of absolute lattice parameter
measurements, it is possible to detect the strains in the as-produced tube-
Measurements of sixteen independent reflections at many locations on the
coupon were made and give substantially the same strain tensor as before.
With the elastic constants of Zr it is possible to determine the stress
tensor for the primary grain, which is dominated by diagonal elements in the
longitudinal and tangential directions.

The intrinsic linewidth divided by wave vector (AQ/Q) of the (0002) and (0004)
reflections superpose within experimental error (< 5%) showing that strain
broadening is the dominant contribution to the linewidth. The value of AQ/Q
is constant (0.0107) in the non-over-rolled part of the coupon and decreases
linearly in the region beyond the burnish mark affected by over-rolling (as
shown by the existance of finite strains) to a constant value (0.0076) in the
region which had been rolled_correctly. The same tendency, although much less
marked, was found for the (2ll0) and (2112) reflections.

3.7 Intermolecular Conformation of N(6),N(6)-Dimethyladenosine as a
Function of Hydration

P. Martel

N(6),N(6)-dimethyladenosine (dmA) is a model nucleoside whose stacking proper-
ties in water have been extensively studied (M.P. Heyn, C.U. Nicola and
G. Schwarz, J. Phys. Chem. jSl̂  (1977) 1611). Powder specimens of dmA were
examined on the C4 spectrometer in order to see what role bound water might
play in stabilizing the crystal structure. Previous measurements on a simple
purine (6-methylpurine, p. Martel, Eur. J. Biochem. 96_ (1979) 213) indicated
that hydration helps to stabilize base stacking at a separation, d, of =3.4 A.
A dmA sample which had been recrystallized from D2O yielded a strong peak with
a corresponding lattice spacing d a 6.7 A instead of d * 3.4 A. When the sam-
ple of dmA was dehydrated by heating in an open vessel for 5 h at 70°C, this
peak disappeared. A spacing of d B 6.7 A could be due to A-B-A-B stacking
where A, B bases are tilted with respect to one another. Steric hindrance by
ribose sugars might lead to such a structure. Further diffraction



measurements and some thennogravimetric measurements are planned in order to
ascertain the temperature at which D2O becomes mobile. These measurements
form part of a program to determine if dehydration of nucleic acid components
(P. Martel and B.M. Powell, Biophys. Jour. 41̂  (1983) 91) occurs near physio-
logical temperatures.

3.8 Drug-Membrane Interactions

P. Martel

In a previous report (PR-P-137: 3.9; AECL-8106) neutron scattering was pro-
posed as a tool to study drug-membrane interactions. The search for a sui-
table biomembrane system was continued by examining L-ordipalmitoylphosphati-
dylcholine (DPPC) dispersions in D2O with the C4 spectrometer. Whereas
heterogeneous egg lecithin did not yield a diffraction peak corresponding to
an intralamellar plane spacing of 4.2 A, a weak peak was observed with DPPC.

In collaboration with J.E. Winegar and R.A. Holt (Metallurgical Engineering
Branch) the existence of the 4.2 A peak in DPPC was confirmed by X-ray scat-
tering. Specimens of DPPCo.5o(D2°)o.5 a n d DPPC0.35(D2°^0.65 by
weight have now been measured and yield two orders of interlamellar and one of
intralamellar diffraction at a specimen temperature of 30°C. Specimens
containing A and A cannabinol are being prepared.

3.9 Inelastic Neutron Scattering from ot-Chymotrypsin

P. Martel

Continuing a program aimed at investigating the molecular dynamics of globular
proteins, further measurements have been carried out on ot-chymotrypsin in the
dry lyophilized state. In a previous report (PR-P-137; 3.8; AECL-8106) preli-
minary measurements were cited which indicated that an inelastic peak at
0.7 THz (T = 298 K) might increase to 1.4 THz on cooling to 5 K. Further
measurements at 80 and 5 K indicate however, that the temperature dependence
of this inelastic peak is quite small; at 80 K and 5 K the frequency is no
greater than 0.9 and 1.0 THz respectively. In this latest experimental run
the existence of a well-defined peak at 1.4 THz was not confirmed. Measure-
ments at small wave vector transfer near 1.0 A~ are planned because the
Debye-Waller factor seems to cause a decrease in intensity at larger wave
vectors.

3.10 Soft Librational Modes in Deuterated Ammonium Tin Hexachloride

B.M. Powell and G. Dolling with W. Press (Institut fur
Festkorperforschung, Julich)

Previous work on antifluorite structure materials (see, for example, PR-P-135:
3.2; AECL-7907, PR-P-126: 3.6; AECL-7055) has concentrated on the phase
transition involving the orientation and librational motion of the hexahalide
octahedron within the cubic framework of alkali metal ions. When the latter
ions are replaced by ammonium, NH4 or ND^* ions, then the librational
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behaviour of these ions is an additional interesting component of the overall
dynamics of the structure. We have carried out neutron coherent scattering
studies of a single crystal of (NDit)2SnC£$, with a view to elucidating this
more complex librational behaviour as a function of temperature. Measurements
were made with the N5 triple axis spectrometer at the NRU reactor, using
Si(lll) and pyrolytic graphite (002) as monochromator and analyser, respecti-
vely; several specimen temperatures between 300 K and 5 K were studied.

The frequency, v} of the SnC#6 octahedron librational mode of very long wave-
length fell from 1.0 THz at 300 K to 0.6 THz at 5 K, and a plot of v against
temperature yielded a straight line with a v=0 intercept at T=*-150 K.
Thus although this mode displays a typical "soft mode" temperature dependence,
it does not lead to a crystal instability at any finite T and there is no
phase transition. A search was made at 9 selected neutron wave vector trans-
fers for the librational modes of the ND^ ions: from these results we conclude
that the modes have a frequency of 2.35 THz, nearly independent of wave vec-
tor. In order to identify unambiguously the eigenvectors of these modes, a
full-scale lattice-dynamical calculation of structure factors would be neces-
sary: we have not attempted such a calculation. Nevertheless, the 2.35 THz
mode is observed to broaden and become overdamped very rapidly with increasing
temperature. It is virtually unobservable at any wave vector for T _> 60 K.
This unusual temperature dependence is indeed expected theoretically for the

ND4 librational mode, and hence provides strong support for the above-
mentioned identification.

3.11 Phonons in Europium Sulphide, EuS

B.M. Powell and G. Dolling with W. Press (Institut fur
Festkorperforschung, Julich)

Previous attempts (in Europe) to measure phonon frequencies by neutron inelas-
tic scattering from this rock-salt structure material had succeeded only in
observing acoustic modes; the light mass of S relative to Eu (implying relati-
vely high frequency, low cross-section optic modes), coupled with the absorp-
tion of Eu and a rather small crystal specimen (< 0.3 cm ), lead to extremely
low scattered neutron count rates for the optic modes. Nevertheless, measure-
ments were made of both transverse optic and acoustic modes propagating along
the [005] direction in EuS at 300 K, with the N5 triple axis spectrometer at
NRU. The TO mode frequency rises smoothly from 5.60 ± 0.10 THz at 5 = 0 to
5.80 ± 0.12 THz as ; = 1.0, the zone boundary. Attempts to observe the longi-
tudinal optic modes, an even more arduous task, proved to be too difficult
within any reasonable time-scale. These data are now being incorporated into
a shell model for the interionic forces, by W. Kress (M.P.I. Stuttgart).

3.12 The Structure and Dynamics of Methane Clathrate

B.M. Powell and G. Dolling with J. Tse and C.I. Ratcliffe (National
Research Council)

As part of an investigation of the dynamics of guest molecules trapped in
clathrates, measurements of the elastic and inelastic neutron scattering from
a sample of CH^ in a D2O clathrate have been made. The experiments were done



on the C5 spectrometer at the NRU reactor with Sl(lll) as both the
monochromator and analyser.

At 5 K the Debye-Scherrer lines were, as expected, Indexed on the basis of a
cubic structure with a lattice parameter of a 11.8 A. Two lines from D2O ice
could also be identified. The inelastic scattering showed a broad peak at
1.80 THz, a sharper more intense peak at 0.85 THz and a very strong peak at
0.25 THz. At 20 K the two higher frequency peaks appeared to soften in fre-
quency and weaken in intensity. A comparison measurement made at lower reso-
lution on Kr in D2O clathrate as a "blank" showed no trace of the two high
frequency peaks, but there was evidence for the low frequency peak. The two
high frequency peaks are tentatively identified as arising from translational
and librational motion of the CHi, guest molecule in the clathrate cage.

Elastic scattering measurements from the Kr clathrate at 5 K showed the exis-
tence of a second clathrate structure with a cubic lattice parameter of
a 16.9 A. The presence of this clathrate structure (phase II) was not expec-
ted. Further measurements are planned.

3.13 Positron Annihilation in Stoichlometric NIAJt

S.M. Kim and D.C. Tennant

NiA£ is a highly ordered (Tc * 2200 K) intermetallic compound which contains
a large concentration (~ 1.1 %) of thermal vacancies, all on the Ni sublat-
tlce, near the melting point (1910 K). In order to determine the vacancy for-
mation energy in this alloy, we have measured the temperature dependence of
positron annihilation peak rate from 20°C to 1300°C. T'a peak rate was found
to increase monotonically with temperature, with a slope equal to 2.4 x
10" /K, through the entire temperature range. The absence of an S-shaped
positron trapping signal indicates that stoichiometric N1A£ contains a high
concentration (> 10~ ) of quenched-in thermal vacancies even at room tempera-
ture. The data also indicate that divacancies are not present in appreciable
numbers even at 1300°C. The absence of divacancies up to this temperature is
in agreement with the estimates made from the theory reported previously
(PR-P-137; 3.13: AECL-8106).

3.1.4 Vacancies in Ordered Intermetallic Compounds; Structural or Thermal?

S.M. Kim

In 1937 the metallurgist A. Taylor discovered that in AJl rich NiAt the excess
ki atoms do not substitute on the Ni sublattice, but instead Ni atoms dis-
appear from the Ni sublattice leaving vacancies. These kinds of vacancies,
determined by composition and not temperature, have since been called
"structural" (or constitutional) vacancies. In spite of the recent intensive
studies on the vacancy properties in this and other intermetallic compounds,
such simple questions as why structural vacancies form at all have not been
clearly answered.



We have recently formulated a theory of vacancy formation in ordered stoichio-
metric bcc alloys (PR-P-137: 3.13; AECL-8106 and Phys. Rev. (in press)). We
have since found that even in non-stoichiometric alloys the vacancy and anti-
structure atom formation energies within each sublattice should be the same.
Based on this finding the previous theory has been extended to ordered non-
stoichiometric bcc alloys.

The present theory shows that in an AB alloy where the bond energy between two
A atoms is much greater than that between two B atoms, the thermal vacancy
population in a B-atom-rich alloy is much higher than in an A-atom-rich
alloys. This theory also shows that "structural" vacancies as defined conven-
tionally can not exist in alloys, thus indicating that the "structural" vacan-
cies are in fact frozen-in thermal vacancies. These results are consistent
with the observed vacancy properties in ordered intermetallic compounds, such
as NiAA, NiGa and CoGa.

3.15 Spin Fluctuations and Triplet Superconductivity in UPt3

W.J.L. Buyers and H.F. Nieman with K. Hughes, J.E. Greedan and M.F.
Collins (McMaster University)

The intermetallic compound uranium platinum-3 behaves like many mixed-valence
systems. Its magnetic susceptibility increases on cooling, reaches a maximum
at 20 K, and then decreases without any evidence of a phase transition down to
4 K. Its magnitude is such that the uranium magnetic moments must be greatly

suppressed below the values expected for localized 5f electrons. A search was
carried out on the N5 spectrometer for evidence of dynamic spin fluctuations
in the temperature range 30 - 300 K. A new high-intensity analyser which
maximizes the solid angle subtended by the counter was fitted to the spectro-
meter on a separate arm from the normal analyser. The inelastic magnetic
scattering was found to be weak, and only became clearly visible above the
background scattering from phonons at frequencies greater than 8 THz. The
count rate in the new analyser was three times greater than a conventional
analyser. No broadening of the quasielastic peak was observed as has been
claimed in several studies of powdered specimens of other systems in which
similar moment reduction occurs. By contrast it was easy to observe both
acoustic and optic phonons. Dispersion relations have been determined along
the [001] direction for phonons belonging to the TA, LA and lowest LO
branches. During the course of the experiment Fisk and Smith at Los Alamos
discovered that UPt3 becomes a superconductor below 0.5 K. The existence of a
susceptibility maximum as well as the presence of the weak magnetic neutron
scattering suggest that in UPt3 the pairs of electrons responsible for super-
conductivity form a triplet rather than a singlet state. Thus UPt3 is similar

to the recently discovered heavy-fermion superconductors UBe^ and
(Physics Today 36 (1983) 20).

3.16 Quadrupolar Phase Transition in UPd3

J.G. Genossar and W.J.L. Buyers with R.M. Morra (University of Toronto)

A more complete study has been made of the satellites that appear in UPd3 at
low temperatures. As observed previously (PR-P-127: 3.13; AECL-7102) the



crystal has localized spins and orders without appearance of a magnetic
moment; the ordering occurs at the M point of the Brillouin zone corresponding
to doubling of the hexagonal cell with wave vector (1/2 0 0). From a series
of programmed temperature scans a new estimate of 5.8 i 0.3 K was made for the
temperature of the transition. Integrated intensities have been obtained of
satellites (h+l/2,0,£) for h = 0, 1,2, and 3 with integer t values limited
only by the maximum accessible angle of scattering e.g. (7/2,0,7). A search
was also carried out for additional satellites that might correspond to the
second phase transition observed in the specific heat, but none was found
either in high symmetry directions of the (h,0,i) plane nor for small
deviations from this plane corresponding to K-point symmetry such as
(10/3,1/3,8.) and (7/3,1/3,4).

4
The Landau theory has been applied to the D,^ structure of UPd3 to show there
are seven possible low temperature structures that can arise from condensation
of a single M-point phonon. As previous work suggests that the quadrupoles
must form on the uranium atoms at cubic sites, the number of possible
structures is reduced to three, associated with even-symmetry phonons,
5 16 14

D , D and D • These results provide good starting points for the
2h 2h 2h
the derivation of the atomic displacement pattern from the observed neutron
intensities.

3.17 Spin Waves in

W.J.L. Buyers with M.J. Hogan and R.L. Armstrong (University of
Toronto) and K. Hirakawa (University of Tokyo)

Previous work (PR-P-137: 3.15; AECL-8106) has been extended to show that the
absolute minimum of the spin-wave dispersion relations occurs at (1/3,1/3,1).
Near this antiferromagnetic K point in the (hhA) plane we have observed a
splitting of the spin-wave peak into a Goldstone mode and a gap mode with a
frequency of 0.18 ± 0.02 THz at 2.5 K. Both modes are well defined and show
uo ^ign of frustation or of the multiple branches expected for the 6-spin unit
cell with canted spins.

3.18 Search for Spin-Peierls Transition in PrCt3

W.J.L. Buyers with J.D. Axe (Brookhaven National Laboratory),
R.M. Morra and R.L. Armstrong (University of Toronto) and D.R. Taylor
(Queen's University).

Below 0.43 K in praesodymium trichloride the nuclear quadrupole resonance
(NQR) frequency splits into two symmetrically spaced components. This has
been interpreted as evidence for a transition to a phase in which the
hexagonal symmetry is preserved but for which group theory shows that there is
cell doubling along the hexagonal axis. The transition involves the lowest
S = 1/2 doublet of the Pr + ion which can be described by an XY model. As the
model is equivalent to that of a free fermion Hamiltonian, a transition
similar to that of a Peierls distortion of the charges in a metal, but instead
involving thp Pr spins, has been predicted. A search was carried out at the



HFBR reactor at BNL where a ^He-pumped cryostat was available to provide
temperatures on the specimen can of 0.35 K, i.e. 0.07 K below the transition
temperature observed in NQR. No satellites were observed in the (hOJ!,) plane
at the A point where cell doubling would be observable. A more extensive
search, for part of which the cryostat was tipped into the (4h,h,Jt) plane, was
carried out at A, M and K points and at incommensurate wave vectors in high
symmetry directions; no peaks were observed at 0.35 K that were not also pre-
sent above the transition at 1.25 K. The results of the experiment may show
that a) the crystal failed to reach the measured temperature of the specimen
can; b) the temperature in the NQR experiment was overestimated; c) observed
in the presence of the intense incoherent scattering from the chlorine nuclei,
the satellites are only strong enough to be observed in a different scattering
plane such as (hhA); d) the crystal contains impurities that depress the
transition temperature. There is a need for further experiments at the lower
temperatures provided by a dilution refrigerator and in other scattering
planes.

3.19 Numerical Calculations of Spin and Soliton Response in One-Dimensional
Magnets

W.J.L. Buyers with M. Kent (Mathematics and Computation Branch)

The Lanczos method has been successfully applied to calculate the spin
response functions of the 14-spin Ising-Heisenberg chain. The results confirm
the basic correctness of the extension of the analytic theory developed by
Nagler, Buyers, Armstrong and Briat (Phys. Rev. B28_ (1983) 3873). Thus soli-
tons of both longitudinal and transverse symmetry are able to propagate at
sufficiently low temperatures in one-dimensional chains. The Lanczos calcula-
tions also showed for the first time that a central peak occurs in the spin
response of magnetic chains. The central peak is associated with the presence
of the ends of the chain, as it does not occur in calculation for rings of
magnetic atoms where periodic boundary conditions apply. The central peak
should be observable in the neutron scattering from one-dimensional crystals
diluted with non-magnetic atoms.

3.20 Gaussian Fitting Routine

M.M. Potter and B.M. Powell

The input commands for the least squares fitting routine which fits a set of
experimental data to a gaussian lineshape (PR-P-137: 3.18; AECL-8106) have
been generalized. With the same program call the user may now read the data
from a spectrometer output file or type in the data. The fitted function may
be a gaussian with no background, or with a flat or sloping background. The
user may specify the independent variable or let the routine use the first
variable it encounters on the input file. The range of the independent varia-
ble is specified by entering the first and last point numbers required. The
output parameters from the fit are the position, width and integrated inten-
sity of the peak together with the flat or sloping background as appropriate
and the associated standard errors. The observed and fitted data are also
printed together with the independent variable.



3.21 Reactor Beam-Hole Use

T.M. Holden and H.F. Nieman

The C-2 fast-neutron chopper facility was shut down for the period. The
Guelph University spectrometer operated for 10% of the period and the McMaster
University spectrometer for 60% of the time. Utilization at the other occu-
pied beam holes was as follows:

Beam
Hole

Cl

C4

C5

L3

N5

No. of
Experiments

2

2

7

7

6

No. of
Participating
CRNL Scientists

2

1

4

4

5

No. of
Participating
Non-CRNL
Scientists

1

0

6

5

4

Efficiency (%
of Available
Reactor
Operating Time
Used for
Experiments)

80

98

98

99

99

Total reactor operating time was 169 days.

3.22 The Direct Measurement of the Photonuclear Total Absorption
Cross Section of Pb at 7.333 MeV

J.W. Knowles and W.F. Mills with B.O. Pich and T.E. Drake (University
of Toronto)

A technique for the direct measurement of the photonuclear absorption cross
section has been developed which uses a variable energy beam of y-rays
obtained from the Compton scattering facility at the NRU reactor. In a preli-
minary experiment, a beam of 7.3 MeV photons with an energy spread of Ec »
150 keV was incident on a 3.6 cm thick target of natural lead and the pulse-
height spectrum of the transmitted radiation was measured with a Ge(Li) detec-
tor located 122 cm behind the target. The photopeak and first and second
escape peaks of the pulse-height spectrum have widths of 150 keV determined by
the width of the incident photon beam. A sharp reduction of intensity was
observed near each peak caused by the photonuclear absorption of the E = 7.333
MeV radiation of 2 0 Pb. The width, FWHM, of each absorption spectrum
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was AE ° 6.0 keV which is equal to the resolution width of the Ge(Li) detector
for monochromatic Y-rays at a 7 .3 MeV. The absorption spectrum disappears
when the incident beam energy is shifted off resonance by » 200 keV. From a
measurement of the absorption spectrum is deduced the effective nuclear
photo-absorption cross section Oya = 2iF$t g Fo/AE where A is the de Broglie
wavelength corresponding to energy E and g is the statistical factor. The
latter has a value (2J + l)/(2Jo + 1) = 3 for E(l) transitions from the
ground state Jo = 0 to the excited state J = 1" of 208Pb. The width of the
ground state VQ estimated from the measurement of Oya is in close agreement
with the widths To = 42 ± 1 and 44.5 ± 2.9 eV obtained from photon scattering
measurements of the 7.333 MeV y~ray of Pb by J.W. Knowles et al., Can. J.
Phys. _56_ (1978) 1021 and R.M. Laszewski and P. Axel, Phys. Rev. OJ) (1979) 342
respectively. In order to obtain TQ from the scattering cross section OyS =
2ir* g(ro/AEc)(To/Ix) it was necessary to assume that the branching ratio
To/Tj to the ground state was unity. The present direct measurement of
Oya confirms this assumption.

3.23 Data Acquisition System for the Neutrino Mass Experiment

M.A. Lone, L. Milani, R. Deal with R.L. Graham and J.S. Geiger (Nuclear
Physics Branch)

An interactive and modular software package (PR-P-137: 3.24; AECL-8106) for
the multi-processor-based ND 6660 data acquisition system has been implemented
and is operating reliably. The program provides complete control of the IT/2
magnetic spectrometer field setting and data acquisition.

Hardware has been built for several improvements to the data acquisition and
control system. These include provisions for suppression of the data accumu-
lation during abnormal increase in the background due to airborne activity,
change in exterior magnetic field, acquisition of data from a multiwire
proportional counter in a multi-channel scaling mode and computer control of
voltage on individual strips of a multi-element source.

3.24 Stretched Polypropylene Foils

M.A. Lone, L. Milani with R.L. Graham and M.G. Steer (Nuclear Physics
Branch)

Measurements of thickness and uniformity of stretched thin polypropylene foils
(PR-P-137: 2.16; AECL-8106) have been made using a-particle energy loss and
direct weighing. Comparison of the two sets of data has provided an absolute
normalization of a-particle energy loss curve for polypropylene. Uniformity
of a typical 70 yg cm" thick foil over a 10 cm diameter area is found to be
better than 15%.

Apparatus for measurements of the burst pressures of foils of various
thickness is operational. Preliminary tests show that a 70 ug cm" thick foil
bursts at 200 kPa when supported against a 1 mm wide collimator. Further
tests are in progress.



3.25 An Iterative Procedure to Achieve Spectral Deconvolution

M.A. Lone with V. Ruddock and J.N. Blair (Mathematics and Computation
Branch) and R.L. Graham (Nuclear Physics Branch)

An iterative procedure to perform a spectral deconvolution based on Bayes1

postulate has been written for the CRNL computer facility. This provides a
powerful tool for obtaining the true lineshape of the spectrum when the reso-
lution function of the spectrometer is known. For better reliability it is
preferable to subtract any known smoothly varying background before applying
the procedure.

Extensive tests of this Bayesian deconvolution process were carried out by
Kennett et al. (Nucl. Instr. & Meth. 151^ (1978) 285; JJ£ (1978) 125) for a
Gaussian resolution function and they routinely use this technique for
analysis of (n,Y) data.

For analysis of the data from the W 2 spectrometer for the neutrino mass
experiment we have carried out tests with a Lorentzian response function and
spectral shapes typical of those from electron sources dispersed in a host
material. The convergent properties of the procedure are found to be excel-
lent. Further tests with data of relatively poor counting statistics and dif-
ferent response functions are in progress.

3.26 Total Neutron and Bremsstrahlung Yields for Electron Bombardment of
Targets of Natural Elements

M.A. Lone with D. Chan (Accelerator Physics Branch) and H.C. Lee and
F.C. Khanna (Theoretical Physics Branch)

We have calculated bremsstrahlung and total neutron yields from natural
element targets of various thicknesses for electron energies up to 40 MeV
using the ETRAN Monte-Carlo code (M.J. Berger and S.M. Seltzer, Phys. Rev. £2_
(1970) 621). Measurements of total neutron yields from selected materials
using a water bath technique (M.A. Lone et al. Nucl. Instrum. Meth. 214 (1983)
333) are also planned for validation of the theoretical models.

Table 1 shows calculated results from a Ta target of an optimum thickness for
bremsstrahlung yield for electrons of energies between 8 and 12 MeV. These
results are in excellent agreement with those reported by Berger and Seltzer
(Phys. Rev. C2_ (1970) 621).

Table 1

Bremsstrahlung and neutron yields from electron bombardment of a Ta target
Thickness N EQ%

MeV

12
10
8

g.cnT2

4

3
2

Forward
21.7

18.8
15.5

Per
2

2.9
8.5

Electron
x 10" 5

x 10" 6

x 10" 8

Leakage
4.9

8.5
17.2

Backward
3.8

4.1
3.5



3.27 Parity Violation in the Photodisintegration of Deuteriura

E.D. Earle, R.J. Deal and P. Vachon with E.T.H. Clifford (Nuclear

Physics) and S. Kidner and M. Derewianko (Accelerator Physics) and

A.B. McDonald, T. Chupp and M. Schneider (Princeton University)

A ten week run on this experiment was completed in mid August. The purpose of
this run was to test and calibrate the equipment and to investigate sources of
systematic errors. Another four week run was performed with the unpolarized
electron gun. The polarized electron source has been moved to Princeton
University for modifications to improve its operating reliability. In
general, the equipment functioned according to design, although a number of
problem areas were identified and solutions to many of them determined.

The reliability of several components must be increased for efficient produc-
tion runs. The time and procedure to obtain and maintain a 10~ torr vacuum
in the electron source must be improved. The ETA operation has to be made
more reliable and a beam energy instability absent in the summer run but
present in the fall run needs to be corrected. Measurements using a Keithley
Y-ray ion chamber demonstrated that energy instability can be monitored and
corrected. A number of electronic components either performed unsatisfac-
torily or failed during the summer run. These problems have been corrected.
The data acquisition programs functioned as anticipated and the subroutines
requiring modifications were identified.

Possible sources of systematic error were investigated. Fluctuations in beam
position, size, intensity and energy were investigated experimentally.
Effects due to electron transverse polarization were investigated theoreti-
cally. These sources of error are all below the 10~ level. A more accurate
determination must await the modified subroutines and additional monitoring
equipment now under construction. During the summer run with the polarized
electron source there was no evidence for parity violation at the 10" level.

3.28 A Y-Ray Self-Powered Detector Array

P. Vachon, E.D. Earle and R. Deal with E.T.H. Clifford (Nuclear

Physics)

A beam position and profile monitor has been instrumented for use in the
parity violation experiment. Both the X and Y positions of the beam can be
measured with a precision of 5 microns. Two arrays of eight Y~ray self
powered detectors have been assembled and placed on the ETA electron beam
stop. Each 13 cm long by 0.3 cm diameter detector consists of an emitter of W
insulated from and surrounded by an Ai collector. The detectors in each array
are positioned parallel to each other and cover a 13 cm x 10 cm area. The
detectors in the Y array are aligned perpendicularly and placed behind the
detectors in the X array.

The eight signals from each array are amplified and fed into three parallel
circuits whose outputs are proportional to the beam intensity, mean position
and width.



3.29 Ge Detector Systems

R.J. Toone

Three Ge spectrometers of CRNL design and manufacture were tested for Reactor
Loops Branch. Two that incorporated double detectors were repumped. One of
these, though much improved, could not be brought back to its original perfor-
mance. It had developed a noisy contact and showed some signs of increased
trapping (presumably due to radiation damage) in that its resolution improved
as the bias was increased beyond the point of total depletion.

In anticipation of future Reactor Loops Branch needs for special detectors, Ge
processing apparatus is being reassembled at the new cryopumping station. The
current state-of-the-art in Ge detector production requires the Ge surfaces to
be cleaned and passivated by RF-sputtering methods. A study has been made of
commercially available RF sputtering equipment and requests for quotations
have been sent out.

3.30 Gas Counters

W.M. Inglis, M.A. Gulick, R.J. Toone and J.G.V. Taylor

The BF3 counter for ultra-cold neutron detection (PR-P-137: 3.28; AECL-8106)
deteriorated because solder flux had been trapped inside it when the insula-
tors were assembled. The insulators were replaced, the counter was refilled
and is now working satisfactorily. A second counter of this design has been
partially assembled.

The pumping system for the BF3 line and the He leak detector were cleaned and
repaired.

Parts for ten HP-7 3He counters are complete and ready for cleaning and assem-
bly. The central stainless steel rib of the HP-4 counters has been redesigned
in perforated Zircaloy-2. This should reduce the » 20% dip in the thermal
neutron response at the rib by about a factor of eight. The He filling
system is being assembled and fitted with electronic pressure sensors.

A FBS-102 counter used at the TT/2 beta-ray spectrometer was fitted with new
insulators and anode wire for tests for the neutrino mass measurement experi-
ment. A "stretched" version of this counter to give a 12-cm active length has
been designed and is nearly complete.

Wires were replaced in two gas-flow proportional counters for Nuclear Physics
Branch.

3.31 BIC Detectors

R.J. Toone and J.G.V. Taylor

Ten more chambers (PR-P-137: 3.29; AECL-8106) were assembled during the period
for a total of twenty. Except for tests of alternative gas fillings, repairs
and modifications, the construction of these detectors has been completed.
Consultations on their operation continues.
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3.32 Bragg-Curve Spectometer

R.J. Toone, G.A. Tapp and J.G.V. Taylor with D. Horn (Nuclear Physics
Branch)

A prototype Bragg-curve spectrometer (PR-P-137: 3.30; AECL-8106) has been
assembled. The hexagonal field shaping electrodes were laid out on six
sector-shaped printed-circuit boards with help from the CAD group in Electro-
nics Branch. Each conductive strip was soldered at the six vertices and the
voltage-divider chain run down the inside of one vertex with the outer shell
serving as a jig.

2
The cathode plane is Cr-coated stretched polypropylene (<_ 100 ug»cm ). The
Frisch grid is wound from 50 \m Au-coated W wire with 0.5 mm spacing. A
vacuum enclosure pumped separately from the detector supports a thin 5.5 MeV
a-particle test source ( Am) at the target position at the apex of the
detector cone.

With an isobutane filling at 13 kPa, a potential _> 2 kV between cathode and
anode resulted in breakdown, apparently near the high-voltage feed-through.
At lower voltages pulses were observed on an oscilloscope after being ampli-
fied by a circuit built around a Lecroy TRA-150 preamplifier chip. The high-
voltage characteristics of the counter are being improved and in future tests
a CAMAC waveform digitizer will be used to quantify the observed pulse shapes.

3.33 Data Acquisition System for Radionuclide Metrology

G.A. Tapp, R.H. Martin and J.G.V. Taylor with E.H. Williams (Design and
Technical Services Branch)

The disc drive failure (PR-P-137: 3.31; AECL-8106) plus building renovations
delayed system commissioning by four months. The 4n fb-y coincidence sample
changer is now controlled by the new system. Programs for the analysis of
coincidence and ion-chamber data have been translated from FOCAL to FORTRAN.
Control software for the ion-chamber sample changer has been completed. As
soon as the ion-chamber system is converted the old PDP-8 system will be
removed and the PDP-11 relocated to its final position.

3.34 Mass Calibrations

R.H. Martin

A series of mass measurements was made for Engineering Research Branch.
Traceability data for the reference standard weight set used were supplied to
Quality Assurance Division in support of a commercial contract. The calibra-
tions involved cleaning 21 weights ranging from 1 mg to 20 g and making a
total of "• 250 weighings over a period of five weeks•
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3.35 International Comparisons

R.H. Martin and J.G.V. Taylor

(1) l33 Ba

An ampoule of 133Ba (Tw2= 10.5 a) in solution was received from the NBS for
a BIPM comparison of activity concentration. Participants were asked first to
make preliminary mass measurements to ascertain if a problem giving an
apparent increase in solution masses in a previous trial comparison had been
overcome. The mass of the solution was estimated in two ways: (a), after the
ampoule was opened as much as possible of the solution was removed and weighed
in a pycnometer; the mass of the remainder was found from the mass difference
of the empty ampoule before and after drying; (b), the ampoule was marked
with a file, weighed and the mass of the dry, empty pieces subtracted. Method
(a) is susceptible to small evaporation losses between weighings; method (b)
would be in error if any microscopic glass fragments were lost on breaking the
ampoule. The results, shown below, show no significant discrepancy (Am/mC 5 x
10" ) and no evidence of material having been leached into the solution.

mass as given by NBS 3.60213 g
mass, method (a) 3.60015 g
mass, method (b) 3.60199 g

Ion-chamber measurements showed 0.14% of the total activity remaining absorbed
on the ampoule surface after two distilled water rinses; 60% of this was not
removed with a IN HCA rinse. Most of the absorbed activity is believed to
come from the small amount of solution left in the ampoule before it was
dried; the resultant error in the activity concentration is expected to be
less than 0.14%. The comparison is expected to proceed if no significant
discrepancies appear in the preliminary measurements of ther participants.

(2) i37Cs

The final report on this comparison (PR-P-135: 3.29; AECL-7907) has been
received from the BIPM. The CRNL value for the X Cs activity concentration,
605.4 ±2.4 kBq.g"1 is close to the mean value of 604.1 ± 4.0 kBq.g"1 obtained
by the BIPM from the results of 18 participants. The latter value is in good
agreement [-(0.12 ± 0.53)%] with those from an earlier comparison and with the
International Reference System (SIR) maintained by the BIPM.

As a sequel to this comparison a series of measurements was made at CRNL on
one of the sources used by NRC for the comparison. The value reported for the
comparison by NRC was (0.6 ± 0.4)% higher than ours. While this is not
unacceptable, the two laboratories usually agree more closely. CRNL measure-
ments on the NRC source agreed to within 0.15% with the CRNL comparison
value. Meanwhile NRC discovered a problem with an electronic live-timer suf-
ficient to account for the original discrepancy.
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3.36 Standards Issued

R.H. Martin and J.G.V. Taylor

41Ar - Electronics Branch (Ontario Hydro contract)
Mn - Environmental Research Branch

- Instrument Development Branch
- Radiation and Industrial Safety Branch
- System Materials Branch

I - Biomedical Research Branch
l3lI - Biomedical Research Branch

Xe- Electronics Branch (Ontario Hydro contract)
l52Eu- Electronics Branch (Ontario Hydro contract)

3.37 Optimization of Irradiation Period used in Production of High Specific

Activity i69Yb for the Neutrino Mass Experiment

R.H. Martin with R.L. Graham (Nuclear Physics Branch)

High specific activity 169Yb (Tj/2= 32d) sources are a requirement for the
neutrino mass measurement experiment (PR-P-137: 2.11; AECL-8106) being under-
taken at CRNL. By optimizing the irradiation period in NRU reactor, Yb
production by neutron irradiation of Yb can be maximized even though the

Yb neutron capture cross section is significant.

_2
Three samples of natural ytterbium metal of thickness 1.2 mg.cm were sealed
in thin-walled quartz tubing and irradiated in the Hydraulic Capsule Facility
of NRU (flux of 2.74 x 10 n cm" s~ ). The neutron flux was monitored in
each case with 1% cobalt-in-aluminum flux monitors. The specific activities
of the products were obtained from the original sample masses (measured with a
Mettler ME22 electronic microbalance), the natural abundance (Table of
Isotopes-7th Edition. 1017 (1978)), the L Yb activity (measured with a cali-
brated Ge(Li) detector system) and the most recently compiled decay data
(Nuclear Data Sheets 36_ (1982) 443).

A summary of data and results are shown in the following table

Irradiation Irradiation Mass of Yb Neutron Fluence Yb Activity
Position Period (days) in Sample (ng) (n.cm~2) Produced

(Bq.ug" 68Yb)

HCF-6

HCF-7

HCF-8

9.47

4.87

1.88

177

242

252

2

1

4

.24X1020

.15x1020

.45x1019

2.44(±0.04)xl08

1.88(±0.04)xl08

9.23(±0.14)xl07

Using previously published data, growth and decay curves were generated by
computer. With use of these curves, the data shown above and data from an
irradiation made an an earlier date, we estimate the optimum irradiation
nprinH frtr f-Vi-f c nal-nral Vh mohni f-ft K*a 10 i^auc.
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3.38 Miscellaneous Services

M.A. Gulick, W.M. Inglis and R.J. Toone

There has been a steadily increasing demand for help in cutting semiconductor
and ceramic materials. Jobs in this period include slices from a 10-czn dia-
meter Si crystal for Section I, CdWOit and BGO scintillators for tomographic
applications in Instrument Development Branch, alumina substrates for Electro-
nics Branch, large pieces of ferrite for Van de Graaff Operations and a series
of Si discs to be assembled into a conical sputter ion source also for Van de
Graaff Operations. Si crystals were cut for the University of Guelph and a
number of thin Ge and Si strips were cut from accurately oriented crystals
prepared for bent-crystal beam-bending studies at Fermilab by Solid State
Science Branch.

Six copper-to-glass seals were made for the glassblowing shop.

The C2 fast neutron chopper external flight path was stripped down and the
collimator, beam tube and shielded detector station stored.

The ETA-window seal (for the parity-violation experiment) was redesigned and
tested. The new design was sent to D. & T.S. Branch to have the drawings
updated.

A number of double-walled quartz sample holders were etched to a specified
wall thickness for Section I.

3.39 Glassblowing Shop

J.G. Wesanko and D.A. Doering

A large watercooled column was constructed in three sections with water and
hydrogen connections and three septum entry ports to be used for catalyst
activity lifetime studies and flow visualization in Chemical Engineering
Branch. Other apparatus supplied to this Branch included flasks, a gas
burette, a catalyst column, miscellaneous components for a gas standards
system and two systems for circulating hot H2SO4 over catalyst samples.

A nine metre glass column with a reservoir and stopcocks plus a 45-cm liquid
absorber column were made for testing a SLOWPOKE emergency shutdown system in
Mechanical Equipment Development Branch. SLOWPOKE fuel bundle shrouds were
made from 20-cm long slices of 6.5-cm diameter glass tubing for Advance
Engineering Branch.

Fritted glass discs were fused to "O"-ring-joint components to make cells for
testing Pt and Ni catalysts being developed in Material Sciences Branch for
H2-O2 recombiners.

A chlorine condensation system as well as components for a vacuum balance and
cells for radiation chemistry studies were made for Physical Chemistry Branch.
Gas flasks, quartz cells, gas-liquid separators, quartz furnaces, gas traps
and a system for handling fuel pellets have been made for the mass spectro-
metry group in General Chemistry Branch.
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Three glass columns penetrated with 90 sand-blasted holes have been supplied
for U recovery experiments at the Mo Production Facility in addition to a
large number of reaction kettles and bubblers for the purification of l Xe
gas.

Numerous smaller jobs were completed for NPD, Fuel Materials, Fuel
Engineering, Mechanical Services and Environmental Research Branches.

3.40 Machine Shop Services

A.H. Hewitt and H.C. Spenceley

Two pairs of cadmium-lined tapered extensions with interchangable aperture
slits were built for the 8" collimators for L3. A punch and die was made to
produce the aperture slits.

A centering fixture was made to position specimens accurately on the L3
spectrometer table.

A two-axis dovetail slide with ± 10-mm travel for specimen alignment was made
for the kappa diffractometer.

For the liquid helium experiment a 44.5-mm diameter aluminum cassette was
made. A steel high pressure chamber to test the high voltage feedthroughs for
an experiment on thiourea was constructed.

Other work included a motorized voltage controller for the positron annihi-
lation experiment furnace, a crystal-growing assembly with gas line, for the
DISPLEX refrigerator and modifications to the source test chamber for the
neutrino mass experiment.

During,the period the Bldg. 116 shop effort was divided approximately as fol-
lows: He counters and system, 25%; Bragg-curve spectrometer, 25%: BF3 coun-
ters, 20%: neutrino mass measurement counters, 15%; miscellaneous jobs for
Sections I and II and the glassblowing shop, 15%.

3.41 Fabrication of Si Crystals for Use in Channeling Experiments at GeV
Energies

R.J. Toone et al.

See CMa-65: 1.5.4; AECL-8269

3.42 Fabrication of Ge Crystals for Use in Fermilab Channeling Experiments

R.J. Toone et al.

See CMa-65: 1.5.5; AECL-8269

3.43 Response Function for the Neutrino Mass Experiment

M.A. Lone et al.

See PR-P-138: 2.11; AECL-8267
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3.44 Publications and Lectures

Publications

MAGNETIC EXCITATIONS IN THE DILUTE ONE-DIMENSIONAL ISING-LIKE ANTIFERRO-
MAGNET
S.E. Nagler, W.J.L. Buyers, R.L. Armstrong, D.J. Lockwood and R.A. Ritchie
Physica 120B (1983) 183

SOLITONS IN THE ONE-DIMENSIONAL ANTIFERROMAGNET CsCoBr3
S.E. Nagler, W.J.L. Buyers, R.L. Armstrong and B. Briat
Phys. Rev. JS2J5 (1983) 3873

SPIN DYNAMICS
W.J.L. Buyers
Proceedings of the Summer School on Magnetic Phase Transitions, Erice,
Italy, 1983 July 1-15
Springer Verlag (Berlin) Vol. 48. Eds. M. Ausloos and R.J. Elliott

VACANCY FORMATION ENTHALPIES IN STOICHIOMETRIC FeCo BY POSITRON
ANNIHILATION
J.A. Jackman, S.M. Kim and W.J.L. Buyers
Scripta Metallurgica ll_ (1983) 1385

STRUCTURE AND INTERMOLECULAR EXCITATIONS OF 3~N2 AT 400 MPa AND 55 K
B.M. Powell, G. Dolling and H.F. Nieman
J. Chem. Phys. 7£ (1983) 982

MEASURED AND CALCULATED NEUTRON YIELDS FOR 100 MeV PROTONS ON THICK TARGETS
OF Pb AND Li
R.T. Jones, M.A. Lone, A. Okazaki, B.M. Townes, D.C. Santry, E.D. Earle,
J.K.P. Lee, J.M. Robson, R.B. Moore and V. Raut
Proc. of the meeting of the International Collaboration on Advanced Neutron
Sources, ICANS VI, Argonne, July 1982

THERMAL NEUTRON SOURCE STUDY
T.M. Holden
AECL-7988

A COMPACT NEUTRON SOURCE FOR RESEARCH AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS
S.O. Schriber, M.A. Lone, B.G. Chidley, M.S. de Jong, S.A. Kushneriuk and
W.N. Selander
IEEE Transactions on Nuclear Science, NS30 (1983) 1668

IDENTIFICATION OF SINGLE PARTICLE CONFIGURATIONS AT VERY HIGH SPINS IN

D. Horn, 0. Hausser, I.S. Towner, H.R. Andrews, M.A. Lone and P. Taras.
Phys. Rev. Lett. 50 (1983) 19
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A 4TT BGO DETECTOR ARRAY FOR HEAVY ION PHYSICS: AND THE PROMPT RESPONSE OF
BGO TO FAST NEUTRONS.
M.A. Lone, 0. Hausser, T.K. Alexander, J. Gascon and E. Hagberg.
In Proc. Int. Workshop on Bismuth Germanate. (Ed. C.N. Holmes) Princeton
University Report (1982). Page 327,

PROPOSED DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM FOR THE 8it SPECTROMETER.
0. Hausser, M.A. Lone and F.J. Sharp.
TASCC-1-16-01 June 1983

PLANS FOR A HIGH-RESOLUTION MEASUREMENT OF THE TRITIUM BETA-SPECTRUM END
POINT TO DETERMINE THE NEUTRINO MASS
R.L. Graham, M.A. Lone, H.R. Andrews, J.S. Geiger, J.L. Gallant,
J. W. Knowles, H.C. Lee and G.E. Lee-Whiting
AECL-7904

TOTAL NEUTRON YIELDS FROM 100 MeV PROTONS ON Pb AND 7Li TARGETS
M.A. Lone, R.T. Jones, A. Okazaki, B.M. Townes, D.C. Santry, E.D. Earle,
J.K.P. Lee, J.M. Robson, R.B. Moore, L. Nikkinen and V. Raut
Nucl. Instr. & Meth. 214_ (1983) 333

THE PROMPT RESPONSE OF BISMUTH GERMANATE AND NaJl(T£) SCINTILLATION DETECTORS
TO FAST NEUTRONS
0. Hausser, M.A. Lone, T.K. Alexander, S.A. Kushneriuk and J. Gascon
Nucl. Instr. & Meth. 2L3_ (1983) 301

COLLISIONS OF NEUTRONS AND OF GAMMA RAYS IN Bit,Ge3O12 (BGO) AND NaJl(T£)
SCINTILLATION DETECTORS
S.A. Kushneriuk, M.A. Lone, 0. Hausser and P.Y. Wong
AECL-8058

SMALL-ANGLE NEUTRON SCATTERING FROM NATIVE AND IRRADIATED SUPEROXIDE
DISMUTASE IN AQUEOUS SOLUTION
P. Martel, B.M. Powell, R.A. Zepp Johnston and A. Petkau
Biochimica et Biophysica Acta 747 (1983) 78

CRYSTAL STRUCTURES OF SOLID BROMOFORM
R. Myers, B.H. Torrie and B.M. Powell
J. Chem. Phys. 19_ (1983) 1495

STRUCTURE OF SOLID CARBON DISELENIDE (CSe2) AT 17.5, 50 AND 200K
B.M. Powell and B.H. Torrie
Acta Cryst. C39 (1983) 963

Lectures

Spin Dynamics (4 lectures)
W.J.L. Buyers
EPS Erice School on Magnetic Phase Transitions
Erice, Italy, 1983 July 1-15
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Depth Profiles of 35 keV 3He ions implanted into metals
H. Geissel, W.N. Lennard, T.K. Alexander, G.C. Ball, J.S. Forster, M.A. Lone,
L. Milani and D. Philips
10th Int. Conf. on Atomic Collisions in Solids, Bad Iburg, West Germany, 1983
July 18-22

The Condensate Saga: From London's Proposal to a Convincing Experimental
Answer
E.C. Svensson
75th Jubilee Conference on Helium-4, St. Andrews, Scotland, 1983 August 1-5.

Single Particle Configurations at the Very High Spins in Dy Isotopes
I.S. Towner, D. Horn, 0. Hausser, H.R. Andrews, M.A. Lone and P. Taras
International Conference on Nuclear Physics, Florence, Italy,
1983 August 29 - September 3.

Neutron Inelastic Scattering as a Probe of Moments in Metallic Systems
T.M. Holden (2 lectures)
NATO Advanced Summer Institute on "Moment Formation in Solids", Pearson
College, Vancouver Island, 1983 August 21 - September 1.

Neutron Scattering in Condensed Matter Physics: A Chalk River Perspective
G. Dolling
Memorial University of Newfoundland, St. John's, 1983 September 29.

Residual Stresses in Steam Generator Tubes Examined by Neutron and X-Ray
Diffraction
B.M. Powell, T.M. Holden, G. Dolling, R.A. Holt and J.E. Winegar
41st International Pittsburgh Diffraction Conference and 3rd Canadian
Crystallography Conference,, Toronto, 1983 October 5-7

Spin Waves in CsNiC&3
M.J. Hogan, W.J.L. Buyers, R.L. Armstrong and K. Hirakawa
29th Ann. Cof. on Magnetism and Magnetic Materials
Pittsburgh, Penn. 1983 November 8 - 11.

Soliton Dynamics in Quantum Ising-like Antiferromagnetic Chains
S.E. Nagler, W.J.L. Buyers, R.L. Armstrong and B. Brlat
29th Ann. Conf. on Magnetism and Magnetic Materials, Pittsburgh,
Penn., 1983 November 8-11.

Energy Future for Canadians
G. Dolling
Terry Fox Centre, Ottawa, 1983 Nov. 9

Summary of Response to NSERC Funding Policies
G. Dolling
Eastern Fall Symposium of Division of Condensed Matter Physics of C.A.P.,
Kingston, 1983 November 12

Energy Future for Canadians (6 talks at High Schools in Saint John, New
Brunswick)
G. Dolling and M. Harvey
1983 November 13-17
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The Magnetism of Uranium Compounds
T.M. Holden
University of Toronto, 1983 December 5
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M. Couture
M. Harvey
F.C. Khanna
H.C. Lee
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I.S. Towner
K.B. Winterbon

Visitors

T. Koppel (1)

Summer Staff
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Secretarial Staff

M.E. Carey

(1) NRC Post-Doctoral Fellow from University of Tubingen;
joined branch 1982 October 20.

(2) Returned to University of Toronto, 1983 September 09.
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4.2 Absorption Factor for Cylindrical Samples

V.F. Sears

The absorption factor, which governs the intensity of X-ray and neutron scat-
tering in condensed matter, has previously always been calculated assuming
that the absorption coefficients of the incident and scattered beams are
equal. This is a good approximation for elastic scattering (e.g. Bragg
reflection) but not always for inelastic scattering.

We have calculated the absorption factor for a cylindrical sample by numeri-
cal integration with an absolute accuracy of 10" for the general case in
which the above absorption coefficients are not equal. An extensive tabula-
tion of the results has been published as an AECL report (AECL-8176, 1983).

We have also derived an asymptotic analytic expression which can be used
with an error of less than 10" for most cases of interest in both neutron
inelastic scattering and neutron diffraction in crystals. The results of
this work are presented in an article which will appear soon in J. Appl.
Cryst.

A.3 Scaling and Final-State Interactions in Deep-Inelastic Neutron
Scattering

V.F. Sears

The momentum distributions of atoms in condensed matter can be determined by
neutron-inelastic-scattering experiments, if the momentum transfer fiq is
large enough for the scattering to be described by the impulse approximation.
This is strictly true only in the limit q>°° and, in practice, the experimen-
tally-determined momentum distributions are distorted by final-state interac-
tions. The final-state interaction effects are of order q"1. However, if
the scattered-neutron distributions are symmetrized about the recoil energy,
the q~ terms all cancel and one is left with residual final-state interac-
tion effects that are of order q~ with magnitudes that are typically 2 to
8%. We have recently succeeded in developing a self-consistent method for
correcting for these residual q~ effects.

We have also investigated the scaling properties of the thermal-neutron scat-
tering cross section in the deep-inelastic (i.e. large-q) region. In parti-
cular, we have applied to thermal-neutron scattering the notions of "y-scal-
ing", which was originally introduced in connection with electron scattering
by atoms, and "Bjorken scaling", which was originally introduced in connec-
tion with deep-inelastic lepton-nucleon scattering. We have demonstrated, in
particular, the usefulness of y-scaling as an experimental test for the pres-
ence of residual final-state interactions.
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4.4 Penetration of Heavy Ions in Solids

K.B. Winterbon

The major difficulty in determining the motion of a marker layer in a solid
under ion bombardment is that one does not know anything about the fluctua-
tions in the densities of interstitials and vacancies created in each colli-
sion cascade. The most useful quantity would seem to be the difference
between interstitial and vacancy densities; the mean value of this difference
was introduced some time ago as the net recoil density (K.B. Winterbon, Rad.
Eff. 46(1980)181). It was not obvious in principle what was meant by fluctua-
tions in such a density, nor how to define a quantity equivalent to this which
has finite fluctuations. It turns out that the interesting quantity is the
distribution, the indefinite integral of the density. Fluctuations in the
distribution can be defined without much difficulty, and integral equations,
similar to those used in the work on correlations (K.B. Winterbon, Rad. Eff.
60(1980)199) have been written down for moments of interstitial and vacancy
distributions separately as well as for their difference. The first moments
are the means, and the equations are the usual equations. The second moments
contain the variances, and the equations are distinctly more complicated.
Higher moments will probably not be considered.

In a medium consisting of two half-spaces of different materials, joined at
x=0, one can write down a backwards equation for the probability density
F(x,y,E,fl), for a particle starting at y with energy E, and going in the
direction 8, to stop at x (K.B. Winterbon, Appl. Phys. Lett. 31(1977)649). In
that paper, the equation was solved only in the path-length approximation.
Taking proper account of angular deflections, and using power-law stopping,
the energy drops out, except as a scaling factor, and because of the simple
geometry the vector variables x and y become scalars, and the direction JJ can
be reduced to a direction cosine n, so that F may be resolved into Legendre
coefficients. It was shown in general that F has a discontinuity in x at x=0.
It is not difficult to see that F should be continuous in y at y=0. To go
further it is necessary to obtain some further relations between the solutions
in the two half-spaces, or some further constraints upon them. This was the
situation in 1977.

Now we have observed in general that instead of working with moments of x and
y one could work directly with coefficients in an orthogonal-polynomial expan-
sion. The trouble with orthogonal polynomial expansions is that they are slow
to converge and they are not constrained to be positive. Furthermore, the
equations for the coefficients tend to be more complicated than the corres-
ponding equations for moments. However, in principle the expansion coeffic-
ients contain exactly the same information as the moments, and may be consid-
ered as modified moments. Any quantity derivable from moments can be obtained
from the modified moments. Because of the orthogonality, matching of differ-
ent solutions across a boundary is much easier. Calculations of infinite-med-
ium modified moments served to debug the program.

To obtain the required further relations between solutions of the inhomogen-
eous-medium equations, it was postulated that a reciprocity condition might
hold: the probability density for going from x to y should be the same as
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that for going from y to x. This did not work, possibly because of the slow
convergence of the orthogonal-polynomial series. Then one medium was speci-
fied to be vacuum, and some apparently-reasonable positivlty conditions were
postulated. These give rise to a many-parameter convex-programming problem.
An attempt is being made to solve this problem using a program from the
Harwell program library.

4.5 The Nucleon-Nucleon Interaction in the Quark Model

M. Harvey with J. LeTourneux (U. of Montreal) and B. Lorazo (Orsay)

The S, P and D-wave nucleon-nucleon scattering phase shifts have been compu-
ted, up to 500 MeV centre-of-mass energy, in the non-relativistic quark model
using resonating group techniques (c.f. PR-P-137: 4.6 (AECL-8106)) with the
minimal number of six-quark configurations which have the symmetries found in
the quark representation of two free nucleons. Sensitivity of the results to
changes in the quark potential has been determined. Two papers have now been
prepared for publication.

Work continues on extending the calculations to include other six-quark con-
figurations through which (it is hoped) the intermediate-range attraction
between nucleons can be described.

4 .6 Soliton Models for Hadrons

T. Koppel, M. Harvey and H. Vogel

A new approach has been adopted for numerically solving the coupled set of
non-linear, inhomogeneous equations of motion for quark and soliton fields
based on the computer programme of Ascher, Christiansen and Russel (Math.
Comp. 33(1979)659). With our new code the general form of the results of the
Friedberg-Lee Model (Phys. Rev. D16(1977)1096) can easily be demonstrated for
changes in the parameters. Some interesting new scaling properties have been
discovered. The few numerical results of Goldflam and Wilets (Phys. Rev.
D25(1982)1951) and Saly and Sundaresan (Carleton U. Preprint, 1983) have been
confirmed. A paper is being prepared.

The model of Friedberg and Lee has been extended to make it chirally invariant
by the inclusion of a pion field. Our extension uses explicit forms for the
hadron Fock spaces rather than the hypothetical "hedgehog" Fock space as used
for example by Birse and Banerjee (U. of Maryland, Preprint). Numerical solu-
tions of the equations of motion for the quark, soliton and pion fields have
been found using the method of Ascher et al. (ibid) for various parameter
sets. A study is in progress to relate the general results mentioned above to
those from the "topological soliton model" of Skyrme (Proc. Roy. Soc. A26O
(1961)127), Witten (Nucl. Phys. B223(1983)422,433) and Rho, Goldhaber and
Brown (Phys. Rev. Lett. 51(1983)747) in which the baryon quantum number is
explicitly defined.
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4.7 On Meson-Exchange Currents and the Equation of Continuity

I.S. Towner

As discussed in the last progress report (PR-P-137:4.15 (AECL-8106)), correc-
tions are necessary to the one-body impulse approximation expressions for the
electromagnetic charge and current operators in nuclei in order that these
charge and current operators should satisfy the equation of continuity. These
corrections come from two-body meson-exchange processes and, in the case of
pion exchange, can be derived in an unambiguous model-independent way. There
are difficulties, however, with shorter-ranged phenomena such as heavy-meson
exchange or form-factor corrections at meson-nucleon-nucleon vertices, since
their treatment is less certain and more model dependent. In the work of
Towner and Khanna (Nucl. Phys. A399(1983)334) the charge and current operators
from these short-range processes failed to satisfy the equation of continuity.

This deficiency has now been corrected. Expressions for p-meson and vertex
form factor corrections have been derived and programmed and their influence
on the calculated magnetic moments for closed-shell-plus-one nuclei evaluated.
The resulting error in the Towner-Khanna work has been shown to be very small,
and the conclusions of that work remain unaffected.

4.8 An Important Isobar Diagram

I.S. Towner

One of the more important meson-exchange processes contributing to magnetic-
moment and Gamow-Teller beta-decay matrix elements is the first-order pertur-
bation process in which a nuclear state is excited to some intermediate state
and subsequently deexcited by the two-body meson-exchange operator. For
closed-shell-plus-one nuclei, these intermediate states may be either 2p-lh or
3p-2h states. Arima, Hyuga and Shimizu (Nucl. Phys. A336(1980)363) and Green
and Strueve (Phys. Lett. 112B(1982)10) argue that one should also consider the
intermediate states Ap-h and A2p-2h in which one of the particles in the
intermediate state has been raised to the resonant isobar state, A. Formulae
for this process have been derived and programmed. Numerical evaluation is in
progress.

4.9 On the Isobar-Hole Interaction

I.S. Towner

There is little doubt that virtual excitation of isobar-hole states will lead
to a reduction in spin matrix elements, i.e. quenching. Where there is a
divergence of opinion is in how efficient this mechanism is, and how strong
the isobar-hole interaction is. In one approach this interaction comprises
ir-exchange, p-exchange and a short-range piece parameterised as a 6-function
with coefficient, g'. Only direct matrix elements are evaluated and the
interaction only used in RPA. The parameter g' effectively absorbs many
things: exchange matrix elements, short-range correlations, vertex form fac-
tors and so on.



In the second approach the interaction is again taken to be ir-exchange plus
p-exchange but the short-range ingredients are explicitly evaluated, albeit in
a model. This latter approach leads to much less quenching because exchange
matrix elements cancel against direct ones- Effectively this second method
leads to a much smaller parameter g1 than is typically used in the first
method.

There have been many attempts to calculate g1 from first principles by evalua-
ting the Brueckner G-matrix in nuclear matter. Nakayana, Krewald, Speth and
Brown (preprint, 1983) argue that if the particle-hole interaction in the
spin-isospin channel is collective, then the Interaction between a particle
and hole should also allow for a higher-order process in which a collective
phonon is exchanged. These authors demonstrate that these higher-order graphs
strongly screen the exchange term in the particle-hole interaction while leav-
ing the direct term largely unaffected. This, they argue, justifies the use
of the first approach with a large parameter g'.

We have calculated this higher-order process using second-order perturbation
theory for finite nuclei of configuration closed-shell-plus-one. While we
agree these screening graphs do indeed have the opposite sign to the exchange
RPA graphs, we find them much smaller and cancelling only about 20% of the
exchange graphs. There is a disagreement here that remains unresolved.

4.10 Gamow-Teller Strength Distribution in the g-Decay of Exotic Nuclei

J.C. Hardy with I.S. Towner (Nuclear Physics Branch)

See PR-P-138:2.9 (AECL-8267)

4.11 Kaluza-Klein Theories

H.C. Lee

The basic premise of Kaluza-Klein theories is that all quantum numbers of ele-
mentary particles are manifestations of the structure of space-time. Thus
internal quantum numbers, namely those that cannot be attributed to the
4-dimensional Minkowski space-time, are reflections of the structure of
hitherto undetected extra-dimensions of space. In order to reconcile this
view with our everyday experience, we require that the extra space must be
compact, with a size characterized by a length scale that is much smaller than
the shortest length (approximately 10~ 1 6 cm) yet measured. A remarkable pro-
perty of Kaluza-Klein theories is that if one starts with pure (Einstein's)
gravity in a (4+d)-dimension space with a product structure M xB, where M is
the 4-dimension Minkowski space and B is the d-dimension compact manifold,
then the M manifestion of this theory is Einstein's gravity plus gauge theor-
ies which could be the theories of electromagnetic, weak and strong interac-
tions. In other words, a Kaluza-Klein theory could be the unifier of all the
known forces of nature. This explains why these theories have aroused such
great interest in the past two years.
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Under the auspices of CRNL and organized by the Theoretical Physics Branch, a
small international workshop on Kaluza-Klein theories was held in Deep River/
Chalk River from Aug. 11-16, 1983. CRNL scientists who took part in it were
M. Couture, F.C. Khaima, H.C. Lee and M. Milgram. The Workshop succeeded in
bringing up-to-date many newcomers to the field, and set up among the partici-
pants a loose infrastructure for future collaboration. The proceedings of the
Workshop will be published as a book entitled "An Introduction to Kaluza-Klein
Theories" by World Scientific Publishing Co. in the next few months.

4.12 Ward Identities in Yang-Mills Theories in the Light-Cone Gauge

H.C. Lee with M. Milgram (Applied Mathematics Branch)

Continuing the process of demonstrating that our new analytic regularization
method preserves the gauge invariance of Yang-Mills theories, we showed that
when the method is applied to such theories in the light-cone gauge (PR-P-137:
4.10 (AECL-8106)), Ward identities - which are consequences of gauge invari-
ance - are satisfied. Two papers on this subject were written and submitted
for publication.

4.13 Lattice Gauge Theories

T. Koppel and H.C. Lee with R.M. Woloshyn (TRIUMF)

A computer code for lattice gauge theories (PR-P-136:4.12 (AECL-7982)) includ-
ing fermions, written by Woloshyn and adapted by Koppel for the CRNL computer
system, is now operative. It has a moderate-size space-time lattice of 6 xlO.
For computing the fermion propagation across the lattice it requires a running
time (on the local system) of approximately 25 sec./iteration/Monte Carlo con-
figuration; typically 100 iterations are needed for convergence. Currently
the code is being used to compute the masses and dielectric properties of vec-
tor and pseudo scalar-mesons.

4.14 Modification of SUPERFISH

M. Couture and G.E. Lee-Whiting

Two factors contributing to the irregular dependence of frequency error on
mesh size (PR-P-136:4.14 (AECL-7982)) have been identified: fluctuation in
the gauge, and occasional failure of the numerical differentiation used for
fields at boundary points. In our formulation the electromagnetic fields are
derived from two Hertzian vector potentials. Even when both these vectors are
required to be parallel to the cavity axis, they are not unique - certain
gauge transformations leaving the fields invariant are still possible. If the
cavity contains a portion of the symmetry axis and if two planes perpendicular
to and intersecting the axis form part of its boundary, our original choice of
boundary conditions fixes the gauge exactly. In all other cases additional
conditions must be imposed. This question was studied by constructing a com-
puter program to calculate the gauge parameter, G, for the solutions obtained
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for a hemispherical cavity, the boundary of which contains only one perpendi-
cular plane. Usually G varied irregularly with the mesh size, leading to
fluctuating frequency errors. In one case in which G was constant the fre-
quency errors decreased monotonically with mesh size. The best method of fix-
ing the gauge in the general case is still being investigated.

The gauge problem is complicated by being entangled with our second diffi-
culty. Field strengths at boundary points are obtained by Taylor expansions
of the potentials evaluated at certain neighbouring points. For some config-
urations of these points the linear equations to be solved are ill-condi-
tioned. The trouble is greatly reduced, but not eliminated, by using a least-
squares fit over all available neighbouring points. Generally higher-order
expansions produce more accurate fields. A strategy to produce optimum
results is being considered.

4.15 Spectrometer Modifications for Neutrino-Mass Experiment

G.E. Lee-Whiting

When suitable "counterfields" were added to the distribution of electric
potential about the source (PR-P-137:4.13 (AECL-8106)), all aberrations
returned to values remarkably close to those of the "sudden approximation?!".
This means that we return again to a situation in which we can eliminate only
two of the relevant second-order cross-term aberrations. (PR-P-133:4.14
(AECL-7683)). In an effort to gain freedom to eliminate all three of them we
carried out numerical studies of the effects of shifting the aperture radially
and of adjusting the magnetic field strength at the optic circle; with these
changes the central trajectory is no longer a circular arc. For certain com-
binations of the parameters some improvement was noticed, but it was not large
enough to be useful. The only suggestion for aberrations elimination still
under consideration is a local variation of magnetic field strength in the
neighbourhood of the source.

In order to perform the numerical work just described it was necessary to pro-
vide some more convenient way of feeding information about the source electric
field to the trajectory integration routines. Previously only electric
configurations simple enough to have analytic solutions were used. It was
found tht a representation of the field and its derivatives (in the directions
normal to the central trajectory) by means of cubic splines worked both
rapidly and accurately.

Currently an attempt is being made to decide which one of the three cross-term
aberrations is least objectionable. This is being done with a program for
calculating line shapes (PR-P-133:4.14 (AECL-7683)), now modified to include
the effect of an exit slit.

4.16 Total Neutron and Bremmsstrahlung Yields for Electron Bombardment of
Targets of Natural Elements

H.C. Lee and F.C. Khanna et al.

See PR-P-138.-3.26 (AECL-8267)



4. 17 Reports, Publications and Lectures

Keports

ABSORPTION FACTOR TABLES FOR X-RAY AND NEUTRON SCATTERING IN CYLINDRICAL,
SAMPLES
V.F. Sears
AECL-8176, October 1983

NEUTRON AND GAMMA-RAY COLLISIONS IN BiitGe^O^ (BCO) and Nal(TA) SCINTILLATION
DETECTORS
S.A. Kushneriuk, M.A. Lone, 0. Hausser and P.Y. Wong
AECL-8058

Publications

MULTIQUARK STATES AND POTENTIAL MODELS
M. Harvey
Proceedings of Summer School on Short Distance Phenomena in Nuclear Physics
(Ed. D. Boal and R. Woloshyn) Plenum Press, New York, 1983

OPTIMUM SAMPLE THICKNESS FOR TOTAL CROSS SECTION MEASUREMENTS
V.F. Sears
Nucl. Instrum. Meth. 213(1983)561

THEORY OF MULTILAYER NEUTRON MONOCHROMATORS
V.F. Sears
Acta Cryst. A 39(1983)601

KINETIC ENERGY AND CONDENSATE FRACTION OF SUPERFLUID ^He
V.F. Sears
Phys. Rev. B 28(1983)5109

EXPONENT DERIVATIVES: AN ANALYTIC TECHNIQUE FOR REGULATING NONLINEAR FIELD
EQUATIONS
H.C. Lee and M.S. Milgram
Phys. Lett. 132B(1983)397

ANALYTIC REGULARIZATION AND RENORMALIZATION OF NONPERTURBATIVE THEORIES
H.C. Lee and M.S. Milgram
"Workshop on Non-Perturbative Quantum Chromodynamics", Eds. K.A. Milton and
M.A. Samuel (Birkhauser, Basel (1983)) pp 136-144

ON THE REGULARIZATION OF DIVERGENT FEYNMAN INTEGRALS IN THE AXIAL AND
COVARIANT GAUGE
H.C. Lee and M.S. Milgram
Contribution to 1983 Int. Symp. Lepton and Photon Interactions at High
Energies, Cornell Univ., 1983 August 4-9



RESONANCE AVERAGED CHANNEL RADIATIVE NEUTRON CAPTURE CROSS SECTIONS
Y.K. Ho and M.A. Lone
Nucl. ihys. A406(1983)l

AN INTERFERENCE EFFECT IN THE CHANNEL RADIATIVE NEUTRON CAPTURE PROCESS
Y.K. Ho and M.A. Lone
Nucl. Phys. A406(1983)18

A NEW METHOD FOR REGULATING FEYNMAN INTEGRALS IN THE AXIAL GAUGE
H.C. Lee and M.S. Milgram
Phys. Rev. Letters 133B(1983)320

MULTIPLE SCATTERING WITH ABSORPTION
K.B. Winterbon
Nuclear Instr. & Methods 206(1983)323

DEPOSITED ENERGY DENSITY FOR 100 MeV PROTONS IN LITHIUM
K.B. Winterbon
Nuclear Instr. & Methods 207(1983)469

A NEW SOLUTION OF A BOLTZMANN EQUATION
K.B. Winterbon
Phys. Rev. Letters 50(1983)1723

Lectures

THE ROLE OF DELTA-ISOBARS IN NUCLEI
F.C. Khanna
given a t Universi ty of Alber ta , 1983 July 12

ELEMENTARY EXCITATIONS IN A NUCLEAR SYSTEM
F.C. Khanna
given at University of Alberta, 1983 October 27

QUENCHING OF SPIN-ISOSPIN EXCITATIONS IN NUCLEI
F.C. Khanna
given at University of Alberta, 1983 October 28

KALUZA-KLEIN THEORIES AND UNIFICATION
H.C. Lee
University of Montreal, 1983 September 22

SINGLE-PARTICLE CONFIGURATIONS AT VERY HIGH SPIN IN DY ISOTOPES
I.S. Towner, D. Horn, 0. Hausser, H.R. Andrews, M.A. Lone and P. Taras
Poster given at International Conference on Nuclear Physics, Florence, Italy,
1983 Aug. 29 - Sept. 03

ON THE Jl-FORBIDDEN Ml AND GT TRANSITIONS IN A=39
I.S. Towner
Invited talk at the International Symposium on highly excited states and
nuclear structure, Orsay, Paris, 1983 September 5-8
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ROLE OF ONE-BODY TENSOR OPERATORS IN QUENCHING SPIN MATRIX ELEMENTS
I.S. Towner
Invited talk at the International Symposium on electromagnetic properties of
atomic nuclei, Tokyo, 1983 November 9-12

COMMENTS ON THE QUENCHING OF THE GAMOW-TELLER RESONANCE
I.S. Towner
Invited talk at the symposium on the role of mesic, delta degrees of freedom
and nuclear excitations in nuclei, Tokyo, 1983 November 14

ON 0 + - 0" TRANSITIONS: THE KEY ROLE OF PION-EXCHANGE CURRENTS
I.S. Towner
Seminar at the University of Osaka, 1983 November 17

ON THE QUENCHING OF THE GAMOW-TELLER RESONANCE
I.S. Towner
Seminar at TRIUMF, Vancouver, 1983 November 22

THE NUCLEON-NUCLEON INTERACTION IN THE QUARK POTENTIAL MODEL
M. Harvey
A Set of lectures given at the Summer School on Nucleon-Nucleon Interaction
and Nuclear Many Body Problems, Chang Chun, China, August 1983

SUMMARY TALK AT CHINA SUMMER SCHOOL
M. Harvey
Given at the Summer School on Nucleon-Nucleon Interaction and Nuclear Many
Body Problems, Chang Chun, China, August 1983

FUNDAMENTAL STRUCTURE OF MATTER
M. Harvey
Invited talk to the Quinte Science Teachers Association, Belleville, October
1983

PUBLIC AFFAIRS TALKS ON ENERGY AND NUCLEAR POWER
M. Harvey (with G. Dolling, NSSP Branch)
Six High Schools in St. John, New Brunswick, November 1983
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MATHEMATICS AND COMPUTATION BRANCH

D. McPherson

Staff

CDC 6600 - CYBER 170/175 System

CDC CYBER 170/720 System

Communications Systems

Neutron Spectrometer Control System

Nuclear Physics Computer Systems

Stress Analysis Programs

Electromagnetic Code PE2D

SOPHT

HTFS Programs

Studies in Heated Plumes

Temperature Distributions in a U0_ Target Assembly

Gamma-Ray Shielding Calculations for the High Level Waste
Treatment Facility

Gamma-Ray Spectra Analyses with the GRAAS Code

Revision of the X2FM File Maintenance Program

Gamma Activity of Liquids

Numerical Simulation of Ultrasonic Testing of Metals

An Iterative Procedure to Achieve Spectral Deconvolution

Numerical Calculations of Spin and Soliton Response in
One-Dimensional Magnets

Information Handling Programs

Operations

Reports, Publications and Lectures
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5.1 Staff

Branch Head: D. McPherson

Section I: Systems

Head:
D. McPherson

Programmer/Analysts:
C.J. Tanner

Programmers:
E.A. Okazaki
M.A. Peterson

Section II; Operations

Head:
B.B. Ostrom

Operations Supervisor:
P. McGandy

Section III: Mathematical
Services and Applications

Operator Supervisor:
A.A. Laroche

Computer Operators
P.S. Bennett
B. Bertrand
K.J. Brown
P.A. Brunt
A. Duchrow
C.M. Hepburn
S. Junop
K.A. Livingston
J. Mackie
S. Maggs
C.P. Smallpiece
L. Sypes
M.T. Walker
L. Walsh
M.B. Zeitz
N.E. Zinck

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

(6)
(7)
(8)

(9)
(10)

Head:
J.M. Blair

Mathematical Analysts:
S.B.
D.B.
G.H.
W.N.

Baset
Duncan
Keech
Selander

Programmer/Analysts:
P.Y. Wong

Programmers:
K.A.
K.D.
G.L.
M.T.
G.A.
V.R.
L.S.

Borg (11)
Clark
Klawitter
Miller
Petrovich
Ruddock
Yamazaki (12)

Section IV: Special Systems

Head:
G.N. Williams

Programmer/Analysts:
G.S. McQuade
M. Shaarani

Programmers:
P. Hawkins (13)
M.D. Kent (14)
E.G. Long
R. Roiha

Secretarial Staff

G.J. Bateman
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(1) Transferred to Stores Branch effective 1983 November 9.

(2) Transferred to Deep River Administration Branch effective 1983 October 31.

(3) Transferred to Mechanical Services Branch effective 1983 November 8.

(A) New employee, joined Branch 1983 November 1.

(5) New employee, joined Branch 1983 November 9.

(6) Transferred to Chemical Operations Branch effective 1983 November 1.

(7) Junior summer student, terminated 1983 September 16.

(8) Junior summer student, terminated 1983 August 26.

(9) New employee, joined Branch 1983 November 7.

(10) New employee, joined Branch 1983 October 31.

(11) Waterloo University Co-op student, terminated 1983 August 31.

(12) Regular part-time employee.

(13) Waterloo University Co-op student, joined Branch 1983 September 6 and
terminated 1983 December 16.

(14) National student, terminated 1983 September 16.
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5.2 CDC 6600 - CYBER 170/175 System

5.2.1 Operating System

5.2.1.1 Monitoring the Use of Selected Applications Programs

D. McPherson

There are increasing requirements for an accurate, reliable and efficient method
of collecting usage statistics for selected applications programs. These needs
arise, for example, from proprietary applications for which royalty charges have
to be collected and paid to the program vendor. To meet these needs a FORTRAN-
callable subroutine called APSTAT has been devised and implemented which, when
invoked by an application program, generates system dayfile messages identifying
the application and user and reporting the execution-time resources used by the
application. The implementation allows for an extension for preventing execution
of an application except by a specified group of users, should this feature
become necessary.

5.2.1.2 CRAUDIT Control Statement

D. McPherson and V.R. Ruddock

This control statement, implemented on both the 6600/175 arid the CRNL 720, pro-
vides listings of magnetic tapes or permanent files belonging to individual users
or to specific charge numbers.

5.2.2 Programming Languages and Utilities

5.2.2.1 GPSS

J.M. Blair

A serious error has been identified in the GPSS V/6000 processor, and has been
reported to Control Data for resolution. Execution of an ENTER block is
supposed to induce a re-scan of the current events chain when the executing
transaction comes to rest. However, the GPSS V/6000 processor does not restart
the scan, but continues scanning from the current position. This error can be
counteracted by the use of the BUFFER block, which forces an immediate re-scan
of the current events chain. While this remedy is effective, it is undesirable
since it changes the natural order of occurrence of events and increases the
number of blocks in the model.

5.2.2.2 SPITBOL Utility Programs

G.H. Keech

Experience has proven that SNOBOL4 is a very efficient programming language for
constructing utility programs to examine and modify FORTRAN programs. The
SPITBOL version (SPeedy ImplemenTation of snoB0L4) has been used to develop
programs to change character strings, create program libraries, modify IBM-like
FORTRAN code and to tidy FORTRAN programs into a much more readable format.
Some text changes are faster with text editors, but modifications involving
program logic are best treated by SPITBOL utility programs.
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Recently the program DECKNAMES was upgraded and a new utility program CHAIN was
written to assist in the conversion of the electromagnetic codes TOSCA and PE2D.

DECKNAMES creates a program library by inserting *DECK UPDATE instructions before
overlay, program, block data, subroutine and function FORTRAN statements. The
upgraded version does an alphabetical sort on the deck names taking proper
account of any overlay structure before the final program library is creaced.

The program CHAIN examines FORTRAN source text and produces various outputs
showing routine linkages. An input data file allows the user to include function
names that are not part of the source code file. CHAIN first lists, in the order
in which they are encountered, all routines and entry points showing all calls to
subroutines and functions referenced by the UPDATE line number. The next output
section lists, in alphabetical order, all subroutine and function call origins
along with the UPDATE identifiers. The third output section is an abbreviated
version of the first section showing in alphabetical order all the tree branch
nodes and identifying tree roots (program cards). The fourth output section is a
map showing all program routes. Unsatisfied externals and repeated routes are
marked. A limit of 100 generations has been imposed to circumvent pathological
code that ends up calling itself. This map can be of considerable assistance in
developing overlay schemes for large computer codes. The final output section
lists in alphabetical order all the unsatisfied externals and the number of times
that each is called.

5.2.3 Subroutine Libraries

5.2.3.1 AELIB - General

E.A. Okazaki, L.S. Yamazaki and L.E. Evans (Office of the Director
of Research)

The AELIB Users' Manual was extensively revised (Rev. D) to reflect the
support of AELIB on NOS and NOS/BE as well as FTN4 and FTN5. The manual
was reprinted and issued in December.

In August a copy of the AELIB Source Update Program Library, and a copy of the
FTN5 minimal test program library with data and results, were sent to Groupe
D'Analyse Nucleaire, Ecole Polytechnique de Montreal as requested.

5.2.3.2 AELIB/AELIB5 Modifications and Corrections

L.S. Yamazaki, M.T. Miller, G.H. Keech and L.E. Evans (Office of the
Director of Research)

During the period changes were made to plotting routines, replacing implicit
communication amongst several of the routines with explicit links to simplify
preparation of external versions of the programs which use AELIB plotting
facilities. A number of minor code problems were also resolved in the plot
routines, and minor corrections made to system-dependent routines TRACEB, SETBAD
and USERAP.

A problem in the routine FREEIN has been resolved, and a corrected version
prepared for inclusion in the next revision of AELIB.
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5.2.3.3 Light Water Properties Routines

L.S. Yamazaki, W.N. Selander and V.R. Ruddock

In October the new routines PSATLW, TSATLW, STENLW, TCONLW and VISLW, which
calculate various properties of light water, were added to AELIB5.

5.2.3.4 SLATEC Scientific Subroutine Library

P. Hawkins and D.B. Duncan

The SLATEC library was installed, tested and modified for use on the CRNL computer
system. It is intended that this library be used as a back-up to AELIB and IMSLIB
in most areas, and that the use of its special functions and linear algebra
routines be promoted.

5.2.4 Graphics

5.2.4.1 PLOT79 Support

M.D. Kent, G.S. McQuade and G.N. Williams

A device driver was written for the STAR GEMINI 10/10X dot matrix printer. The
driver uses an internal bit map with a horizontal resolution of 240 dots per
inch and a vertical resolution of 72 dots per inch. The maximum picture size
is an eight-inch square. A similar driver is being prepared for the OKIDATA
ML83A dot matrix printer.

A set of FORTRAN subroutines which have the same calling sequence as the AELIB
PLOT and PLOTM routines, but which call PLOT79 subroutines internally is being
prepared. This package will allow programs which presently use the PLOT and
PLOTM routines to select some of the features, such as colour and various line
styles and thicknesses, that are available in PLOT79.

The storage of the digitizations of the characters in the Hershey fonts was
reorganized to provide random access capability on either a disc file or in
extended core storage. The PLOT79 routines which access the characters were
modified accordingly. This resulted in an order of magnitude improvement for CP
and 10 times when accessing the fonts on a disc file.

5.2.4.2 PLTXLIB

M.T. Miller

The system for converting FORTRAN77 programs from the use of the AELIB routine
PLOT to the use of CALCOMP routines (see PR-P-136: 5.2.2.3, AECL-7982) has been
completed. The document, MCTD-24, describing the recommended procedure for
testing and converting a FORTRAN77 program prior to sending it to another
installation, was prepared.
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5 .3 CDC CYBER 170/720 System

5.3.1 Operating System

5.3.1.1 Control Statements for NOS/BE Permanent File Operations

M. Shaarani and G.N. Williams

A set of control statements which enable a terminal user to transfer a local file
to the 6600/175 permanent file system, to obtain a copy of a 6600/175 permanent
file and to purge a 6600/175 permanent file, has been developed and added to the
NOS operating system on the CRNL CYBER 720.

5.3.1.2 FPRINT - A File Display Program

C.J. Tanner

The file display program developed previously has been modified to correct some
errors, to add some new features, and has been made a system control statement.

5.3.2 Programming Languages and Utilities

5.3.2.1 BASIS

C.J. Tanner

Since its installation in April 1983, BASIS has been used for a number of
applications. Construction of the Scientific Document Distribution Office Report
Catalog is almost complete, with over 6000 entries.

Other applications include Quality Assurance records, drawing and project indices,
heavy water inventory, and reference (reports, articles, etc.) indices. This
package has proven extremely successful in the areas for which it was designed.

5.3.2.2 The FILESET File Management Package

M. Shaarani and G.N. Williams

FILESET, a file management package obtained from the University of Washington,
was installed on the CRNL CYBER 720. Prior to installation a number of local
modifications were made to adapt it to the CRNL environment.

FILESET allows a group of files, with associated documentation, to be saved on
a single NOS direct access file called a fileset. Utilities are provided to
list the contents of a fileset and to manage the files and documentation stored
in the fileset.

5.3.2.3 Graphics Viewing System for NOS

E.G. Long and G.N. Williams

A prototype system that provides similar capabilities to those available on the
CDC 3300 is being tested. Some problems regarding file naming and file residence
have yet to be resolved.
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5.3.3 Subroutine Libraries

5.3.3.1 MMIK Interactive Prompting Package

M.D. Kent and G.N. Williams

A subroutine package called MMIK, which provides high-level capabilities for
handling interactive prompting, was completed and released to users. Features
of the package include data validation, error checking, and a HELP facility.

5.4 Communications Systems

5.4.1 Communications Between Computers Via HASP

B.B. Ostrom

The HASP protocol was developed initially for operation of IBM 360/25 work-
stations and provides for multiple interleaved data streams in both directions.
Since it is a standard feature of the CDC operating system it offers a
reasonable mechanism for file transfers between the CRNL Computing Centre and
other installations. HASP has been used for over two years for the Sheridan
Park 720, CRNL Finance's Phase IV and REDNET's MODCOMP to commuricate with the
Computing Centre.

A HASP work-station emulator for the IBM 4341 has been checked out with D. Kelly
of CIS, allowing Head Office users of the CRNL Computing Centre to submit jobs
and receive results via the CIS facilities.

Digital Equipment VAX ll/7xx systems are now successfully linked to CRNL
(PR-P-137: 5.3.3.1, AECL-8106) using a HASP work-station emulator. Experiences
with the emulator are being shared between CRNL, Point Lepreau and Whiteshell to
develop a better understanding of how the VAX users can utilize file routing
capabilities on the CYBER and VAX machines.

5.4.2 Z80 Microprocessor-Based Communications

G.S. McQuade

A Z80 micro-computer, purchased by the Environmental Research Branch, was
programmed to collect data from a data logger installed at Perch Lake. The data
are collected on a continuous basis. Whenever the temporary storage of the Z80
is approaching capacity, the Z80 logs in and transfers the data to the 720.

The Z80 is installed and working, and a report describing the project is being
prepared.

5.4.3 Text-Transfer Project

G.S. McOuade

The Computing Centre is participating in an Electronics Branch INTRAN text
transfer project which is to link a number of word processors of different
manufacturers and the Computing Centre with the use of the INTRAN local area
network.
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5.4.4 Packet-Switched Network Interfaces

G.S. McQuade and D. McPherson

Telecom Canada has agreed to establish Chalk River as a DATAPAC serving area
early in 1984. An interface between DATAPAC and the CRNL Computing Centre will
provide a convenient and economical means of access to the Computing Centre from
remote interactive terminals, and will also allow CRNL staff access to other
installations via DATAPAC using only their local Computing Centre interface
equipment. (Currently groups such as Technical Information Branch must also
lease a telephone and dataset for connection to DATAPAC.)

The packet assembler/disassembler (PAD) chosen for the initial DATAPAC interface
is a PIN 9101 from Gandalf Data. The 9101 has also been selected as a local
"multiplexor", which will allow a cluster of up to sixteen terminals to be
connected to the Computing Centre over a single circuit, and two such instal-
lations are planned, one in Bldg. 375 and one in Bldg. 145. Two 9101's were
delivered in December and tested exhaustively. The one software error uncovered
was reported to Gandalf. Installation of the two local multiplexors and the
DATAPAC interface will take place in the first quarter of 1984.

5.5 Neutron Spectrometer Control System

G.H. Keech

Ongoing maintenance work and minor improvements have been made to the neutron
spectrometer data plot program.

5.6 Nuclear Physics Computer Systems

5.6.1 Perkin-E Tier Data Acquisition System

R. Roiha and M. Shaarani

A Chromatics colour display and a Trilog colour printer/plotter were added to the
system. Software needed to run the CAMAC buses was also installed. These new
additions were tested and found to work correctly.

A systems analyst from Oak Ridge Nuclear Laboratories visited CRNL for a week in
December to demonstrate and answer questions on the data acquisition software
obtained from ORNL. This software is now operational on the 3230. The following
local modifications to the software are underway.

(a) interfacing the locally designed data scanner to the 3230,

(b) interfacing a trackball to the Chromatics display,

(c) preparation of a program to convert data written on magnetic tapes by
the scanner to a format suitable for input to the Oak Ridge Analysis
programs.



5.6.2 Burr-Brown Multiplexor (TASCC)

R. Roiha

The Burr-Brown multiplexors have been connected to the PDP-11 control computer
via CAMAC, and all testing completed. A TASCC report is being prepared.

5.6.3 Safety Interlock System (TASCC)

R. Roiha

Report TASCC-1-13-01 was issued describing the structure of the software to be
used. Coding is underway, and installation of the associated monitoring hardware
ia also taking place.

5.7 Stress Analysis Programs

5 ."/ . 1 NUPIPE

S.B. Baset and G.A. Petrovich

NUPIPE-II (version 1.6.3) was installed on the CRNL computing system for general
use effective 1983 October 24. This program was developed by Quadrex Corporation
of Campbell, California. It consists of three stand-alone programs, namely:

(a) NUPIPEM to handle elastic analysis of piping systems in static or dynamic
domains;

(b) TRHEAT to calculate the linear and nonlinear parts of temperature increments
in pipe cross sections under transient and/or steady state conditions. The
results are to be used with NUPIPEM above;

(c) PIPLOT to plot deformed and/or undeformed piping systems.

The NUPIPE-II system is known for its reliability in the nuclear power industry
and is constantly enhanced to reflect the latest changes in the regulatory codes
such as ASME and ANSI-B31. It can also handle multi-support excitation problems,
a feature required by engineers and designers at CANDU Operations.

A procedure has been installed on the NOS/BE system to facilitate the use of
NUPIPE. The procedure includes calls to APSTAT (see PR-P-138: 5.2.1.1, AECL-
8267) for accounting purposes. Furthermore, a preprocessor that will convert a
free format input to a fixed format input has been developed and is being
tested.

5.7.2 MARC

5.7.2.1 MARC - General

S.B. Baset and G.A. Petrovich

The first release of the Kl version of MARC was received and installed in 1983
July. Local testing revealed problems in many areas, and this version was not
considered suitable for general use. A new release designated K1.3 was received
in 1983 December and the preliminary testing is satisfactory. The K1.3 version
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of MARC Includes many useful enhancements such as an easy-to-use shell element,
an automatic load step scheme, spectral loading input for seismic analysis, an
improved gap element and overall improvements in mesh generation, plotting find
user subroutine access. The K1.3 version marks the beginning of a new format style
which extensively uses set names and notations (e.g. AND, TO, BY, EXCEPT and
INTERSECT). The new formats will simplify input considerably; old formats have
been retained for compatibility.

It is expected that the K1.3 veision of MARC will be available for general use in
the early part of 1984.

5.7.2.2 MARC - Applications

S.B. Baset and W.N. Selander

The axial travel of CANDU garter springs in response to pressure tube vibrations
depends on gravity, elastic forces and friction where the garter spring contacts
the pressure and calandria tubes. A small-amplitude analysis of the motion
requires that an initial equilibrium configuration for the garter spring be known.
Calculating the equilibrium configuration on the basis of an initial guess is not
computationally strightforward since the contact points of the sagged spring are
not known in advance and must, therefore, be allowed to move. A simple geometric
argument has been devised to provide some insight into the equilibrium shape.

The gap and beam elements of the MARC program have been used to obtain the
equilibrium shape. Preliminary results are promising. The final results and
the economic value of adopting nonlinear formulation (due to gap and large
displacement) are yet to be evaluated pending the evaluation of some mechanical
properties of the spring and the successful installation of a locally modified
MARC version.

5.7.3 STARDYNE - General

G.A. Petrovich

A new version of STARDYNE (Dec 01/82A H-Level) was installed effective 1983
December 12. This version extends the termination date of the previous version.

5.7.4 TPIPE - General

G.A. Petrovich and S.B. Baset

The preprocessor for TPIPE to convert free format input into a fixed format was
installed effective 1983 October 12. Users' feedback indicates that it is both
useful and simple.

5.8 Electromagnetic. Code PE2D

G.H. Keech

The steady state version of the electromagnetic code PE2D has been overlayed,
tidied and obsolete code removed. The sharing of scratch labelled common space
has been improved. However, even with these changes it will be necessary to
utilize secondary storage for large arrays to make the code usable on our CDC
computers. With array sizes set to fit the benchmark problem provided, the
memory shortfall is about 50 000 words.



Some investigations of a pre-processor for PE2D input data have been made using,
as a starting point, a package of 400 routines obtained from the Rutherford
Laboratory. Although work on identifying the essential routines and understanding
their calling sequences was slowly progressing, it was decided to concentrate
our efforts on developing a simple pre-processor for the 3D static electromagnetic
code TOSCA.

5.9 SOPHT

P.Y. Wong

PTevious attempts using the 4Q version to run a case that simulates a steam-
r.iain break of a 600 MWe station all failed due to core limitations. The case
was said to run successfully on the UNIVAC computer at Ontario Hydro using the
OH version. At the suggestion of an AECL-CO SOPHT user, a visit to Ontario
Hydro was made to discuss how the OH version works. As a result, an overlayed
4Q version using the segment loader as suggested by Ontario Hydro personnel was
implemented, and the case was executed successfully on the CYBER 170 Model 175/
CDC 6600 computers.

5.10 HTFS Programs

5.10.1 Code Modifications

P.Y. Wong and G.A. Petrovich

Modifications were made to the HANA and ZORT codes. HANA is a heat transfer code
which calculates critical heat flux for flow boiling in vertical channels; ZORT
is a furnace code which calculates temperature and heat flux distributions in
rectangular enclosures. Neither code was able to reproduce the demonstration
results during initial testings. These two codes are now operational, as
advertised, on the CYBER 170 Model 175/CDC 6600 computers.

5.10.2 The HTFS Program Library

P.Y. Wong and G.A. Petrovich

A program library, now totalling 16 HTFS programs, has been installed on the
NOS/BE system, along with a CYBER Control Language procedure for executing an
HTFS program. A draft document on the CRNL computing system for HTFS users
has been prepared and a system bulletin containing the latest information on
HTFS programs was installed on the NOf ,'BE system.

5.11 Studies in Heated Plumes

W.N. Selander with P.J. Barry and D.P. Wildsmith (Environmental
Research Branch)

See PR-HS-16: 3.3.1, AECL-8266.



5.12 Temperature Distributions in a UO Target Assembly

P.Y. Wong with M.T. Foo (Fuel Materials Branch)

A new UO- target assembly for the production of Mo-99 has been designed by
Fuel Materials Branch. The assembly consists of UO- as fuel and Zircaloy as
the cladding material. Recent considerations suggested that aluminum may be
a cheaper material to use than Zircaloy, provided that the aluminum temperature
in the target assembly is agreeable. Temperature distributions in an Al-clad
UO- target assembly were calculated using the temperature code TRUMP. The
results showed that under the range of conditions considered, the aluminum
temperatures are in the range of 332°C to A07°C depending on the cases. It was
concluded that at these temperatures, aluminum is not a suitable cladding material
because its corrosion resistance would be poor and it would have little mechanical
strength.

5.13 Gamma-Ray Shielding Calculations for the
High Level Waste Treatment Facility

P.Y. Wong with W.H. Pettipas and B.K. Bora (Process Systems Design
Branch)

The proposed High Level Waste Treatment Facility uses an access tunnel and a
spring-loaded cart running on the side walls of the tunnel to transfer equipment
in and out of the waste treatment cells. To assess the shielding requirement of
the proposed tunnel, nine-group gamma-ray calculations were made using the Monte
Carlo code MORSE. In the simulations, lead was the shielding material used and
the tunnel was completely shielded except at the tunnel exit; the source was
located at the entrance to the waste treatment cells and emission was assumed
isotropic. Fluxes at the tunnel exit due to a source gamma of 1.5-2 MeV and one
of 0,5-1 MeV were simulated; some explorations of tunnel geometries and lead
thickness were also made. These results have been used to support the final
design of the access tunnel.

5.14 Gamma-Ray Spectra Analyses with the GRAAS Code

P.Y. Wong with R.H. Campbell (System Materials Branch)

GRAAS (AECL-7601) is a gamma-ray spectra processing code which identifies peaks
in a spectrum and estimates the count rates for the peaks. The code has been
regularly used by Reactor Loops Branch but recent results from System Materials
Branch (SMB) showed that some peaks in the SMB spectra were not picked up by
GRAAS. An examination of the code was made along with some typical SMB spectra.
It was found that when two peaks are too close to each other the seven-point
formula the code uses for peak identification would no longer work properly.
To provide a better treatment of the SMB spectra, a three-point formula was
developed. This formula has been incorporated in GRAAS and results so far show
that the new version works very well on the SMB spectra.
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5.15 Revision of the X2FM File Maintenance Program

E.G. Long

The following revisions are being made to the X2-loop data file maintenance
program:

(a) the user manual xs being revised,

(b) the options available in X2FM may now be selected by the user using
CYBER Control Language procedures,

(c) the section of the X2FM program that reads the data recorded in the
field is being reorganized to facilitate the addition of other field
data input routines,

(d) an input routine is being added to accommodate the data collection
equipment that is currently being developed for the X2 loop.

5.16 Gamma Activity of Liquids

M.T. Miller

A FORTRAN 5 program, CHGEDAT, was written to help make changes to the GAMMA file.
A CYBER Control Language (CCL) procedure was written to execute CHGEDAT and
submit a file to NOS/BE to modify the GAMMA file.

Modifications were made to existing programs at the request of E. Cooper
(Environmental Research Branch) (see PR-P-136: 5.6.5, AECL-7982).

5.17 Numerical Simulation of Ultrasonic Testing of Metals

D.B. Duncan

At the request of the Nondestructive Testing Development Branch, a numerical
mouel of the elastic wave equation has been developed. This equation describes
the physical processes involved in the testing of metals by ultrasonic techniques.
An extensive literature survey was carried out, but no efficient and accurate
"off the shelf" package was found. Various solution methods were investigated
and one of the best combinations of accuracy and efficiency seems to be offered
by a "leap-frog" numerical approximation widely used in weather prediction codes.

Some relatively simple experiments have already been successfully modelled and
work is continuing on the modelling of more complex situations.

5.18 An Iterative Procedure to Achieve Spectral Deconvolution

V.R. Ruddock, J.M. Blair with M.A. Lone (Neutron and Solid State
Physics Branch) and R.L. Graham (Nuclear Physics Branch)

See PR-P-138: 3.25, AECL-8267.
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5.19 Numerical Calculations of Spin and
Soliton Response in One-Dimensional Magnets

M.D. Kent with W.J.L. /ers (Neutron and Solid State Physics Branch)

See PR-P-138: 3.19, AECL-8^.

5.20 Information Handling Ftcb ms

5.20.1 Central Personnel Recoi ; .ystem

C.J. Tanner

In addition to maintenance activity, two new subsystems were added to the
Central Personnel Records System (CPRS). A Human Resource Forecasting Subsystem
was established for Research Company, and a training and course subsystem for
CRNL. The former involved issuing forms to all branches in Research Company,
storing the data on the forms after they had been filled out, and summarizing
the results. The latter system records courses, both in-house and external,
taken by CRNL personnel. Among other things, the system will produce summary
data of money paid out under RCW-21.

The CPRS ran successfully during the period. Further expansion and enhancements
are being discussed to improve the accessibility and useability of the system.

5.20.2 Manpower Schedule

M.T. Miller

Plant Design has requested a system to record projects, employees, and time
spent on each project. Output will be reports sorted by project or employee,
produced by COBOL 5 programs using Report Writer.

5.20.3 Bus Survey Analysis

M.T. Miller

A system to help analyse the CRNL Bus Survey questionnaire was set up for D. Ross,
General Services Branch.

FORTRAN 5 programs, using the MMIK routines (see PR-P-138: 5.3.3.1, AECL-8267),
were written for data entry, modification and display. Following creation of the
data file by entry of questionnaire results by General Services Branch, SPSS was
used to generate a variety of reports, summarizing the responses and correlating
the responses to various groupings of the questions.

5.20.4 Mortality Database

M.T. Miller

A database is being established for Radiation Biology Branch that will contain
information about mortality among various groups of CRNL employees and retirees.
The Scientific Information Retrieval (SIR) package is being used to manage the
database, since it provides a easy access to the data and can be used to produce
statistics wifh the aid of SPSS.

The database is currently being set up and record types defined.
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5.20.5 SDTIME

M.T. Miller

The SDTIME system (see PR-P-137: 5.17.4, AECL-81Q6) is now available to input
data interactively on the CRNL CYBER 720. COBOL 5 programs are being written to
set up requested reports.

5.20.6 NMC COBOL 4 to COBOL 5 Conversions

M.T. Miller

Procedures to execute and modify the converted programs, reported in PR-P-137:
5.17.3, AECL-8106, were completed.

5.20.7 Safety Office COBOL 4 to COBOL 5 Conversions

M.T. Miller

Six COBOL 4 programs have been converted to COBOL 5 for Radiation and Industrial
Safety Branch. Instructions were written to help execute or modify the converted
programs.

5.21 Operations

5.21.1 Magnetic Tape Evaluation

B.B. Ostrom

Magnetic tapes were acquired from three sourres other than our current primary
supplier for evaluation. Results of the evaluations were consistent with previous
testing in 1974, 1976 and 1979.

5.21.2 Magnetic Tape Library

P. McGandy and B.B. Ostrom

Currently the magnetic tape library in Mathematics and Computation Branch contains
approximately 25 000 reels; 19 000 active and 6 000 in the recycling pool.

A new magnetic tape evaluator (1600/6250 bpi capabilities) has been installed and
brought on line, and there is good correlation between tape quality as reported
by the evaluator and observed performance on tape drives. Approximately 75% of
the magnetic tapes being released by users are reusable; for the more expensive
tapes (e.g. IBM MULTI-SYSTEM and Graham EPOCH-480) the figure is 90%.
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5.21.3 Computer Use by Division

The following table is an analysis of the jobs processed during the second
half of 1983:

Utilization
Number of Jobs System Seconds

Corporate Head Office
Radiochemical Company
Chemical Company
Engineering Company
WNRE
CPRS
CRNL:
Computing Centre
Contracts
Information Services
Health Sciences
Chemistry & Materials
Physics
Electronics, Instrumentation

& Control
Advanced Projects

& Reactor Physics
Fuels & Materials
Administration
Finance
Operations
Maintenance & Construction
General Services
Plant Design
Special Projects
Environmental Authority
Commercial Operations
Others

3229
738
222

29685
7972
238

48725
2171
1699

12195
4829
17168

1729

43106
27209
2083
5645
5805

0
583
2012
6838
838
703
87

225509

(1
(0
(0

(13
(3
(0

(21
(0
(0
(5,
(2,
(7,

(0,

(19.
(12.
(0.
(2.
(2.

(0.
(0.
(3.
(0.
(0.
(0.

.43%)

.33%)

.10%)

.16%)

.54%)

.11%)

.61%)

.96%)

.75%)

.41%)

.14%)

.61%)

.77%)

,11%)
.07%)
.92%)
,50%)
,57%)

,26%)
89%)
03%)
37%)
31%)
03%)

89793
8098
4080

837930
314371

2392

887988
87209
47630

369951
205685
937561

919753

1938659
494990
24087

109657
210237

0
14219
41821
218146
3044
10284
2672

7780256

(1.15%)
(0.10%)
(0.05%)

(10.77%)
(4.04%)
(0.03%)

(11.41%)
(1.12%)
(0.61%)
(4.76%)
(2.64%)

(12.05%)

(11.82%)

(24.92%)
(6.36%)
(0.31%)
(1.41%)
(2.70%)

(0.18%)
(0.54%)
(2.80%)
(0.04%)
(0.13%)
(0.03%)
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5.22 Reports, Publications and Lectures

Reports

AECL-8058, NEUTRON AND GAMMA RAY COLLISIONS IN Bi.Ge 0 „ (BGO) and NaI(T£)

SCINTILLATION DETECTORS
S.A. Kushneriuk, M.A. Lone, 0. Hausser and P.Y. Wong
1983 June

AECL-6076, Rev. D, AELIB USERS' MANUAL
Compiled & Edited by E.A. Okazaki and L.E. Evans
1983 June

AECL-8185, MOVING BOUNDARIES IN HEAT CONDUCTION AND MASS DIFFUSION PROBLEMS
D.B. Duncan
1983 October

TASCC-1-13-01, AN OVERVIEW OF THE PROGRAM LOGIC FOR THE SAFETY INTERLOCK
SYSTEM
R. Roiha
1983 September

Publications

COMPUTING CENTRE NEWSLETTER, Vol. 10, Nos. 7 through 12
Edited by E.A. Okazaki

Lectures

INTRODUCTION TO FORTRAN 5
Algonquin College of Applied Arts and Technology, Continuing Education
Course
M. Shaarani
CRNL
1983 October 4 to 1984 February 7

FILESET - A NOS FILE MANAGEMENT PACKAGE
M. Shaarani and G.N. Williams
CRNL
1983 December 1

MMIK - A SUBROUTINE PACKAGE FOR HANDLING INTERACTIVE PROMPTING
G.N. Williams
1983 December 7
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ACCELERATOR PHYSICS BRANCH

by

J.H. Ormrod

6.1 Staff

6.2 Nuclear Power Applications;

6.2.1 High Current Proton Accelerator
6.2.2 Electron Test Accelerator

6.3 Research Applications

6.3.1 Heavy-Ion Superconducting Cyclotron
6.3.2 Coupled-Cavity Structures

6.4 Mechanical Laboratory

6.4.1 High Current Proton Accelerator
6.4.2 Electron Test Accelerator
6.4.3 Heavy-Ion Superconducting Cyclotron
6.4.4 Reactor Physics

6.5 Publications, Reports, Conference Presentations, Lectures and Patents
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6.1 Staff

BRANCH HEAD:

Professional Staff

C.B.
J.C.

K.C.D.
B.G.
M.S.
L.W.
E.A.
J.D.

L» • K. • J «

J.A.
R.M.

J.-P.
J.

G.E.
H.R.
S.O.
M.R.
T.
J.

Bigham
Brown
Chan
Chidley
de Jong
Funk
Heighway
Hepburn (1)
Hoffmann
Hulbert
Huteheon
Labrie
McKeown
McMichael
Schneider (2)
Schriber
Shubaly
Tran Ngoc
Ungrin (3)

Mechanical Laboratory

J.E.
R.J.
D.G.
R.J.
J.F.

Anderchek
Bakewell
Hewitt
Kelly
Weaver

Attached Staff

J.H. Ormrod

Technical Staff

R.T.F. Bird
L.F. Birney
R.J. Burton
H.F. Campbell
D.W. Clements
R.W. Davis
M.A. Derewianko
J.C. Jones
R.H. Kidner
R.G. Maggs
J.E. McGregor
W.L. Michel
J.F. Mouris
J.G. Plato
L.W. Shankland
R.A. Vokes

Laboratory Services

K.T. McKee

Secretarial Staff

M.A. Trecartin

Waterloo Student

F. Desjardins (4)
A. Perujo (5)

Visiting Scientist

N.J. Diserens (6)

Summer Visitor

H. Euteneuer (7)

(8)

(9)

S. Keyes

Summer Students

C.L. Bear
M.F. Coulas

S.R.D. Murphy
D.A. Thompson

(10)

(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)

(1) Attached half time from the Office of the Director of Research.
(2) Returned from posting to Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley,

CA, 1983 July 15.
(3) Posted to GSI, Darmstadt, West Germany, 1983 August 31.
(4) Resigned 1983 July 29.
(5) Resigned 1983 December 19.



(6) Visiting Scientist from Rutherford and Appleton Laboratories,
Oxfordshire, England, arrived 1983 October 3.

(7) Summer Visitor from University of Mainz, West Germany, arrived
1983 August 3, departed 1983 September 28.

(8) Transferred from Electronics, effective 1983 September 1.
(9) Transferred from Health Physics, effective 1983 August 22.
(10) Arrived 1983 September 1, resigned 1983 December 23.
(11) Resigned 1983 August 31.
(12) Resigned 1983 August 31.
(13) Resigned 1983 August 26.
(14) Resigned 1983 September 6.
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6.2 Nuclear Power Applications

6."?.I High Current Proton Accelerator

S.O. Schriber

Design and development continued for components of a high current 100% duty
factor proton llnac that will be used to study aspects of the low energy
portion of an electronuclear breeder. Design studies of an improved Alvarez
structure and an RFQ accelerator that will provide information for the design
of a 300 mA, 10 MeV proton accelerator are underway.

6.2.1.1 Ion Source and Injector Development

M.R. Shubaly and M.S. de Jong

6.2.1.1.1 Test Facilities

A new beam stop has been fabricated for the Ion Source Test Stand (ISTS)
emittance unit to permit measurements at higher beam currents. Installation
will be delayed to permit completion of research contracts. The problem of
poor voltage regulation on the ISTS high voltage power supply was traced to an
intermittent mechanical problem in the Variac, which has been repaired. A
n=l/2 bending magnet has been designed for the Injector Test Experiment (ITE)
to reduce emittance growth in the beam and thus facilitate development of
diagnostic equipment and techniques.

6.2.1.1.2 High Current Ion Source

The use of magnetic cusp geometries in the reflex arc region of a duoPIGatron
plasma generator should improve plasma uniformity and arc efficiency because
of improved electron confinement. A series of experiments to study the effect
of cusp multiplicity, strength and orientation on efficiency and beam quality
has started. Measurements with axial cusps of multiplicity ranging from four
to sixteen show that, with more than ten cusps, the plasma uniformity is
better than that without cusps. Although efficiency improves with the number
of cusps, it is still below that of a simple duoPIGatron. Also, in contra-
diction with expectations, the efficiency decreases as the strength of the
cusp magnetic field increases. With cusps, the proton fraction is slightly
higher than the simple duoPIGatron, but this may be caused by the higher arc
currents required. Further studies on axial and ring cusps are planned.

The simple duoPIGatron has, in the past, been used to provide high current
beams of argon, xenon and nitrogen. There is now considerable interest in the
semiconductor industry for high current oxygen beams to provide buried oxide
layers. Operation of a simple duoPIGatron with oxygen has been achieved with
up to 35 mA per aperture extracted and with an » 50% singly charged oxygen
fraction. With seven apertures, an oxygen beam in excess of 100 mA would be
available. Filament lifetime is a problem (no development in this area has
been undertaken), however the mA-h per filament change is already five times
the capability of other available sources.
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6.2.1.1.3 Injector Design and Development

Mechanical design of the RF01 injector is essentially complete and fabrication
is well underway. The flap valves and input beam line are complete - all
other components should be on hand by early summer. The only outstanding item
is the solenoid at the entrance to the RFO on which conceptual design con-
tinues.

A difficulty experienced on present high current injectors is sparking damage
to low level circuitry in the plasma generator power supplies. A new system
is being developed that places all sensitive circuitry of the SCR regulated
supply at ground potential, a high-voltage isolating transformer in the power
supply loop and all rectifier diodes and filter circuitry at high potential.
The fibre-optic link developed at CRNL (see below) is used to telemeter output
voltage and current back to ground potential to close the regulation loop.
The concept has been successfully bench-tested using a fibre-optic link in the
loop. Isolation transformers have been ordered, and the final design of input
and output circuitry is in progress.

6.2.1.1.4 Diagnostics

Although ISTS has a good emittance measuring device, no similar device for
emittance measurements following transport components is available. Such a
device is necessary for beam transport studies, and for verification of non-
destructive, non-interfering diagnostic devices on ITE. With assistance from
Mechanical Equipment Development Branch, a high-power, two-aperture Emittance
Measuring Unit (EMU) that will permit transverse emittance measurements in two
planes is under development. The main EMU beam stop can handle beams with
power densities of up to 3 kW/cm (e.g., a 2 cm diameter, 100 mA, 50 keV
beam). A replaceable molybdenum aperture plate is used to reduce erosion by
the beam. Detailed mechanical design of this device is nearly complete.

Development of beam light profile monitors continues. Experiments confirmed
the feasibility of using linear photo-diode arrays (without additional micro-
channel plate image intensifiers) for profile monitors. A profile of a 300 mA
unanalyzed beam at the solenoid entrance on ITE was taken in 0.2 s using a
RL256G array from Reticon Corp. The linear array consists of 256 25 Mm by
25 urn pixels with a 25 um centre-to-centre spacing. The resolution is less
than 2 pixels corresponding to a spatial resolution of better than 0.5 mm over
50 mm field. The rms variation from profile to profile was 3% of the profile
maximum. Most of this variation is electronic noise in commercial printed
circuit boards. Several experiments are underway to find ways to reduce this
noise for monitor applications. Design of production profile monitor modules,
each consisting of one array, associated electronics and a TV lens, has
started. Development of profile acquisition and display software for the
8036-based diagnostics computer is underway.

Experiments to measure some of the spectral properties of the beam light using
a 0.5 ra Ebert scanning spectrometer were begun on the proton beam line on
ITE. Essentially all light emitted in the visible region (400 to 700 nm) was
from the Balmer series of atomic hydrogen when up to 50 mA of protons was
passing through hydrogen gas at 1.3 - 6.6 mPa pressure. The second Balmer
line, Hg, at 486.1 nm, was examined more closely. By moving the spectrome-
ter optical axis 10°-15° off the normal, to the beam axis the Doppler shift of



Kg emission from hydrogen atoms formed by beam charge exchange reactions on
the background gas was observed. At 10° off normal incidence, the shift is
0.75 nm for a 40 keV hydrogen atom. This is sufficient to separate the Hg
emission of the fast atoms from Hg emission from atoms formed by dissoci-
ation of the background gas.

Both lines have widths greater than the 0.1 nm instrumental resolution. This
is Doppler broadening from the atoms' velocity along the spectrometer axis.
Accurate measurements of the shape of the shifted Balmer lines should permit
transverse velocity profiles to be derived. Experiments examining this possi-
bility are continuing.

6.2.1.1.5 Control and Instrumentation

Development of a stand-alone multi-channel fibre-optic telemetry link is
essentially complete. Following satisfactory operation of the prototype,
final printed circuit board and module layouts for a thirty-two channel
version were completed. The increase in the number of channels from sixteen
to thirty-two was made to accommodate another on-site user.

A packaging standard for all subsequent instrumentation and control for Ion
Source Development and the RFQ1 accelerator has been adopted. Two crates,
based on the Europack standard, will be used. The "intelligent" crate con-
tains an 8085 based microcomputer with up to 256 k of memory, serial fibre
optic and RS-232 I/O and, if desired, a floppy-disc and digital cassette
interface board. The system is fully interrupt driven. Specific modules plug:
into the front of the box and connect to an I/O bus and to convertors for
equipment interfacing. The second crate type is similar but does not contain
a microcomputer.

An improved control and data acquisition system is being developed for the
emittance units on ISTS and the new EMU described above. This controller
features complete software control over step size, step rate and scan ranges
and a menu-driven user interface. The hardware is based on the crate system
described above. Digital cassette storage will replace the paper tape
presently used.

Development of software for data-base management on the injector control com-
puter is 90% complete, as is the software for a new file handling system for
the digital cassette storage system.

6.2.1.2 Code Development Applications

6.2.1.2.1 Linac Design Codes

B.G. Chidley, G.E. McMichael, C.L. Bear

The conversion of the PARMTEQ and PARMILA codes to use common subroutines and
colour graphics, as discussed in PR-P-137, 6.2.1.2.1; AECL-8106, has been com-
pleted. These programs and subroutines have all been installed on a single
library on NOS/BE, and and user's manual for the package has been written.

The codes related to vane tip machining were revised to be compatible with the
Westinghouse n/c milling machine controller and to use the most recent vane
tip shaoes designed to reduce field enhancement factors.
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6.2.1.2.2 Finite Element Modeling of RF Ouadrupoles

N.J. Diserens

A computer study has started of beam dynamics in the rf quadrupole using a
finite element model to assess the effects of space charge and image charge
forces on beam loss and emittance.

A computer package has been written to model either a single RFQ cell (180°)
or two cells in tandem. The program is in modular form, to conserve core and
to facilitate modification.

The first module of the package is a mesh generator program. This discretizes
the space within the RFQ cell into curvilinear bricks, each with 20 nodes.
The second module takes the mesh information and assembles a 'stiffness
matrix1 in a form suitable for solution by a conjugate gradient solver. The
third module contains the solver and produces a solution for the potentials at
the nodes.

Further development will entail the writing of routines for computing the
field at any point in the cell and for allocating charges to the mesh for
iterative solution of space charge beam problems.

The modules written to date have been tested using the harmonic coefficients
extracted using the CHARG3D program for the same cell geometry. Agreement
within about 0.3% is obtained for potential values. Total CPU time was about
30 seconds for this test case. One hundred and eighty brick elements were
used, giving 1043 nodes. These were arranged in 5 planes of 36 elements each
(see Fig. 6.2.1). A least squares method will be used to obtain the harmonic
coefficients directly from the nodal potentials, resulting in a considerable
time saving over the CHARG3D method.

6.2.1.3 High Current Test Facility

This facility was built to study acceleration of 100% duty cycle proton beams
to energies up to 3 MeV with currents in excess of several mA.

6.2.1.3.1 Injector

G.E. McMichael and J. Ungrin

The injector was operated briefly in this review period to ensure that the
facility remain operational and that 750 keV protons can be provided to the
RFQ Sparker when required for the Sparker testing program.

6.2.1.3.2 RF Systems

J.C. Brown

The rf supply has been used for operation of the Resonant Load and RFQ
Sparker.
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X AXIS

Fig. 6.2.1 Cross section of 3D finite element mesh in rf quadrupole
(only 1 quadrant is used).

6.2.1.3.3 Alvarez Tank and Linac Operation

J.C. Brown

Following completion of the high power tests of the Sparker loop in the
Alvarez tank, (PR-P-137, 6.2.1.3.3; AECL-8106), the loop was removed for use
on the Sparker and replaced with the X/2 loop to allow the tank to be held at
vacuum. The teflon window in this loop was modified to reduce the possibility
of air leaks at the knife edge seals during operation at high power.

6.2.1.4 Zero Energy Breeder Accelerator (ZEBRA)

ZEBRA is a 100% duty cycle, 300 mA, 10 MeV proton linac, now in the conceptual
design stage. A number of pre-ZEBRA experiments are in progress as reported
above and in the following sections.

6.2.1.4.1 Radio-Frequency Quadrupole

A.A. Walton (Civil and Mechanical Design Branch), J.C. Brown,
B.G. Chidley, M.S. de Jong, L.W. Funk, R.M. Hutcheon,
G.E. McMichael, S.O. Schriber, M.R. Shubaly, T. Trail Ngoc,
R.B. Turner (Special Projects Division)

(a) RF Quadrupole Studies

Studies of the-four rod type of RFQ (developed at Frankfurt) were initiated to
investigate a possible reduction in the construction complexity of a high duty
factor RFQ. A variable frequency (100-200 MHz) cold model module with RFQ1
bore radius and vane tip dimensions was tested. The present theoretical
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understanding of the structure allows it to be viewed as an inductively loaded
four conductor TEM mode transmission line. On this basis, the predicted
change of frequency with rod length was found to be in reasonable agreement
with experiment. A second model with ZEBRA vane tip dimensions, bore hole,
and frequency (108 MHz) has been built to test methods of ensuring azimuthal
field symmetry. Measurements on this model have just begun.

The free electrons generated in the gap by interaction of beam protons with
the background gas, or with the vane tip material, have lifetimes which are so
short that they will not have any significant effect on the potential which
confines the beam. They will, however, present a load to the rf drive. Ths
electron current generated by ionization cf the background gas could reach
levels of several percent of the proton current, and that produced by second-
ary emission following beam loss on the vanes could be as much as ten times
the lost current.

A potentially more serious effect is associated with the fate of the positive
ions generated by ionization of the background gas. These ions are trans-
versely confined by the rf fields and can only be removed from the beam aper-
ture by drifting and diffusing longitudinally out the ends of the RFQ. The
lifetimes of these ions are sufficiently long that they could add significant-
ly to the transverse space charge forces, perhaps reducing the current limit
for the device. Various models of this diffusion are being examined to esti-
mate the significance of this space charge buildup. Experiments with the
sparker are being planned to investigate this effect and associated conse-
quences.

(b) RF Quadrupole Mechanical Design

The undulations on RFO vanes can only be produced by using a 3 dimensional
milling machine. A sample 30 cm steel piece has been machined at che
Westinghouse turbine plant in Renfrew. This piece has been inspected and
appears satisfactory. There are some problems associated with tool wear and
how to blend in the step produced when a dull cutter is exchanged for a sharp
one, but the solution to this problem found at other laboratories should also
work here.

Design of the "cold" RFQ1 model was completed for the redesigned structure
with a shorter length. The final version of the cold model has the following
features:

- A 1:1 scale aluminum model of the high power RFQ1 structure.

- Garter springs made of beryllium copper wire ensure rf contact at the vane

base and end cover plate.

- Adjustable vane tips (radial and lateral movements) and adjustable vane base
(lateral movement). Adjustment is by sets of 3 bolts and an eccentric
sleeve.

- Two pairs of vane straps, and four tuners mounted on the end plates.

- Removable vane end blocks allow the shaping of the vane cut back profile.
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- Longitudinal strip and circumferential ring stiffeners provide the required
strength to the tube.

- The tube has 8 vacuum ports, 4 rf ports and a series of small holes for
mounting field probes.

(c) RFO Sparker

Integration of the electron equations of motion in an ideal RFQ potential with
sparker parameters has confirmed the validity of using bremsstrahlung end-
point measurements to monitor the peak vane-to-vane voltage.

Mechanical construction of the sparker was completed by soft soldering the few
remaining vacuum leaks around the rf port braze joint. The final quadrant
field balancing was done by bending the vane tips. Eight small magnetic field
sampling loops were installed and calibrated in the quadrant corner beyond the
vanes. The pertinent geometry and dimensions of the sparker assembly and of
the vane tips are shown in Fig. 6.2.2.

The longitudinal magnetic and electric field distributions were measured for
each quadrant: a conducting bead was pulled along the outer walls for the
magnetic field measurement, and a cylindrical dielectric bead was held against
and moved along each pair of vane tips inside each quadrant for electric field
measurements.

Tables 6.2.1 and 6.2.2 list measured and calculated properties of the RFQ

sparker cavity, including the SUPERFISH results for a long torus of sparker

cross-sectional dimensions.

The derived expression for the vane-to-vane voltage at the vane centre as a
function of tank power is

Vcentre ( k v 2 ) = ( 1 9 3 * 20> * PTank ( k W )

Since the vane gaps are not identical, but differ from the average by ± 8%,
the 1 * Kilpatrick value for the surface electric field is achieved at a vane

to vane voltage of 38.6 kV, which is predicted to occur at a tank power of
7.8 ± 0.7 kV.

The sparker assembly was placed in a lead lined enclosure in Bldg. 610 and
final 0 and coupling measurements done in-situ. A base pressure of 10 Pa
was obtained after a bakeout to 90°C. The tetrode rf system which can supply
up to 40 kW cw was used for the first series of tests.

The sparker was conditioned by alternating periods of pulsed and cw operation,
the cw power level never exceeding the previous pulsed peak power level. This
method was found very effective. The conditioning sequence was as follows:

2 hours pulsed •*• 1.5 * Kp

2.5 hours cw + 1.3 * Kp
6 hours pulsed + 2.0 * Kp
5 hours cw •> 2.0 * Kp
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Table 6.2.1

Measured Properties

Frequency (Quad. Mode) = 266.711 MHz (22°C, no water flow)

= 266.532 MHz (17°C inlet water temperature)

Frequency (Dipole # 1) = 270.517 (22°C)

Frequency (Dipole # 2) = 264.8

Mode Voltage Reflection Coefficients:
Quad +0.08 overcoupled (VSWR = 1.17)

Dipole # 1 > 0.30 overcoupled
Dipole # 2 + >0.98 undercoupled

Loaded Q = 4470 ± 20 (22°C, no water flow)

Table 6.2.2

Sparker Properties

SUPERFISH results, given ro (clear bore radius) = 4.0 ran
p (vane tip radius) = 5.10 mm
g (minimum vane gap) = 2.67 mm

Q = 10920
VT (Vane to Vane) = 41.66 kV
PL (Power/Unit Length) = 20.61 kW/m
YT = Pi/VT

2 = 11.88 ymhos/m
(Y-p = 12.36 ymhos/m for g = 2.5 mm)

Actual Sparker Values (g = 2.5 mm)

Measured Ouality Factor, QM = 9700 ± 40 (22°C)
Theoretical Quality Factor, QT = 11500 ± 4%
Effective Length, leff = 0.37 m
Vv(z), Longitudinal Vane Voltage Distribution

2
Vv(z) = Vv(o) [1 - oc(̂ .) ] with a « 0.06+J^

Vv(o), Voltage at Vane Centre

2( =
 (PFWD - PREV) QM #

v ^°' (1-2/3 a) l e f f
 UT UT J

YTQT = 0.142 umhos/m
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During the first hour, the vacuum excursions went to » 2 x 10 Pa, but
after that all operation was lower than lO""4 Pa.

After conditioning for a few days, a few definite conclusions could be drawn
about the operation of the system. Observation of the vane tip region with a
TV camera revealed numerous small glowing pinpoints of light distributed
randomly but close to the tips. Over a period of a few hours of constant cw
operation, some of these pinpoints were seen to extinguish and others appear
elsewhere. The number and intensity of the points increased with rf power
level.

A low gain photomultiplier tube was used to observe the time dependence of the
light emitted from these pinpoints during pulsed operation. At 35 kW peak
power, the risetime of the light intensity (from 10% to 90%) was 1.3 ± 0.3 ms,
independent of pulse length and duty factor, after which it remained constant
during the pulse and then decreased with a fall time of 1.2 ms.

The fill time for rf power in the tank is approximately 16 ps. Two suggested
mechanisms for the pinpoints of light are small whiskers of metal which heat
up due to the field induced emission electron currents or small regions of low
conductivity inclusions on the surface heated by surface currents.

The arcs in the sparker were seen as small, discrete flashes of light between
two vane tips. A rapid series of arcs (leading to a shutdown of the rf
system) appear as motion of a discrete light flash along the vane, usually
toward the vane centre. After conditioning, the occurrence of these multiple
arcs effectively ceased. The single discrete flashes were found to consist of
a complete collapse of the rf fields (as observed on the field probes) over a
period of 2 ps (= 500 rf cycles), after which the tank fields were
re-established over the next 8 ps. The total field disruption time being
» 20 us.

A low threshold pulse counter was used to detect these field collapses over a
series of long (4 to 6 hours) cw runs: at 25 kW (« 1.65 * Kp) the rate was 4
per hour; at 35 kW (» 1.93 * Kp) the rate was 25 per hour. The system vacuum
during these runs was » 3 * 10 Pa (2 * 10~7 torr).

Separate runs with one of nitrogen, argon or air introduced into the sparker
at pressures up to 2 * 10~3 Pa showed an initial 5 minute period of
increased rate, then the frequency of field collapses returned to the same low
pressure base rate.

Along with the light generated at the pinpoints, the sparker generates x-rays
which were observed through a quartz window. The x-rays are generated by
electrons which are accelerated across the vane-to-vane gap: the transit time
is so low that the electron energy reflects the instananeous vane-to-vane
voltage. An intrinsic germanium x-ray spectrometer was used to measure the
x-ray spectrum endpoint energy as a function of tank power (Fig. 6.2.3).

A series of calibration runs was done using a variable energy electron beam
stopping in a copper target to determine the endpoint energy as a function of
the shape of the high energy end of the distribution. This also produced a
rough estimate of the average electron current flowing between the vanes in
the sparker. At 70 keV a dc electron current of *< 20 yA produced the same
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number of counts per solid angle as the cw operating sparker at 70 kv peak
vane-to-vane voltage.

(PFWD~ PREv)2 (kw)

Fig. 6.2.3 Measured x-ray spectrum end point energy as a
function of net power delivered to the tank.

The intensity of radiation at the quartz window was measured with a calibrated
Baldwin-Farmer 0.6 cc ion chamber (Fig. 6.2.4). Clearly the radiation inten-
sity is a very non-linear function of power, with an apparent threshold near
1 * Kilpatrick.

An accurate power meter was used to measure tne power picked up by one of the
tank probes as a function of delivered power to the tank. An 18% decrease in
probe response was observed at high power (36 kW) and is being investigated to
determine whether it is associated with measuring techniques or with a
decrease in 0 of the sparker cavity at high power.

(d) RFQ1 - 75 mA cw, 600 keV Acclerator

CRNL's first full power RFQ accelerator will be used to test space charge
limits and verify design techniques for cw high current RFQ's. It will be
used as an injector for the 2BLAT Alvarez linac to study two-tank operation
and beam matching between an RFQ and a drift-tube linac.

The RFQ1 design reported in PR-P-137, 6.2.1.4.1; AECL-8106 was chosen before
the RFQ Sparker had operated. A design requirement was that acceptable
performance be achieved at fields of 1.25 * the Kilpatrick limit (Kp). When
the sparker showed that operation up to 2 * Kp was feasible, a reassessment of
the RFO1 design (RF01-50) was undertaken. In depth studies of designs at 1.5
* Kp and 1.75 * Kp were done and an optimum design selected at each field.
Also general trends were noted so that an optimum at other fields (such as
2.0 * Kp) could be chosen without repeating the work. From this a new
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Fig. 6.2.4 Graph of x-ray intensity, measured immediately outside a quartz
view port, as a function of net power delivered to the tank.

reference design was chosen based on 1.5 * Kp. Parameters of the previous and
new reference designs are given in Table 6.2.3.

The vane tip shape described in PR-P-137 (nose centre-of-curvature a constant
distance from the beam axis as for a vane tip machined on a lathe) was found
to have too high a surface field when the modulation was greater than » 1.4.
However, calculations with the Los Alamos CHRG3D code show that when the modu-
lation is greater than 1.4, if the change in vane tip radii is limited to ±
12%, this will limit the peak field without introducing harmful higher order
harmonic terras in the electric potential. Thus the vane tips for the new RFQ1
design have constant radii of curvature over parts of the cell and constant
centre of curvature between. This design, with a radius of curvature = 0.84
RQ at the symmetry point in each cell, has acceptable peak voltage charac-
teristics. The beam dynamics calculation is almost the same as the two-term
potential dynamics.

Following the design review held in June, detailed mechanical design of the
RFQ1 RFO was undertaken. This work uncovered a number of difficulties with
the proposed concept for vane sealing and adjustment. More recently, the suc-
cessful operation of the sparker led to a significantly shorter device.
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Table 6.2.3

Comparison of Old and New RFQ1 Reference Designs

Design Peak Field (* Kilpatrick)

Operating Range (* Kilpatrick)

Length (m)

Mean Bore Radius RQ (cm)

Minimum Bore Radius a (cm)

Tank Power for Given Field (kW)
1.25 * Kp
1.5 * Kp
1.75 * Kp
2 * Kp
(assumes 80% of SUPERFISH 0 achieved)

Intervane Voltage for given field (kv)
1.25 * Kp
1.5 * Kp
1.75 * Kp
2 * Kp

Transmission for 90 mA Input Beam (%)
1.25 * Kp
1.5 * Kp
1.75 * Kp

Changes in the pumping arrangement were required to accommodate this change.
Design is proceeding on test jigs to verify operation of some components of
the vane base mounting and adjustment mechanism.

Design effort has been concentrated on providing a suitable vane adjustment
scheme. The omega seal option did not look attractive upon closer investi-
gation. The mechanical requirements for the vane were severe - horizontal and
vertical adjustment up to 0.5 mm, together with tilt, allowance for axial
thermal expansion and adequate cooling. Also, if possible, the capability of
straightening a slighly warped vane by mechanical means was desirable. All of
the above must be achieved in a high vacuum environment.

Several alternative designs have been investigated, with no outstanding
developments. The requirement for horizontal vane adjustment has been elimi-
nated making the omega seal concept valid again. A number of small experi-
ments using the resonant load to check Helicoflex seals, copper wire and
possibly an omega seal are being pursued to provide information to help to
choose a particular concept.

Former

1

1-1

2

0

0

162
233
318
415

71
85
99
114

71
84

.25

.75

.32

.464

.399

New

1

1.25-2

1

0

0

90
129
176
229

63
76
89
101

60
81
91

.5

.0

.47

.413

.309
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Either adjustment shims or adjustment bolts will be used for aligning the RFQ
vane tips. Accessories to be used with our micro-alignment telescope for the
initial alignment of RFQ1 system are on order.

6.2.1.4.2 Two Beta Lambda Alvarez Tank (2BLAT)

R.B. Turner (Special Projects Division)

A stainless steel drift tube and a post coupler stem were plated by an
American firm. In all cases the plating thickness was three to six times
greater than that requested. One piece was returned for replating to cover a
region not plated. Our search for a suitable Canadian plater continues.

6.2.1.4.3 Resonant Load

J.C. Brown, T. Tran Ngoc, R.B. Turner (Special Projects Division)

Power testing of the tuning plunger was interrupted when it developed a vacuum
leak. Following i*:s removal, power conditioning of the cavity was resumed
with the drift tube and post coupler in place. After about 20 hours of oper-
ation the cavity ran comfortably at 160 kW with a short period at 170 kW
before being shut down to allow the rf system to be prepared for RFQ sparker
cavity testing.

Low power measurements showed that the rf connection made by the top flange
Helicoflex seal had not deteriorated since power conditioning started.

A new top lid for the cavity was fabricated from mild steel to allow high
power testing of copper plated surfaces. Tuning ports were added to provide
visual observation of potential problem areas in the cavity not covered by the
tank sidewall ports, i.e., the gap between the drift tube and post coupler
tab, the vacuum port grill and the top flange seal. The new lid has been
shipped to a Seattle firm for copper plating.

It has become evident that the knife edge compression vacuum seal is not
suitable for use with drive loop teflon windows. Under high power operation,
dielectric heating and vacuum stress causes the window to creep and leak. As
an interim measure, the resonant load drive loop window was fitted with low-
loss O-ring seals. While initial results are not conclusive, there appears to
be a reduction in the number of drive loop initiated shutdowns.

For higher drive powers, up to 1MW, low-loss ceramic windows with brazed metal
seals are required. Towards this goal, a copper drive loop with a disc window
has been designed and is now being cost estimated. However it is to be sealed
with 0-rings because suppliers are not able to braze the large diameter metal
seals. To maintain a constant drive line impedance with the high dielectric
constant of alumina, er « 9, a 35 ohm line impedance was required. Hence a
35-50 ohm impedance transformer must be installed upstream of the loop.

Also it was decided to pursue a cylindrical window design in parallel with our
disc design because of the successful operation of this type at GSI and NAL.
A cold test model scaled from the larger GSI assembly has been fabricated and
is being tested.
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6.2.1.A.4 General

S.O. Schriber

CANDU Ops (Montreal Office) has completed a conceptual engineering design
package for the ZEBRA laboratory complete with engineering specifications.
The package is being reviewed by CRNL. A preliminary estimate for Phase II
work on the ZEBRA Project has also been received from CANDU Ops covering engi-
neering, project aanagement and architect services co-ordination.

6.2.2 Electron Test Accelerator

J. McKeown

This accelerator is used for accelerator physics research with coupled cavity
structures. The electron beam is also used for industrial irradiation
purposes and as a source of electron and gamma radiation for fundamental
research.

6.2.2.1 Accelerator Operation

K.CD. Chan, J.-P. Labrie and J. McKeown with E.D. Earle and
E.H. Clifford (Neutron and Solid State Physics Branch)

The machine operated for an average of 10 hours/day during July in support of
the parity violation experiment. This experiment requires a thorough under-
standing of beam behaviour and the many experiments undertaken during July and
and August are described in Section 3.27. A run in late August was terminated
prematurely when the klystron in Stand 1 failed with a vacuum leak which was
subsequently identified to be caused by a water leak in a drift tube. The
backup klystron was commissioned in Stand 1 and was able to operate up to
60 kVJ which is sufficient for continued 4 MeV operation with negligible beam
loading. The machine operated in this configuration for the remainder of the
period. The accelerator operated in support of other experiments that are
described in subsequent sections.

6.2.2.2 Intense Beam Studies

K.C.D. Chan and J.-P. Labrie

6.2.2.2.1 Pulsed Gun Injection

Work continues towards the injection of intense pulses into ETA. Klystron
coils that will provide the solenoidal magnetic field along the new injection
line have been fitted with cooling and support plates. The pulsed gun has
been removed from the Pulsed Gun Test Stand to Bldg. 610 in preparation for
installation.

Other pulsed electron gun related activities are:

(i) A divide by 4 network has been built to provide a 201.25 MHz signal for
trigger synchronization. The experience acquired using rf stripline
electronics will also be useful in the design of electronic phase
shifters.
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(11) A ceramic assembly used In the pulsed electron gun has been successful-
ly fabricated by brazing two cuprous nickel weldment rings to a ceramic
bushing. The assembly was tested and satisfied both vacuum and
electrical specifications.

(ill) A pepper pot plate assembly for emittance measurement has been made.
Successful emittance measurements were not possible because of the
bright background illumination by the cathode filament. Modifications
of the assembly are underway.

6.2.2.2.2 Chopper Cavity

A longitudinal matching section for the injection of the beam into the
graded-($ llnac has been designed to reduce the energy spread at the output of
the accelerator and allow higher beam currents to be transported to the
irradiation facility and in the 90° beam line. The section is composed of a
beam chopper cavity followed by a buncher cavity both operating at 805 MHz, a
one meter long drift space and adjustable slits to select the phase spread of
the beam at the Input of the graded-3 linac. The design was constrained by
the frequency of the available rf power amplifier and the limited drift space
that the accelerator tunnel could accommodate. The matching section is shown
schematically in Fig. 6.2.5.

CHOPPER

ELECTRON SOURCE

BUNCHER
GRADED-B LINAC

SLITS

1 m

Fig. 6.2.5 Longitudinal matching section.

The buncher cavity has been described in previous progress reports (PR-P-129,
6.2.2.5; AECL-7328). The chopper cavity is a cylindrical cavity operating in
the TM|i0-mode which will sweep the beam across the slits twice per rf
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cycle. The design power of 100 W in the chopper will cause a beam deflection
amplitude of 33.4 mrad.

Perturbations built into the cylindrical cavity cause the frequencies of the
orthogonal components of the TMjjQ-mode to be sufficiently displaced to
eliminate coupling between the x and y directions (z being the beam axis).
Properties of the TM^JQ mode were measured with an aluminum prototype having
a resonant frequency of 2450 MHz. These measurements indicate that the com-
puter code URMEL provides reliable predictions of the resonant frequencies,
but the calculations with SUPERFISH overestimate the Qo values. In particu-
lar, the calculated Qo for the T M J I Q mode exceeds the measured value by
15%. The range of the tuner for the TM^JQ mode is ± 0.3% of the drive
frequency with a change of 6% of the Qo over the full range and no modifi-
cation of the coupling to the drive loop. The field distributions measured at
two different radii in the cavity are shown in Fig. 6.2.6. The solid line
represents the theoretical prediction for a cylindrical cavity without beam
aperture and it can be seen that no measurable field tilt is introduced by the
tuner which affects the fields in its immediate vicinity only. No higher
order mode close to the second harmonic of the drive frequency could be found
over the entire tuning range.

Longitudinal beam dynamics for on-axis particles were calculated for ETA. In
these calculations based on an impulse approximateion, space charge effects
were not included. The energy spread at the output of the accelerator can be
reduced to 1% if the phase spread at the output of the longitudinal matching
section is less than 20°. This corresponds to accelerating particles shown in
the hatched regions of Fig. 6.2.7 and allowing less than 40° (or 11%) of the
dc beam from the electron source into the accelerator. Note in Fig. 6.2.7
that particles between -180° to -130° and between 130° and 180° are deceler-
ated in the first cells of the graded-B linac. A 10 raA beam at the acceler-
ator output would require a gun capable of delivering a 100 mA dc beam.

6.2.2.3 Radiation Studies

K.C.D Chan and J. McKeown with E.D. Earle and E.H. Clifford,
Neutron and Solid State Physics Branch

6.2.2.3.1 Computation

Target optimization for an irradiator can be best approached first by theo-
retical calculations and then verification by experimental measurements. The
computation has been based on two Monte Carlo computer codes, ETRAN and EGS,
for calculating bremsstrahlung generation by electrons slowing down in differ-
ent materials. All important interaction processes are included in the com-
putation. They have been well validated and produce results accurate to
better than 20% in most cases. ETRAN is limited because it treats only slab
geometry of a single material, whereas EGS can handle multi-layer targets.

ETRAN calculations have been performed 1) to optimize the thickness of tanta-
lum targets, (For electron energies between 6 and 12 MeV, the optimum thick-
ness is about 50% of the electron range.) 2) to compare with experimental
results obtained recently at NRC and on ETA, and 3) to provide track length
data (gamma flux per unit volume) for neutron generation studies. The neutron
production rate is a major factor in the choice of electron energy for
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an irradiator.
acceptable.

Present results show that an electron energy of 10 MeV is

6.2.2.3.2 Radiation Experiments

A series of experiments was carried out with ETA and the linac at NRC to pro-
vide self consistency in experimental measurement techniques and to confirm
the Monte Carlo computer codes within the range 2 to 12 MeV. Figure 6.2.8
shows the variation in bremsstrahlung yield at zero degrees in the energy
range 2 to A MeV. It agrees well with the ETRAN prediction of gamma ray
intensity increasing with electron energy to the power of 2.8. Figure 6.2.9
compares the measured angular distribution of bremsstrahlung from a 12 MeV
electron beam on a tantalum target with distributions calculated using the
codes ETRAN and EGS. Agreement is within the experimental accuracy.

Neutron yield experiments using Au foils with H20 and D20 from incident
electrons and photons were done at 4 MeV and 12 MeV. The results are being
studied but initial indications are consistent with expectations that neutron
yields from electrons are about two orders of magnitude less than for photons
of comparable energy.
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Fig. 6.2.8 Brerasstrahlung yield at zero degrees as a function of beam
energy in the range 2 to A MeV.
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Fig. 6.2.9 Angular distributions calculated by ETRAN and EGS for a
composite tantalum water target.
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6.2.2.4 Beam Cavity Interaction Studies

K.C.D. Chan, J.-P. Labrie -md J. McKeown

6.2.2.4.1 Cavity Higher Order Mode Calculations

Calculations using URMEL, have been compared to experimental results for a
microtron cavity from Mainz (2.45 GHz) and a 0=0.8 PIGMI cavity from LANL
(2.38 GHz). For the Mainz cavity, agreement to better than 30 MHz on mode
frequencies has been obtained for dipole and quadrupole modes over the
frequency range 2.45 to 12.0 GHz. The calculated results have provided
insight to the experimental measurements in terms of mode identification.
Shunt impedances agree to better than 25% for the five dipole modes. For the
PIGMI cavity, similar agreement for mode frequencies has been obtained.

The interaction between a relativistic cw electron beam and linear accelerator
structures was studied by drifting the 4 MeV beam from ETA through an on-axis
and a coaxial coupled structure both having a tr/2 mode frequency at the third
harmonic of the beam and through an on-axis structure operating at the beam
frequency (805 MHz).

The frequency of the third harmonic 5-cell structures is controlled by varying
their temperature with circulating water and the frequency of the 805 MHz
structure was varied with plungers penetrating two of its 9 cells.

The power extracted from the beam to excite a mode in a structure varies as
the square of the beam current and exponentially with the bunch length. It is
proportional to the shunt impedance of the mode and depends on the structure
tuning frequency with respect to the beam's frequency. The power deposited in
the structures was measured to obtain beam parameters and structure
parameters.

The beam bunch length is obtained from the power deposited in the fundamental
anr third harmonic on-axis coupled structures for a given beam current. The
profile of the third harmonic structure is scaled from the 805 MHz structure.
Consequently, the ratio of the shunt impedance of these structures is given by
the square root of the ratio of their operating frequencies (i.e., /3). Hence
the beam bunch length can be obtained directly from a measure of the power
ratio deposited by the beam when both structures are on tune. The bunch
length did not vary with small rf power level changes in the graded-g linac,
possibly because some phase selection is made by the 10 mm aperture at the
input of the structures. The measured bunch length is 14.4 mm which corre-
sponds at 805 MHz to a phase spread of 13.8°.

The power loss by the beam to excite the ir/2 TMQJQ mode in the third har-
monic structures is shown in Fig. 6.2.10 for different values of the electron
beam current. From these measurements, the shunt impedance of the on-axis
structure is 65.5 MiJ/m and for the coaxial structure it is 65.9 MS2/m. These
results compare favourably with those measured at Mainz on a similar cavity.
A shunt impedance of 36.4 MJ2/m was measured for the 805 MHz on-axis coupled
structure. The ratio of the shunt impedance of the third harmonic on-axis
structure to the 805 MHz structure is 1.80 which agrees with the expected
ratio /3.
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Fig. 6.2.10 Variation of power delivered to third harmonic cavity as
the beam current and the accelerator frequency are varied,

The loaded 0 of the beam driven structures can be obtained by either changing
the structure tuning or by varying the beam frequency over the half bandwidth
of the structures and measuring the power deposited by the beam. Results
shown on Fig. 6.2.10 indicate that both structures have a similar loaded Q,
the on-axis being 14630 and the coaxial 14900.

The energy loss parameter, calculated with the computer codes BCI and M0DF,
agrees well with the values obtained from a measurement of the power deposited
by the beam in the structures.
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6.2.2.5 Structure Development

J.-P. Labrie

6.2.2.5.1 Aluminum Vacuum Brazing

An experimental program on aluminum vacuum brazing has been successfully com-
pleted. Brazed aluminum components can be made helium leak tight and tensile
and shear tests have shown that the junctions are mechanically strong provided
the surface oxide layer is removed before brazing and the pressure in the
furnace remains below 0.93 x 10~3 Pa during the process. Helium leak tight
transitions from aluminum to stainless steel were achieved using the same
technique.

6.2.2.5.2 Cavity Temperature Studies

Frequency shifts and change in stopband were calculated for linear accelerator
structure designs proposed by the University of Illinois for their microtron.
Calculations were made for an optimized 2450 MHz coaxial coupled cavity
profile with a measured shunt impedance of 91 Mft/m and first neighbour
coupling of 3.5%. The calculated frequency shift from the thermal expansion
of one cavity is -64.2 kHz/(kW/m) and the change in stopband for a 2 mm web
thickness is 23 kH*/(kW/m).

A scaling law for structure power versus web thickness at a constant change in
stopband was obtained to help in the design of the graded-B injector linac
under consideration at the University of Mainz and under study at CRNL.
Calculations for 2450 MHz on-axis coupled cavities indicate that the change in
stopband varies linearly with power if the web thickness is greater than
3.10 mm. Hence the scaling law is given by the dependence of the change in
stopband on the web thickness as shown in Fig. 6.2.11 where the power handling
capability of structures is shown as a function of the web thickness for a
constant change in stopband.

6.3 Research Applications

6.3.1 Heavy-Ion Superconducting Cyclotron

J.H. Ormrod and J.A. Hulbert

Design and development of a superconducting cyclotron to be used as a booster
accelerator for the CRNL MP tandem, continues. Development problems associ-
ated with the final major component, the extraction channel, have been over-
come and the design, construction and testing of the channel are proceeding
towards completion.

The cyclotron yoke and trim rod system, magnet power supply, radio-frequency
amplifier and helium liquefier have been installed in the tandem-cyclotron
building and commissioning of these units is in progress.
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6.3.1.1 Cryogenics

6.3.1.1.1 Cryogenic System

J.A. Hulbert, L.W. Thomson (Operations), L.F. Birney and K.A. Dobbs
(Operations)

The CTI 1400 helium liquefier in Building 467 has been operated intermittently
throughout the report period to provide liquid helium for extraction channel
development experiments.

The liquefier piping in Building 137 was completed by the end of September and
the field engineer from Koch Process Systems reported for the commissioning of
the 2800 HR liquefier on October 18th. Owing to piping contamination
(solvents and swarf) and a procedure which did not take into account the con-
dition of the unused piping system, the liquefier engines were badly contami-
nated and the machine would not cool down below 7 K.

After the field engineer left, Accelerator Physics and Operations staff decon-
taminated the system, isolated some faulty valves and with a procedure planned
to keep residual contaminants from the liquefier exchangers and engine valves,
operated successfully on November 22-23. A 60 watt heater has now been fitted
to the 1000 litre storage dewar to enable training, shake-down, and opti-
mization runs to proceed without excessive loss of helium gas.
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The swarf left in the piping severely damaged the seals in the automatic com-
pressor selector valves and replacement seals are on order.

Helium piping around the cyclotron yoke and installation of the lead vent
monitors is proceeding in conjunction with the installation of the water
cooling lines to the cyclotron location.

Design of the cold helium transfer lines is complete. The two cryopump lines
and four extension links are assembled and tested. Assembly of the three main
lines and the storage dewar extension is about 50% complete.

Because of the complexity of setting the correct valves for connection of the
compressors to either of the two independent liquefiers in the cryogenic
system, a compressor controller has been designed for automatic valve
selection and compressor interlocking. The hardware for this controller has
been purchased and assembly started.

The "mailbox" memory for file block transfer to the subsystem satellite con-
trol computer prototype was received, together with file transfer protocol
software, from Interface Standards Inc. The host computer part of the soft-
ware, written to service a single satellite under an RT-11 operating system,
will have to be rewritten to operate under IAS and to service several satel-
lites. This work is 80% complete. The satellite system has been operated,
with the mailbox, in a 'stand alone1 configuration only, to date.

6.3.1.1.2 Cryostat Move to Building 137

R.E. Milks

The "gimballed" support cradle for moving the cryostat to Building 137 has
been fabricated by Mechanical Services Branch.

6.3.1.2 Radiofrequency System

C.B. Bigham, R.J. Burton, J.E. McGregor and E. Stock (Operations)

6.3.1.2.1 Accelerating Structure

The dee stem tuner drive modifications required to allow access for the x-ray

voltage calibration spectrometer have been completed and tested. Liner
cooling water fittings have been installed in preparation for installation of
headers and the main cooling line, which is now in progress.

6.3.1.2.2 Power Amplifier

A series of tests were completed in Bldg. 467 to prove rebuilt controls and
revised MUMTI programs and to calibrate meters. The power amplifier was then
dismantled, moved to Bldg. 137 and reassembled. The inter-unit wiring is com-
plete and some initial commissioning started. The cooling water has been con-
nected and the 150 mm coaxial rf drive line is being installed.



6.1.1.2.3 Control System

The local dee control panel has been rebuilt and tested. The phase control
panel which contains the phase setting controls for the bunchers and dees and
the phase stabilizing circuit for the low energy buncher is wired and being
tested. The dee temperature monitor circuits are being rebuilt. A meter
panel for the cooling water flow meters has been constructed. The CAMAC
interface circuits are also being connected and checked.

A prototype capacitive phase probe unit has been designed and a work order
issued for fabrication of a prototype.

6.3.1.3 Injection

6.3.1.3.1 Low Energy Buncher

E.A. Heighway, C.B. Bigham and J.E. McGregor

The prototype buncher successfully demonstrated tuning range for the If and 2f
frequencies, high vacuum and high power operation and full voltage for the If
resonator across the gridded accelerating gap. The 2f accelerating gap
voltage was achieved only over the upper half of the frequency tuning range.
Several modifications to the buncher extended the tuning range significantly
but design voltage could not be reached at the low end of the frequency range.

The buncher design has been changed from a coaxial resonator structure to one
with opposed resonators to remove the coupling problems limiting the 2f
voltage. This has made the structure longer but a small change to the beam
line has accommodated this.

The new buncher design has been drafted and construction completed and is
ready for low power testing.

6.3.1.3.2 High Energy Buncher

C.B. Bigham, A. Perujo (University of Manitoba)

The high energy buncher will be installed between the tandem and the cyclotron
to improve the time focus of the beam bunches at the cyclotron injection
stripper foil. The structure consists of a 65 ram drift tube on a quarter wave
resonator tuned by a sliding short from 62 to 190 MHz. The fixed length drift
tube is matched to the wide range of 3X values in the beam by operating at
either twice or four times the cyclotron rf frequency. The buncher has been
fabricated and initial experiments are described below.

The tuning range was verified and the 0 and shunt impedance measured. Values
of the shunt impedance obtained by two methods are compared to an analytic
estimate in Fig. 6.3.1. The difference at higher frequencies may result from
inadequacies in the analytic model or from imperfections in the structure,
i.e., non-ideal joints. A broad band power amplifier has been ordered which
will drive the buncher to the required voltage except near the high frequency
limit where it may not quite reach the full 20 kV maximum. The amplifier was
chosen as the best production model available.
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Fig. 6.3.1 The shunt impedance vs frequency for the high energy buncher.
Values obtained from a capacitor frequency perturbation method
and from a calibrated probe method are compared with an
analytic estimate.

Initial high power tests were carried out under vacuum with the 50 watt power
amplifier purchased for the low energy buncher. A 60L/s sputter ion pump
evacuated the structure to the mid 10~5 Pa range in 24 hours. At first,
multipactoring at the 1 watt level inhibited start up unless the ion pump was
turned off. Subsequently, with a low duty cycle pulsing circuit built into
the drive modulator and with the ion pump mounted out of line and baffled,
start up was possible with the ion pump on at frequencies up to 160 MHz. The
limit was at the maximum drive available from the 50 watt amplifier and
extrapolation indicates that the new higher powered amplifier will break-
through multipactoring over the full frequency range. Also a faster rf switch
has been ordered for the modulator to ease the start up problem.

A modulator was designed and a test circuit constructed to provide rf drive at
the correct frequency with adjustable voltage level. Provision was made for
local phase stabilization to lock the buncher phase to the phase of the rf
drive signal.

These tests have provided the information required to complete the buncher
structure, i.e., parameters for rf drive capacitor and voltage monitoring
probes and to complete the control and computer interface circuits. The
results indicate that major requirements for rebunching the beam can be met.



6.3.1.1.3 RF Cavity Vacuum Pumping

J.A. Hulbert and L.F. Birney

The MK III cryopurap components have been delivered from WE&P workshops.
Assembly of the pump is proceeding in conjunction with the repair of the MK II
pump. Reasons for the rf damage sustained by the MK II pump insulation are
now clear in terms of the omission of adequate rf current return paths at one
end of the outer rf baffle and this is being remedied in both pump assemblies.

6.3.1.4 Extraction

6.3.1.4.1 Channel Development

C.R.J. Hoffmann, J.F. Mouris, H.R. Schneider, D.R. Proulx (Plant
Design)

To expedite initial operation of the cyclotron Nb-Ti superconductor has
replaced Nrt̂ Sn superconductor in magnetic channel development and prototype
test experiments. Besides avoiding present difficulties with Nb3Sn the
advantages of this change are that Nb-Ti allows a wider range of construction
techniques and materials and is mechanically easier to handle. The dis-
advantages are reduction of critical current density by roughly one third,
greater temperature sensitivity and operation close to critical current for
ions at or near the extremes of the cyclotron magnetic field operating range.
If magnetic channel performance significantly limits the cyclotron operating
range further development will be pursued after cyclotron operation begins.

A Nb3Sn wound channel 1 prototype test module has operated with adequate
quench protection but it required about 15 minutes to charge. This long
charging time was caused by a low shunt resistance (10 £2) across pancake
wound coils in the module. This resistance is believed to arise from inade-
quate control of the flow of brazing alloy used to bond the superconductor to
copper connection pieces during conductor reaction.

Development work with Nb-Ti conductor having a copper to superconductor ratio
of 1.25:1 included a model racetrack coil, a complete channel 1 prototype test
module and the gradient structure of a channel 2 prototype test module. All
of these have operated up to critical current at 4.2 K for maximum magnetic
fields at conductors exceeding 5 T. Some training occurred and quench pro-
tection was adequate. Magnetic fields generated in the channel 1 and channel
2 structures were measured and agreed well with calculated values. Prior to
winding the 0.5 mm diameter conductor was flattened in a rolling mill to a
rectangular cross section with approximately a 3 to 1 aspect ratio.

Some minor changes were required to the design of the modules to accommodate
the Nb-Ti conductor, which had slightly different dimensions after flattening
than the Nb3Sn conductor. In addition, the channel 2 gradient structure was
redesigned to decrease the maximum conductor current required.

Other Nb-Ti conductor has been obtained which has a copper to superconductor
ratio of 1.4:1 and also has an approximately 30% larger critical current than
the 1.25:1 conductor. Experiments with a model racetrack coil have verified
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this larger critical current. This conductor at a diameter of 0.5 ram will
carry more than 200 A in a 5 T field at 4.2 K.

6.3.1.4.2 Foil Changer

R.I. Kilborn (Civil and Mechanical Design Branch)

A design review of the foil changer system has been completed. Some design
changes have been made to the loader, unloader and foil magazine mechanisms
and fabrication has started. Fabrication of a test jig to demonstrate oper-
ation of the major foil changer components is complete.

6.3.1.4.3 Extraction Channel Test Cryostat

J.A. Hulbert and L.F. Birney

The design of the cryostat is completed and the main aluminum vacuum box has

been delivered from WE&P shops. There appears to be a small vacuum leak in
the box and this will have to be traced and repaired before assembly of the
cryostat can be completed.

6.3.1.5 Beam Probes

J.D. Hepburn

Various modifications to the stub probe drive linkage were tested. Recent
delivery of miniature ball bearing assemblies allows tests to resume. The two
2 m-travel edge-welded bellows for the main probes were received. This com-
pletes all essential deliveries for probe 1. Most of the ordered components
for probe 2 are on hand; construction of the mechanical parts of this probe
has started. Vacuum system components for the extraction probe have been
ordered. Design of probe tubes and beam measurement heads is complete.

The probe control system assembly is proceeding. A touch panel tree and
associated system variables have been entered into the main cyclotron control
system. Microprocessor components for the satellite probe control system have
been ordered. Software for device control and interlocking is being written.
Design and Technical Service Branch is supplying the remaining probe control
system components. All commercial hardware has been received, design of most
chassis is complete and fabrication started, and final design of cabling and
interconnection chassis is in progress.

6.3.1.6 Beam Dynamics

6.3.1.6.1 Orbit Computation

E.A. Heighway, M.F. Coulas and S.V. Keyes

Isochronous fields have now been calculated for a total of 17 individual ion
species, the injection parameters determined and accelerated orbits calculated
out to radii close to the extraction electrostatic deflector. The effects of
the perturbations from the yoke holes were included but effects from the iron
elements in the extraction channel omitted. The inclusion of the latter
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effects will allow simulation runs of the beam up to the electrostatic
deflector to be completed.

6.3.1.6.2 Code Development

E.A. Heighway, M.F. Coulas and S.V. Keyes

Early in the cyclotron development a special version of the accelerated orbit
code GOBLIN was developed specifically to handle extraction calculations
(GOBLINEX, C.R.J. Hoffmann). As major improvements were made to either GOBLIN
or GOBLINEX these had to be added to the other code. The current increased
development activity in undertaking detailed commissioning calculations has
made it preferable to unite the two codes.

This major task has now been successfully accomplished and the new code
SUPERGOBLIN provides all the options available in the two progenitor codes.
These options are injection, matrix calculations, electrostatic and magnetic
extraction and perturbation and yoke hole map handling.

The opportunity has been taken to improve the logic of several major sub-
routines to make development easier and add new features. In particular a
multiparticle ray tracing option (using the matrix handling software) has been
added which eases the interpretation of the extraction orbit dynamics.

In addition many of the graphics options in SUPERGOBLIN have been moved off
line and a new interactive post-processor written to interrogate and display
portions of orbit data more easily.

An automatic injection matching routine has been developed which allows rapid
determination of those parameters that yield isochronous acceleration and
centred orbits.

6.3.1.6.3 High Energy Buncher Defocusing

J.H. Ormrod

The high energy buncher introduces radial defocusing and causes a small degree
of transverse phase-space dilution, both of which have been ignored in beam
transport calculations to date. In the final round of calculations, the
latter effect may still be ignored and the defocusing can be described by an
equivalent thin lens at the centre of the buncher.

Both effects derive from radial components of electric field in the buncher
gaps and depend on the phase of any particle at a gap.

A particle at the center of a bunch crosses the center of the high energy
buncher accelerating gaps at a phase displaced from the zero-crossing given by

where 0.13 is twice the buncher drift length between gap centers
fB is the buncher frequency in Hz
v is the beam velocity in m/s.
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Ignoring relativistic effects and the small axial field variation experienced
by off-axis particles, the focal length of the equivalent defocusing lens,
taking into account both gaps, is given by

1 0Vfl
•f = T = - sin (itf g/v) cos 4,
r gfcln B d

where Vg = peak buncher volts in volts
g = single gap length in metres

E i n = beam energy at buncher in electron-volts
0 = particle charge state in electron charges per ion

and the other symbols are as previously defined.

As an example, consider uranium at 10 MeV/u: 0=10, E£n=142 MeV,
v=1.07 x 107 m/s, fB=85.4 MHz and VB=11.4 kV. The resulting focal length
is 50 m - a small effect but large enough to warrant consideration.

Consider next the particles at the leading edge of the bunch. At the first
gap, they experience an average decelerating field of

vB
— sin U d + 1/2 4>B)

and at the second gap, a decelerating field of

- — sin «.d - 1/2 <pB)

where <j>g is the bunch length at the buncher frequency. The particles at the
trailing edge experience complementary accelerating fields. The focal length
of the equivalent lens is identical for both leading and trailing particles
and is given by

1 1 *B

j = j COS —
L C

where f^ refers to the leading ions and f^ to those at the center of the
bunch. For the U-10 example with <j>B = 30°, the focal length change from the
middle to either end of the bunch is only 3% and the emittance increase is a
small fraction of this change and can be ignored without consequence.

6.3.2 Coupled-Cavity Structures

S.O. Schriber, J.C. Brown, K.C.D Chan, R.M. Hutcheon, M.R. Shubaly,
and R.B. Turner (Special Projects Division)

Design details were determined for 208 MHz rf structures that would be suita-
ble for the proton rf system of the proposed HERA accelerator in Germany, '''he
data summarized in Fig. 6.3.2 would be suitable for other frequencies and
applications by using appropriate scaling factors. Figure 6.3.2(a) gives ZT
for different bore hole sizes Ry as a function of the total web thickness



Tw (see Fig. 6.3.3 for geometry and symbols). As expected ZT2 decreases
with an increase in web thickness and bore hole size from the maximum value of
31.6 Mn/m. Figure 6.3.2(b) gives the optimum G/L ratios for the coupled
structures as a function of Ty for four different %[ values. As expected
the ratio decreases with and increases with Ty.
this 208 MHz geometry are shown in Fig. 6.3.2(c).
28 cm are related to the necessary decrease in
large web thickness.
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Fig. 6.3.3 Schematic cross-section of HERA proton linac geometry for 208 MHz.

Following a November meeting on the rf structures in Germany, the frequency
was changed to 500 MHz and a more open geometry shown in Fig. 6.3.4 was
selected. The rationale for the large bore hole was to allow higher order
modes to propagate out of the structure and hence reduce the amount of buildup
of these modes in the structure from beam cavity interactions. Adequate
coupling between cavities is now possible by the aperture iris alone.

Large beam induced effects are expected in the HERA proton ring because of the
high charge in individual beam bunches. They can affect the design and oper-
ation of the rf system significantly in terms of possible beam induced insta-
bilities via resonant excitation of higher order modes, beam energy losses,
and beam loading effects of rf control.

The present cavity design has a large beam pipe of 26 cm diameter, so that
most higher order modes will have frequencies above the beam pipe cut-off
frequency. Table 6.3.1 summarizes, the calculations of dipole modes showing
that only five modes lie below the beam pipe cut-off frequency of 676 MHz.
Under this condition, the chance of beam induced instability via resonant
excitation of higher order modes is minimized. Beam energy losses have been
characterized by energy loss parameters. Energy loss parameter ko for the
fundamental mode is calculated as 0.22A V«pC -m . The parasitic mode
loss parameter kpar for all longitudinal modes is 0.397 V»pC "in"

1

(1.77 k o), indicating that 0.31 MV of acceleration is required to compensate
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Fig. 6.3.4 Schematic cross-section of HERA proton linac geometry for 500 MHz.

Table 6.3.1

Dipole Modes

Mode
Designation

EM1-1
EMl-2
EE1-1
EEl-2
MM1-1
MM1-2
ME1-1
ME1-2

f
MHz

637
866
550
714
529
861
542
671

Geometry

1/2 R/Q
fl/cm2

0.194
0.052
0.006
0.192
0.043
0.132
0.033
0.021

L

0

42853
111082
7085
53778
51273
36647
7370
49469

Beam pipe cutoff TE mode = 676 MHz
TM mode = 1406 MHz

mode below cutoff
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the beam energy loss to the cavity over the 30 m of rf structure. The impli-
cation of the large beam induced voltage at fundamental mode to rf control,
particular during transient conditions when the accelerator ring is being
filled, is presently under study.

The proposed 500 MHz accelerating structure consists of twenty tanks, each
with five cavities. Approximately 220 OFHC copper forgings, each weighing
approximately 500 kg would be required. Alternative designs using steel
structures with copper plating have been considered but appear unattractive.

Aspects of controls and monitoring and the rf station necessary for con-
ditioning and testing structures have been investigated to determine space
requirements, time schedules and cost estimates.

Preliminary design of a 0.1% duty cycle 2856 MHz accelerating structure suita-
ble for a medium power free electron laser has been determined based on a
possible outside interest. The 2.15 m on-axis coupled structure would
accelerate 400 mA of 0.8 MeV electrons from a rf driven gun to 43 MeV. The
accelerator requires 30 MW of pulsed rf power.

6.4 Mechanical Laboratory

J.E. Anderchek

The Mechanical Laboratory operates the machine shop and furnaces in Bldg. 145
and carries out mechanical construction, assembly, repairs and vacuum testing
for the Accelerator Physics Branch and the Reactor Physics Branch.

Total laboratory time breakdown in the half was:

Accelerator Physics Branch - 98.0%
Reactor Physics Branch - 2.0%

6.4.1 High Current Proton Accelerator

Much of the work this period was concerned with RFQ components and
structures. The brazing and assembly of the RFQ sparker was completed, with a
total of 1018 shop man-hours. Other jobs included making steel vane blanks
for contour cutting tests, modifying components used for copper plating tests,
and the construction of two cold test models of the Frankfurt type of four rod
RFQ.

A modified teflon window was made for the Alvarez tank's X/2 drive loop. Also
the teflon windows for the resonant load and the RFQ sparker cavity were modi-
fied to accept 0-rings.

Leaks were repaired in the main support sleeve for the resonant load's tuner
assembly, and a test chamber was fabricated to vacuum test the tuner before
installation in the cavity. An rf transmission line adapter was fabricated
for drive loop window tests.

Nine field sampling loops were fabricated for the RFQ sparker cavity. Later,
glass to metal hermetic seals were added to these to correct persistent vacuum
leaks.
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Numerous ion source components were fabricated including two electrodes for
experiments with cusp geometries In the plasma generator. A new extraction
column complete with electrodes, a plasma generator, second anode and
alignment jig were made and several column electrodes were refaced.

A new swirl-tube style beam stop was made and brazed to replace the present
emittance unit beam stop.

6.4.2 Electron Test Accelerator

Preparation for installation of the pulsed electron gun on ETA included
mounting cooling and support plates on the salvaged klystron coils and fabri-
cation of various beamline pieces. Cuprous nickel mounting rings have been
successfully brazed to a ceramic bushing so that an extra ceramic assembly is
available for future electron gun development. A pepper pot plate emittance
measurement assembly and an impedance matched Faraday cup were manufactured
for pulsed beam diagnostics.

Work for accelerator operations included repairs to klystrons, manufacturing
of a freon cold trap for the injection line, modifications to beam cavity
interaction experiment support mounts, and reclaiming an rf window from a
defunct klystron for use on Model 5.

Structure development work included the development of aluminum brazing tech-
niques, an aluminum model of a chopper cavity, and cavity segments for higher
order mode studies.

6.4.3 Heavy-Ion Superconducting Cyclotron

Armco iron gradient structures were made and assembled for two channel 1
extraction system modules and copper fittings were made for all three channel
1 modules.

A complete set of stainless steel and copper components was fabricated for a
superconducting extraction system channel 2 test module. In addition, a sup-
port structure to mount this module in a superconducting test magnet was made
along with a set of copper pieces to connect current leads. Vacuum boxes for
five more channel 2 modules were prepared for electron beam welding and subse-
quent helium leak checking.

Other work related to extraction channel modules included modifications to a
rolling mill to flatten round superconducting wire, manufacture of fixtures to
aid coil potting and modifications to the test magnet apparatus to accommodate
a cryogenic Hall probe and various monitoring coils.

A series of modifications were made to the lov, energy and high energy buncher
cavities, and an excellent braze was obtained on the high energy buncher drift
tube assembly.

Several components were made for the dee tuner drives and the power amplifier
drive line in preparation for the Bldg. 137 installation.
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Miscellaneous components for this program included:
- manufacture, assembly and testing of a "stub" diagnostic probe actuator.
•- the manufacture of a neck valve assembly and a refrigeration test heater for
the liquid helium storage dewar.

- conversion of a solenoid valve to permanent magnet operation for gas dump
duty.

- fitting of injection magnet components to a beam chamber and electroplating
yokes.

- the manufacture of transducer mounts and spacer shims for trim rod
drives.

6.4.4 Reactor Physics

Four control rods were repaired and the drawings were updated for the ZED-II
reactor.

Several hundred aluminum foils were made, thirty fuel element sheaths were
trimmed, and a punch and sample box making die were fabricated for the Italian
fuel program.
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J. McKeown
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Also Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, Report AECL-8008.
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S.O. Schriber
Fusion Technology 1982, Vol. 1, 13 (1983).
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S. Rovanpera, H. Schneider, J. Staples and R. Yourd
IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci., NS-30 (2), 1456 (April 1983).
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M.R. Shubaly and J.G. Plato
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M.R. Shubaly
ibid., 2621.
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M.S. de Jong and E.A. Heighway
ibid., 2666.

THE BEAM BUNCHING SYSTEM FOR THE CHALK RIVER SUPERCONDUCTING CYCLOTRON
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S.O. Schriber
ibid., 3539.
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ibid., 3545.

100% DUTY FACTOR RFQ LINAC SYSTEMS AT CRNL
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ibid., 3557.

DESIGN OF RFQ VANE TIP TO MINIMIZE SPARKING PROBLEMS
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ibid., 3560.
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POWER RF STRUCTURES
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ibid., 3593.

EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISON OF BEAM EXCITED MODES IN BIPERIODIC STRUCTURES
K.C.D. Chan, H. Euteneuer, J.-P. Labrie and J. McKeown
ibid., 3645.

IMPROVED FIELD STABILITY IN RFQ STRUCTURES WITH VANE COUPLING RINGS
H.R. Schneider and H. Lancaster
ibid., 3007; also published as LBL-15140.

INTENSE DEUTERON AND PROTON INDUCED (CW) NEUTRON SOURCES
M.A. Lone and C.B. Bigham
Chapter VI, Neutron Sources for Basic Physics and Applications,
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Conference Presentations

VANE COUPLING RINGS SIMPLIFY TUNING OF THE LBL RFQ ACCELERATOR
H. Lancaster, R. Gough, D. Howard and H.R. Schneider
Paper presented at the 12th International Conference on High Energy Acceler-
ators, 1983 August.

INITIAL OPERATION OF THE LBL HEAVY ION RFQ
J. Staples, R. Gough, H. Schneider and E. Zajec
Paper presented at the 12th International Conference on High Energy Acceler-
ators, 1983 August.

DESIGN OF HIGH-CURRENT DC EXTRACTION COLUMNS
M.R. Shubaly
Oral paper presented at the International Ion Engineering Congress, Kyoto,
Japan, 1983 September 12-16.

EFFECTS OF HIGHER ORDER MULTIPOLE FIELDS ON HIGH CURRENT RFQ ACCELERATOR
DESIGN
G.E. McMichael and B.G. Chidley
Paper presented at EPS Conference on Computing in Accelerator Design and
Operation, Berlin, Germany, 1983 September 20-23.

BEAM LOADING AND BEAM INSTABILITIES IN HIGH CURRENT ACCELERATORS
K.C.D. Chan and J. McKeown
Paper presented at the International Cooperation of Advanced Neutron Sources
(ICANS-7), Chalk River, Ontario, 1983 September 13-16.

DEVELOPMENT OF A HIGH CURRENT INJECTOR FOR A SPALLATION NEUTRON SOURCE
B.G. Chidley,G.E. McMichael and M.R. Shubaly
Paper presented at the International Cooperation of Advanced Neutron Sources
(ICANS-7) Chalk River, Ontario, 1983 September 13-16.

ZEBRA/EMTF PROGRESS REPORT
S.O. Schriber
Paper presented at the International Cooperation of advanced Neutron Sources
(ICANS-7) Chalk River, Ontario, 1983 September 13-16.

NEW ACCELERATOR FOR RADIATION PROCESSING CW-TYPE LINAC
J. McKeown
Paper presented at the 16th Japan Conference on Radiation and Radioisotopes,
Tokyo, Japan, 1983 December 6.

CW LINAC FOR PROCESSING
J . McKeown
Paper presented at Symposium on Accelerator for Processing, Kamaguchi Lake,
Fuji, Japan, 1983 December 9-10.

Lectures

THE BEAM CAVITY INTERACTION EXPERIMENT AT CHALK RIVER NUCLEAR LABORATORIES
J.-P. Labrie
Colloquium presented at the University of Illinois, Champaign, IL,
1983 August 17.
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A TWO MAGNET ASYMMETRIC DOUBLY ACHROMATIC BEAM DEFLECTION SYSTEM
R.M. Hutcheon
CANADIAN PATENT NO. 1,143,839 issued 1983 March 29.
U.S. PATENT NO. 4,389,572 issued 1983 June 21.
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